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Abstract

Iris biometrics is widely regarded as a reliable and accurate method for personal iden-

tification and the continuing advancements in the field have resulted in the technology

being widely adopted in recent years and implemented in many different scenarios.

Current typical iris biometric deployments, while generally expected to perform well,

require a considerable level of co-operation from the system user. Specifically, the

physical positioning of the human eye in relation to the iris capture device is a criti-

cal factor, which can substantially affect the performance of the overall iris biometric

system. The work reported in this study will explore some of the important issues re-

lating to the capture and identification of iris images at varying positions with respect

to the capture device, and in particular presents an investigation into the analysis of

iris images captured when the gaze angle of a subject is not aligned with the axis of

the camera lens. A reliable method of acquiring off-angle iris images will be imple-

mented, together with a study of a database thereby compiled of such images captured

methodically. A detailed analysis of these so-called off-angle characteristics will be

presented, making possible the implementation of new methods whereby significant

enhancement of system performance can be achieved. The research carried out in this

study suggests that implementing carefully new training methodologies to improve the

classification performance can compensate effectively for the problem of off-angle iris

images. The research also suggests that acquiring off-angle iris samples during the en-

rolment process for an iris biometric system and the implementation of the developed

training configurations provides an increase in classification performance.
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CHAPTER 1

Unconstrained Iris Biometrics

Iris biometrics is widely regarded as a reliable and accurate method for personal identi-

fication using the rich textural information captured from the human eye. Continuing

advances in the field have meant that iris recognition technology has been widely

adopted in recent years and has been used in many different scenarios. Whilst current

iris biometric deployments are generally said to perform well, a considerable level of

co-operation is required from the system user. Various studies [1, 2] have highlighted

that the physical positioning of the human eye in relation to the iris capture device

is critical for the performance of an iris biometric system. This thesis will describe a

new study to explore some important issues related to the capture and identification

of iris images at different specific positions with respect to the capture camera and,

in particular, will investigate the analysis of iris images captured when the gaze angle

of the subject is not aligned with the axis of the camera lens. These images will be

referred to as unconstrained images, off-angle images or images relating to off-angle

locations in the visual field. A reliable method of acquiring off-angle iris images, a

study of a database of such images captured methodically, and a detailed analysis of

the off-angle characteristics to enhance an iris biometric classification system will be

presented.

This initial chapter will investigate the background to iris biometrics as a technology

and will provide the basis for the experimental investigation and analysis reported in

later chapters of the thesis. Section 1.1 will present an introduction. Section 1.2 will

provide a brief outline to the history of iris biometrics, presenting some key recent

advances in the field. Section 1.3 will report a review of the literature aimed at com-

pensating for off-angle iris images. Section 1.4 will discuss the research motivation in

more detail, and Section 1.5 will conclude this chapter and present an overview of the

organisation of the remainder of the thesis.

1
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1.1 Introduction

The requirement of conveniently and reliably establishing a persons identity is becom-

ing ever more important in todays complex and security-conscious society. Increas-

ingly, the varied aspects of day-to-day life are demanding more accurate identification

methods of a person or persons in many different circumstances. Credit Card, ATM

(automated teller machine) and cellular telephone fraud has introduced further require-

ments to provide accurate identification mechanisms. Illegal computer-related fraud

has become ever more prevalent with high profile Government and business computer

break-ins widely reported [3, 4].

Traditional authentication of a persons identity is typically achieved by two methods.

An ID card or an electronic token is categorised, as something a person possesses with

which to identify themselves, for example, in order to gain physical access to a building.

A PIN number or password is a piece of knowledge, which is deemed to be something

a person knows which is alternatively used to establish an identity, and is a familiar

method used to regulate access to virtual spaces, such as computer access. The two

mechanisms can also be used in combination, a good example of which is access to an

ATM, which requires the use of both an ATM card and a PIN number.

Establishing identity using physical tokens can be problematic due to items being lost,

forgotten, mislaid and potentially stolen, meaning that unauthorised parties have the

potential to gain access and privileges of an authorised user. Identity authentication

mechanisms, which rely on a persons knowledge, on the other hand, are particularly

susceptible to the user forgetting PIN numbers and passwords required to access secure

services and areas. Users commonly pick easily recallable PIN numbers and passwords,

which are easily remembered but associated with aspects of their life. Unfortunately,

commonly used passwords and PINS can be easily guessed (there is evidence that many

people use 0000 or 1234 for a 4-digit PIN [5] rendering the identification mechanism

highly insecure.

Increasingly, in the present day, a popular alternative identification approach uses

the physiological or behavioural characteristics of a person for authentication pur-

poses. This is the essence of the field generally called biometrics, which instead uses

the idea of something that you are. The selection of specific characteristics defines

which biometric modalities are chosen to provide a source of biometric measurements.

Table 1.1 presents a fuller range of possible biometric modalities. Finger prints, iris

texture and hand geometry, for example, are categorised as physiological biometric

modalities, which are related directly to the physiological characteristics of an individ-

ual. Signature, voice, keystroke patterns and gait are classed as behavioural biometric
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modalities, since the measurements used rely on the subject carrying out an activity

in order to generate the relevant data. A fingerprint pattern (physiological) can be

imaged by locating the end of the finger whilst a handwritten signature (behavioural)

requires the user to execute a writing activity before the signature is available. The

significant advantage of using physiological or behavioural characteristics, as an identi-

fication method, compared with more traditional approaches, is that biometrics cannot

be misplaced, stolen, forgotten or easily shared. The implementation of biometrics by

Governments such as Indias Unique Identification Authority of India (UIDAI) Aad-

haar program [6] and Americas United States Visitor and Immigrant Status Indicator

Technology program (US-VISIT) [7, 8] together with large organisations have provided

examples of very powerful tools to aid identification in many aspects of day-to-day life.

Deployment of biometrics for use in border control and digital passports [9–12], build-

ing door access [13], e-commerce [14] and internet banking [15] computer access and

mobile security [16, 17] are now becoming more and more prevalent in todays society.

Biometric technology also plays a role in forensic applications in order to provide iden-

tity management, identity verification in the criminal justice chain, the identification

of missing persons from a mass disaster, the forensic investigation and intelligence as

well as forensic evaluation of biometric evidence in court [18].

Biometric Modalities

DNA Vein patterns
Ear shape Footprint

Face Gait
Fingerprint Signature/handwriting

Hand geometry Voice
Iris Keystroke dynamics

Retina ECG
Palm print EEG
Body odour Heart beat

Table 1.1: Common and some less common biometric modalities

The authentication of a persons identity using a biometric system based on either

physiological or behavioural modalities requires two distinct operational phases. The

initial phase requires the (usually carefully controlled) capture of a users authentic

biometric data in order to form a biometric template for future reference. This template

is stored in a database together with the users associated personal details. This process

is known as biometric enrolment, which is usually a supervised procedure to collect a

users biometric information. This provides the biometric system with a reliable sample
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of biometric information about the user together with associated details to allow for

verification or identification purposes subsequently at a later stage.

Queries about a persons identity can be resolved using a biometric system in two

fundamentally distinct configurations. Verification involves a process of confirming a

biometric claim through biometric comparison [19]. This problem deals with claimed

identity, addressing the question is this person who (s)he says (s)he is. This is achieved

by comparing the users acquired biometric information to that of the stored template

of the users claimed identity. Identification involves a process of searching against a

biometric enrolment database to find and return the biometric reference identifier(s)

attributable to a single individual [19]. This method of identifying an individual is

achieved by comparing the biometric sample presented to the system to either a set of

already known identities (closed identification) or unknown identities (open identifica-

tion).

Traditional verification and identification mechanisms have been reviewed and shown

to be susceptible to issues about their level of security and to human error. Even a brief

overview of the concept of biometrics as a technology demonstrates an alternative so-

lution to the verification and identification problem. Biometrics relies on the ability to

accurately acquire a biometric sample from the end user. Traditionally, the enrolment

phase, which involves the acquisition of a users biometric sample to generate a stored

template, is a supervised procedure. This gives the operator of the biometric system

the ability to provide clear instructions about how to correctly use the biometric ac-

quisition hardware. The enrolment phase provides the ability to manage, for example,

the acquisition of a biometric sample and potentially provide human observation and

inspection to determine the quality of the sample before being fixed into a biometric

template. Using a supervised enrolment procedure to acquire iris image samples, for

example, provides the biometric system with the best quality biometric sample with

minimal occlusions and reduced noise.

When a person subsequently wishes to use the biometric system for the first time

in a particular application, the capture of their biometric data in most scenarios is

predominantly unsupervised. This has the potential to cause problems with either

the identification or verification process. Some problems which can occur and which

degrade the quality of the biometric sample can include incorrect use of the acquisition

hardware, occlusions from items the person is wearing or the position/stance of the

user in relation to the biometric acquisition hardware. Figure 1.1 illustrates a range of

iris samples degraded by the issues discussed.
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Figure 1.1: Range of non-ideal images taken from the UBIRIS.v2 database [20]

(a) Good quality iris image. (b) Off-angle iris image. (c) Poorly focused iris image.

(d) Rotated iris image. (e) Motion-blurred iris image. (f) Iris obstructions due to

eyelids. (g) Iris obstructions due to eyelashes. (h) Iris obstructions due to glasses. (i)

Iris obstructions due to contact lenses. (j) Iris obstructions due to hair. (k) Iris

imaging in poor lighting conditions. (l) Iris with specular reflections. (m) Iris with

lighting reflections. (n) Partially captured iris. (o) Out-of-iris image.

The iris biometric modality has been shown to provide high levels of accuracy in

academic evaluations and commercial installations. However, the potential usability

of iris biometrics still remains a critical aspect, which can cause degradations in iris

biometric performance. One of the problems for people wishing to use an iris biometric

system is how their eye is positioned in relation to the acquisition hardware. Incorrect

eye positioning can increase the noise in the iris biometric sample being presented.

This not only causes problems for the iris biometric system from a performance point

of view, but also can cause frustration for the end user.

As a technology, iris biometrics is an area which has been well studied and successfully

implemented in many commercial environments. It is a challenging task to develop

and implement any biometric system for widespread use that works well for all users

of the system. Whilst many aspects of iris biometrics are now reasonably mature, the

usability aspect is an important topic, which is becoming more and more prevalent in

the academic literature.

The implementation of a biometric system should not be more complex to use than

the traditional mechanisms of identification such as digital tokens or passwords. In
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order to design an iris biometric system which is more tolerant to the angular position

of the head and eye in relation to the acquisition hardware, an understanding of the

current technological trends needs to be studied. The remaining sections in this chapter

will firstly review and summarise some of the key elements of iris biometrics as a

technology in order to appreciate and understand the fundamentals of iris biometrics

as a field. Secondly, a review will be presented of how researchers in the biometrics

community are trying to alleviate the problems associated with off-angle iris capture

in an iris biometric system and hence be in a position to compensate for problems

existing in the capture process.

1.2 Iris Biometrics Review

This section provides a historical review of iris biometrics, outlining some of the impor-

tant concepts, which have been developed since the initial inception of the technique.

The use of the iris as a basis for personal identification can be traced back to a French

ophthalmologist Alphonse Bertillon [21] during 1885. The first conceptual design for

an automated iris biometric system, which was patented in 1987, was proposed by

Flom and Safir [22]. The patent outlined the imaging conditions to acquire eye sam-

ples, pattern recognition tools to detect and extract the iris region and methods to

store an individuals iris pattern in order to support a verification task. This patent

was an important initial step in the field of iris biometrics as some basic principles

of how to design and implement an iris biometric system were outlined in the 1987

patent. It is important to highlight that this conceptual design was not implemented

when the patent was obtained and therefore several methods in the acquisition stage

may be impractical for commercial implementations. This patent has clearly provided

a basis, which has influenced iris recognition implementations existing in todays cur-

rent literature and has been an important milestone in the development of a complex

identification system using the human iris.

A significant report by Johnston [23] in 1992, conducted at Los Alamos National

Laboratory, investigated the complexity of an iris image in order to determine the fea-

sibility of iris biometrics as a technology. An acquisition of iris images from 650 people

was undertaken at two unique sessions with a fifteen-month gap between each session.

This allowed the iris images from both sessions to be analysed in order to determine

if the pattern of each individual iris changed. This study also made possible an inves-

tigation into specular highlights and reflections, which can intrude into the complex

structure of the iris image during the acquisition phase. Whilst no experimental results
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were presented for their findings, it was determined that the use of iris biometrics is

suitable for both identification and verification scenarios.

The submission of a 1994 patent [24] together with earlier publications [25] saw

Daugman introduce an iris recognition system which has since become a standard

approach and a reference model for academics and researchers. The patent applied for

by Daugman outlines an operational iris recognition system and states the system

acquires through a video camera a digitised image of an eye of the human to be

identified. A significant proportion of commercial iris biometric systems are based

on the work by Daugman. This is due to a single company licensing both Flom and

Safirs earlier patent together with Daugmans 1994 patent.

Publications by Daugman [24, 25] outline an iris biometric approach which includes

the acquisition of an eye image, iris and pupil boundary detection and segmentation,

iris image normalisation, feature extraction and matching. Daugmans iris recognition

system outlines several methods for the iris acquisition phase, one of which requires the

user of the system to precisely position their eye within the cameras field of view. The

use of near-infrared illumination during the acquisition process is outlined by Daugman

in 2004 [26]. This method of illumination has the benefits of being unobtrusive to the

end user whilst enhancing dark iris structures (heavily pigmented irises). Another

method outlined by Daugman implements a real time focus assessment system. This

aims to determine the focus of the iris image presented to the system by analysing

the power of the middle and upper frequency bands of the 2D Fourier spectrum. This

system provides feedback to the lens to adjust the focus of the acquisition hardware

and instructions to the user of the system to adjust their position with respect to the

camera.

To isolate the iris region from the acquired eye image, Daugman developed the use of

the integro-differential operator. This method was used to establish the iris boundaries

with the assumption that the limbic boundaries of the eye were circular in shape.

Recent publications by Daugman have presented alternative segmentation methods to

segment the iris region without relying on earlier assumptions that the boundaries were

circular [27].

Iris images can vary in size due to the varying distance from the acquisition device or

illumination properties, which can affect the pupil dilation rate. Daugman overcomes

the issue of inconsistent iris sample size by mapping the iris region into a normalised

co-ordinate system. The iris region is mapped into a rectangular image with the limbic

boundary on the top and the pupillary boundary on the bottom. This is achieved by

using two co-ordinates on the circular iris image, which consist of an angle between

0 and 360 degrees and a radial co-ordinate between 0 and 1. The horizontal axis of
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the normalised image relates to the angular co-ordinates and the vertical axis to the

radial co-ordinates. To account for rotational inaccuracies of a head tilt during the

capture process, Daugman accounts for this in the matching phase, which is discussed

later in this section. The comparison of iris images is achieved by extracting measures

representing the iris texture from the normalised iris images. Daugman achieves this

by using convolution with 2D Gabor filters, which describe, extract and encode the iris

image textural information.

Large-scale iris recognition implementations are required to compare iris samples at

high speed. To achieve this, Daugman constructs a 256-byte binary code, which can

be efficiently compared to other iris samples using bitwise operations. The binary code

is generated after analysing the texture of the iris sample using Gabor filters.

Generated iris binary codes are used to compare the degree of similarity between two

iris samples. Daugman uses a measure of normalised Hamming distance, which allows

a calculation of the fraction of bits that disagree between two iris codes. IrisCode is

a standardised binarised representation of the iris patterning developed by Daugman

which has been extensively applied in commercial iris recognition systems and is a

brand trademark by Iridian Technologies. The two iris codes are deemed to have a

strong similarity if a low normalised Hamming distance is recorded. The acquisition of

iris images can potentially contain samples where the subjects head has become tilted.

To overcome the issue of rotation of the iris sample, the normalised Hamming distance

is computed for several orientations. The lowest normalised Hamming distance value

assumes a correct alignment of the two iris images and used as a value for matching.

Daugmans iris recognition contributions [24–30] have played an important, and some

would say decisive, role in the field of iris biometrics. An alternative contribution

was presented by Wildes [31], which implemented several alternative techniques to the

acquisition and processing of iris images. The acquisition setup presented by Wildes

uses an alternative approach by acquiring eye images using a low light level camera and

diffused illumination source. This has the advantage of reducing specular reflections

and providing a less intrusive illumination source.

Wildes approach to localisation and segmentation is achieved by computing a binary

edge map of the eye image together with a Hough transform to detect the iris and pupil

boundaries. It is reported to be more stable to noise than the alternatives. However,

due to the process of forming a binary edge map, the amount of iris data is reduced,

a factor which can be crucial in the feature extraction phase. The segmentation pro-

cedure also includes eyelid detection and localisation in an effort to reduce noise and

distortion in the iris image.
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The matching process presented by Wildes is reported to be capable of finer distinc-

tions between different iris images. Daugmans method binarises the band pass filtered

results unlike Wildes method which applies a Laplacian of Gaussian filter at multiple

scales, which produces an iris template. Wildes computes the normalised correlation

to determine the similarity of the two iris samples whilst Daugman computes the nor-

malised Hamming distance of the generated iris codes. It is reported that Wildes

method has an improved response to geometric deformation between iris samples due

to the data driven approach to image registration, which aligns the two instances to

be compared. This, however, comes with an increased level of computational require-

ments.

Early work which provides a description of Wildes contributions can be seen in [32,

33], together with two patents [34, 35], filed in 1996 and 1998 respectively. Reference

[31], published in 1997 outlines a set of experimental evaluations including Wildes et

al system with a study of 60 different irises derived from 40 persons. This work laid

out an alternative approach to that of Daugman. A later publication [36] presents

an updated set of technical details with further experimental evaluations of the iris

biometric system.

The contributions of both Daugman and Wildes have been presented as part of this

literature review in order to understand and highlight the early work in the field of

iris biometrics, which has been particularly influential. Research studies into different

areas of iris biometrics frequently reference both the Daugman and Wildes publications,

which have become the building blocks of current iris biometrics.

Since the early publications by Daugman and Wildes many attempts have been made

to improve all aspects of iris recognition. This includes research into improving seg-

mentation, feature extraction and matching which have greatly benefitted the field of

iris biometrics, providing algorithms which have significantly improved the overall clas-

sification accuracy achievable. A major area of research in the field of iris biometrics

is iris image acquisition, which deals with how to acquire iris images at a distance, on

the move [37–41] or off-angle and still achieve the same levels of accuracy. The next

section in this chapter will investigate methods presented in the research to handle

these off-angle iris images.

1.3 Off-angle Iris Recognition

The off-angle iris recognition literature review to be presented reports results based on

a wide range of databases, which will be discussed further in Chapter 2.
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Since the development of iris recognition technology by Daugman and Wildes a large

number of iris encoding and processing techniques have been developed (see, for ex-

ample, [42, 43]). According to Schuckers et al [44] three critical factors; (i) public

acceptance, (ii) new user friendly capture devices with broad improved capabilities

and (iii) broadened range of applications, have influenced the increased interest in iris

biometrics. The processing and encoding of non-ideal iris images has become ever

more important in the requirement for wide deployment of iris biometric technology.

The term non-ideal refers to iris images that have been acquired which are off-angle,

occluded, blurred, noisy or captured at a distance. This section will focus mainly on

techniques published in the literature to overcome the issue of iris images acquired off-

angle, which is the work most closely related to the main topic of the study reported

in this thesis.

Off-angle iris images can become significantly distorted, contain noise artifacts and

have problems with occlusions such as eyelids and eyelashes. These problems make

the implementation of traditional segmentation algorithms with off-angle iris images

especially problematic. To correctly isolate the iris region from the rest of the eye

image a selection of segmentation algorithms, designed to accommodate off-angle iris

images, will be investigated.

Abhyankar and Schuckers [45] propose a method of using active shape models to

segment the iris region. This method is used to learn the non-linear shape distri-

butions in order to achieve isolation of the iris region. The paper reports that the

use of active shape models was successful and capable of detecting iris regions from

noisy images. The authors also note that significant improvement of the matching pro-

cess was achieved when using their method, compared with traditional segmentation

algorithms, which use circular Canny edge detection approaches.

Zuo et al [46] propose a segmentation algorithm which localises the pupil using shape

intensity and location information. Once the pupil has been isolated a method sim-

ilar to Daugmans integro-differential operator is used to detect the boundary of the

iris. To estimate the pupil and iris regions an ellipse-based model is used to contour

the boundaries, which is reported to demonstrate the robustness of the algorithm to

off-angle iris images. The authors compare their results to traditional iris segmen-

tation algorithms by Masek [47], Camus and Wildes [48] with a reported increase in

segmentation performance of 14.19%.

Ross and Shah [49] present a method of segmenting non-ideal iris images using

geodesic active contours. Approximating the iris boundary using geodesic active con-

tours removes the requirement of using conics and instead fits a tight boundary around
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the iris region. The pupil is first detected by filtering the iris image and then binaris-

ing using a specific threshold value. The image is then further filtered to discard noise

associated with eyelashes and other artifacts. Once the pupil is detected the geodesic

active contour method attempts to detect the limbic boundary of the eye together with

the contour of the eyelid. The authors note that the algorithm aids in accurately esti-

mating the radius and centre co-ordinates of the iris. The results suggest that there is

an improvement when using the geodesic active contour segmentation method on iris

images from the CASIA database. The GAR (Genuine Acceptance Rate) is 94% for

the geodesic active contour segmentation method, 91.5% for Maseks [47] segmentation

algorithm and 88% using integro-differential operator [25] at a fixed FAR (False Accep-

tance Rate) of 0.01%. Analysis of the results for the WVU non-ideal left iris database

suggest that there is not a performance change when geodesic active contours are im-

plemented when compared to Maseks segmentation algorithm. The results, however,

suggest a significant performance gain is achieved using geodesic active contour method

for segmenting the WVU non-ideal right iris database. The use of geodesic active con-

tours were further evaluated by Shah and Ross [50] using the CASIA v3.0 and UBIRIS

iris databases which indicated further benefits of the proposed algorithm. The research

suggests that the algorithm aids in accurately estimating the radius of the iris and its

centre together with faster execution time than the integro-differential approach.

Zuo and Schmid [51] present an automatic algorithm to evaluate the precision of a

segmentation method. This work is of particular interest because if iris segmentation

is not executed with precision, the error will propagate and be amplified during the

encoding and matching steps of an iris recognition system. The algorithm aims to eval-

uate the segmentation precision of the pupil and limbic boundaries, providing a binary

decision to determine if the iris sample has been correctly or incorrectly segmented.

The algorithm is designed to carry out the following tests; (i) the pupil is required to

be of sufficient size for it to be properly segmented, and a threshold test checks the

size of the pupil, (ii) an analysis estimates the boundaries of the iris and pupil and (iii)

evaluates the relationship among intensities of the pupil, iris and sclera. The results of

the automatic algorithm to evaluate the iris segmentation precision are compared with

results of a human visual evaluation procedure. The authors conclude that there are

only a few iris images where the automatic iris segmentation algorithm and manual

iris segmentation evaluation procedure disagree.

Zuo and Schmid [52] propose a segmentation algorithm which compensates for non-

ideal factors in iris images. Their methods are based on previous work [51], which

determines iris image quality. The segmentation algorithm includes pre-processing,

pupil segmentation, iris segmentation, occlusion estimation and unwrapping. At each

stage of the processing chain described, the algorithm attempts to compensate for
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non-ideal aspects of the iris image, for example, specular reflection, blur, off-angle and

occlusion. A method of using shape, intensity and location information is exploited for

pupil and iris localisation. To estimate the boundaries for the pupil and iris regions an

ellipse-based model is used. The segmentation approach was compared to Masek [47],

Camus and Wildes [48], achieving an increase in segmentation performance of 17.1%.

Jeong et al [53] discuss a new iris segmentation algorithm, which processes RGB

colour iris images. The technique firstly transforms the images into grey level in order

to reduce processing time and computational complexity. A circular edge detection

method is used to localise the inner and outer boundaries of the iris regions. To

determine if the pupil and iris boundaries have been correctly detected, the algorithm

analyses the corneal specular reflections. If the iris sample is incorrectly detected

using the circular edge detector, an AdaBoost-based eye detection method is used to

determine the iris region. Circular edge detectors are used to further achieve accurate

eye detection. The eyelid and eyelash areas are detected and removed and the iris region

is extracted. The segmentation results were evaluated as part of the NICE.I (Noisy Iris

Challenge Evaluation Part I) [54] contest and achieved E1 (classification error rate)

and E2 (type-I and type-II error rate) of 2.8% and 14.4% error rates respectively.

Chen et al [55] propose an iris segmentation system which exploits the use of an

adaptive mean shift and merged active contour algorithms in order to attempt accurate

and fast iris segmentation for non-ideal iris images. The active mean shift algorithm is

designed to perform coarse iris localisation using an iterative non-parametric procedure

to seek the mode of a density function represented by a set of sampled discrete data.

The merged active contour model provides fine segmentation of the iris boundaries,

which derived from an active contour model, presented by Chan and Vese [56]. Eyelids,

eyelashes, reflections and shadows can be detected by the curve evolving process of the

mean active contour model and labelled in the iris region. The segmentation method

is compared with Daugman [26], He et al [57], Vatsa et al [58] and Shah and Ross [50]

and is reported to achieve the highest segmentation accuracy.

Jan et al [59] discuss a segmentation approach using a two-phase strategy. The

proposed algorithm consists of four modules, which are image processing, phase-1 iris

localisation, phase-2 iris localisation and fitting non-circular contours. The phase-

1 iris localisation method attempts to determine the pupil boundary in a sub-image

using the Hough transform, grey level statistics, adaptive thresholding and geometrical

transforms. Once the pupil boundary is detected this information is used to determine

the iris boundary in the localised sub-image. If the phase-1 localisation method fails the

algorithm invokes the phase-2 localisation method. This process attempts to localise

a coarse iris region followed by extracting the pupil and iris boundary. The iris inner
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and outer contours are regularised using radial gradients and active contours in a local

region of the eye image. The author claims to have proposed an algorithm which has

resolved the issue of localising the iris in off-axis eye images. The experimental results

also outline that the segmentation technique is reported to be tolerant to specular

reflections and non-uniform illumination together with occlusions caused by glasses,

eyelashes, eyelids and contact lenses.

Iris segmentation algorithms which have been designed to process non-ideal off-angle

iris images, have so far been investigated and reviewed. What is evident from the re-

search literature is that the iris and pupil boundaries of off-angle iris images cannot be

assumed to be circular in shape. Therefore, researchers have generally been required

to either modify traditional segmentation algorithms or develop entirely new methods

such as using active contours to isolate the pupil and iris boundaries. This technique

[50] shows promising results but introduces new problems such as computational com-

plexities.

The correct segmentation of non-ideal off-angle iris images is just one aspect of the

iris biometric processing chain. Feature extraction, normalisation and iris encoding

are areas of an iris biometric system where new research is also being reported in the

literature to compensate for the distortions and specific characteristics of off-angle iris

images.

Dorairaj et al [60] discuss an iris recognition system which implements Principal

Component Analysis (PCA) [61] as the initial encoding method and uses a combina-

tion of PCA and Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [62] as the second encoding

technique. A novel method presented is the use of PCA as an individual encoding tech-

nique rather than a pre-processing step for ICA encoding. This research investigates

the compensation for the rotation effect (a critical step for non-ideal iris applications)

together with studying the effect of the varying image resolution with the two encoding

methods. The motivation for this research is primarily to compare iris images which

have been acquired at different distances. The authors conclude that a substantial

improvement in performance is achieved when compensation for head tilt (rotation)

is taken into consideration. It was also noted that the application of global PCA and

ICA methods for iris encoding demonstrated potential improvements in performance.

Abhyankar et al [63] present a new method of using biorthogonal wavelets to encode

iris information efficiently. The authors outline that this method reduces the built-in

noise of the iris images using in-band thresholding, which reportedly achieves better

mapping and encoding of relevant iris information and suggests the algorithm is flexi-

ble enough to be adapted for non-ideal off-angle iris images. The biorthogonal wavelet
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based method is divided into isolation/segmentation, normalisation, template forma-

tion/encoding and match score calculation. The effectiveness of the algorithm is com-

pared to Daugmans approach using iris samples from the CASIA database with 4,536

intra-class and 566,244 inter-class comparisons. Using a Hamming distance threshold

value of 0.4, Daugmans Gabor filter FRR and FAR values were 13.6% and 0.6% respec-

tively. The FRR and FAR values for the authors biorthogonal wavelets method was

0% and 0.03%. The research suggests that the use of biorthogonal wavelets produces

better results than the Gabor filter method and is reported to be capable of doing

personal identification with fairly high confidence [63].

Dorairaj et al [60] discuss an iris recognition system to process non-ideal iris images

using a two-step approach. This includes gaze direction estimation, processing and

encoding of rotated iris images using global ICA encoding. The first process of the iris

recognition system is to carry out angle estimation of the off-angle iris sample. The

process assumes that a rough initial estimate of the off-angle iris image is available.

Hamming distance is one method used to estimate the gaze direction when two iris

images are available, one frontal and one off-angle image. Daugmans integro-differential

operator is used if only a single iris sample is available. Both methods rotate the off-

angle iris image using projective transformation using the range of available initial angle

estimates and an objective function is then calculated. The estimate, which returns the

smallest Hamming distance or the largest integro-differential operator value, is chosen.

Once the angle is estimated, projective transformation rotates the off-angle sample

into frontal view. The rotated iris image is then processed and encoded using global

ICA. The algorithm was evaluated using the CASIA and WVU datasets in order to

understand the performance of the global ICA encoding technique. The ROC curves

[64] presented indicate that the highest performing encoding technique presented in

the research is the ICA encoding method with unified masking.

Abhyankar et al [65] extend their biorthogonal wavelets-based iris recognition ap-

proach [63] to deal with off-angle iris images and maintain robust performance. The

paper outlines two methods to handle non-ideal iris samples. The first method investi-

gates the traditional approach of using affine and projective transformation to match

iris sample angles before comparing. The second technique investigates the use of a

biorthogonal wavelet network to process the non-ideal iris samples. The authors first

investigate the performance of the biorthogonal wavelet algorithm [63] without en-

hancements using off-angle iris samples. The results show non-separation between the

inter and intra class distributions for ten degrees and twenty degrees iris images and

the authors suggest that their original algorithm requires improvement to work with

off-angle samples. The research explores the use of projective and affine transformation

to transform the off-angle iris images to frontal view and transform the frontal view iris
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samples to the required off-angle locations, which was found to produce better results.

The authors note that using the transformation technique can cause problematic issues

with blurring of the outer iris boundary potentially producing poorer classification re-

sults. It is also mentioned that this method requires a priori knowledge of the angle

of iris samples.

The second method discussed in the literature outlines the adapted biorthogonal

wavelet algorithm based on [63] which is reported to be insensitive to homogeneous

noise and deformations. The algorithm firstly segments the iris and removes excess

noise. A wavelet template is then created by transforming the iris information from

the (x,y) to the (r,θ) coordinate domain with wavelet coefficients representing the

model of the iris features. In order to retain the significant coefficients, multiresolution

thresholding is used. A wavelet network is created for zero degrees and other off-angle

locations using enrolment images. The iris template is represented by the significant

coefficients and a set of weights for each angle. To provide authentication, an optimal

wavelet template is created from the authentication image and compared, using the

Euclidean distance metric, to the templates stored for the various angles. The authors

report that samples at angles of up to 42 degrees were recognised correctly and a com-

plete separation of inter and intra class distributions for all images was observed. It

was noted that a drop in system performance was seen for off-angle iris images of more

than 42 degrees. The authors outlined that this drop in performance may be due to

insufficient data remaining in the iris samples. The biorthogonal wavelet iris recog-

nition approach is reported not to require advance knowledge of iris angles and this

algorithm is demonstrated to be potentially useful in compensating for non-ideal con-

ditions. A significant disadvantage to this algorithm is the considerable computational

complexity of the method.

Kalka et al [66] present several methods to assess iris quality to determine the per-

formance of traditional iris recognition systems when using non-ideal iris images. The

work investigates seven quality factors, which include off-angle iris images included in

the WVUs off-angle iris image database. The effect of off-angle iris images is evaluated

by training the recognition system using frontal view images and testing using off-angle

images transformed into frontal view using projective transformation. The off-angle

estimation is achieved using a traditional approach similar to the method outlined in

[60] by maximising the value of Daugmans integro-differential operator over a series of

projective transformations. This process allows the iris recognition algorithm to op-

erate on the transformed frontal view iris sample. The author outlines an automated

iris image quality evaluation method, which operates by estimating each quality fac-

tor individually and then fusing the estimated factors using Dempster-Shafer theory.

The algorithm is evaluated using CASIA 1.0 and WVU datasets, which are primarily
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affected by occlusion and pixel count respectively. The authors conclude that factors

such as defocus blur, motion blur and off-angle capture significantly degraded perfor-

mance over other factors assessed.

Price et al [67] investigate iris recognition accuracy when correcting for the refrac-

tive effects of off-angle eye samples. A model of the human eye is rendered using real

anatomical and optical properties. Iris samples are synthetically generated for differ-

ent viewing angles using both simple patterns of concentric rings and synthetic texture

maps of the iris. Distortion estimated from the concentric-ring iris images provide in-

formation as to how to sample textural information from iris images, which have been

distorted by refraction. The authors note that accounting for refraction can cause a

significant reduction in Hamming distance values between iris samples. Also, the au-

thors suggest that compensating for refraction can significantly reduce iris recognition

errors. This study concludes that further research is required with an iris database

from human subjects rather than relying on synthetic iris data.

Schuckers et al [44] present two techniques for angle compensation in non-ideal iris

recognition, which aim to account for angular variations in iris samples. The first ap-

proach attempts to use Daugmans integro-differential operator as an objective function

to measure the pupil circularity, which follows the angle estimation method presented

by Dorairaj [60]. Geometric transformation is performed after angle estimation and the

iris image is processed as a frontal view sample using global ICA encoding. The sec-

ond approach investigates the use of an angular deformation calibration model, which

estimates the model planes, which represent different off-angle iris samples. The iris

images are transformed onto the plane closest to the base calibration plane and en-

coded using biorthogonal wavelets. To quantify the performance of the two algorithms,

the majority of experiments used off-angle iris samples from the WVU dataset.

Furthermore, the research by Schuckers et al [44] study the effect of assumed angle

which is experimentally measured during data collection versus estimated angle, which

is calculated using either the integro-differential operator or estimated using the angu-

lar deformation calibration approach. The results reported show that the performance

improved when using estimated values of the off-angle iris sample and reported that

this is due to the difficulty in experimentally measuring the angle of a subjects gaze.

The authors discuss the observation that whilst the integro-differential operator ap-

proach shows good performance for small off-angle deviations from training to testing,

relatively poor performance is experienced with larger angles potentially due to the

use of simple projective transformation. It is reported that when larger off-angle devi-

ations are introduced, the angular deformation calibration algorithm provides a better

performance.
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A limitation observed in relation to the Daugman integro-differential operator for

angle estimation is the requirement for an assumed angle of the iris sample. An au-

tomatic method to determine the assumed angle would be required in a real-world

application to make this approach computationally feasible. The angular deformation

calibration model only provides one degree of freedom in the horizontal axis. The im-

plementation by Schuckers et al [44] assumes a fixed distance between camera and eye

and is not able to process varying distances. The method currently presented requires

human intervention, as the training is semi-automated, requiring reference points to be

captured for training the model planes. This advanced method requires off-angle iris

images for training the system. The authors conclude by outlining that the presented

strategies provide comparable recognition performance to that of a system that uses

assumed angles, providing new methods for non-ideal iris compensation.

Proenca and Alexandre [68] discuss a non-cooperative iris recognition system to au-

tomatically recognise individuals without requiring active participation. The iris is

segmented and normalised and divided into six regions, which provides independent

feature extraction and comparison for each separate region. A comparison is made

between corresponding iris regions, and iris classification is achieved using a fusion

rule and thresholding. This method is reported to be more tolerant to noise factors

using the proposed iris division and classification strategy. The authors note that a

lower error rate is achieved when compared with three common classification fusion

strategies, product, mean and minimum. The algorithm is dependent on accurate iris

segmentation but reported to be adequate for less constrained image capture environ-

ments.

Daugman [27] present an approach to handle off-axis iris images by estimating the

gaze angle and correcting the off-axis sample using a new approach called Fourier-

based trigonometry. This method does not assume a circular pupil shape when viewed

orthographically. The iris gaze parameters are computed using the Fourier coefficients

of the empirical contour functions outlined in Daugmans literature. The Fourier-based

trigonometry method allows the transformation of off-axis iris samples by using an

affine transformation, which converts iris images into apparent orthographic form,

making them potentially recognisable against other samples of the same eye. Daugman

discusses one limitation, which is that the affine transformation assumes the iris is

planar and without curvature. This assumption can cause the off-angle iris images to

be incorrectly transformed due to the iris surface curvature not being accounted for in

the distance measurements between the eye and camera lens.

Kennell et al [69] present preliminary findings for two off-axis image transform meth-

ods which aim to convert the iris to frontal view. Iris samples are firstly manually
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segmented using a visual inspection technique. Affine and cornea corrected transforms

are applied to project the iris to an on-axis frontal view image. The final step involves

interpolation of the empty pixels and manual re-segmentation. Interpolating empty

pixels is carried out to prevent errors within the iris recognition algorithm due to spuri-

ous zero value pixels. In order to determine the performance of the two transformation

methods two matching algorithms were implemented. This included the red algorithm

developed in [70] and iCAP, which is a commercial implementation of Daugmans algo-

rithm minus off-axis image updates presented in [27]. The cornea-corrected transforms

method using Daugmans algorithm showed improvements at 20 and 40 degrees with the

reported peaks in the performance curves roughly corresponding to values reported by

Price [67]. The results when using the red algorithm show a similar peak at 20 degrees

but provide less significant Hamming distance improvements. The authors suggest that

for off-angle recognition, using the cornea-corrected transform would be a potentially

useful method.

Abhyankar and Schuckers [71] discuss methods to provide a framework to assess iris

image quality, a study comparing Gabor and biorthogonal wavelet filter based iris

recognition systems and a technique to improve iris segmentation performance. The

methods outlined in [63], which look at analysis between Gabor and biorthogonal en-

coding, is further extended by enhancing the filtering stage using directional vanishing

moments. This process is carried out to enhance the feature extraction and encoding

stage.

The first contribution investigates image quality assessment using four factors, which

are occlusion, focus, angular deformation and contrast. The assessment procedure

is implemented using two stages: pixel level, which provides the ability to carry out

adaptive matching, and image level, which is used to compare and assess different

databases. The authors outline that the results from the image quality assessment

show that CASIA and Bath datasets contain a high quantity of good quality images

whilst WVU and Clarkson have a high percentage of medium to poor quality images.

The angular deformation quality metric is not estimated but provided by the data

collectors during the acquisition stage. The four quality measurements are combined

to produce an iris quality measurement in the range from 0 to 100.

The second contribution investigates the recognition results from three algorithms

using four iris databases. The first two algorithms extend the previous work carried

out in [63] by comparing Gabor and biorthogonal encoding schemes with an additional

three databases. The algorithms developed and reported in this paper enhance the

initial biorthogonal encoding method with the use of directional filters for encoding

iris information together with the implementation of quality based matching of the iris
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templates. The authors report that implementing both enhancements simultaneously

resulted in equal error values of 0.15%, 0.07%, 0.81% and 1.29% for databases CASIA,

Bath, WVU and Clarkson respectively.

The final contribution consisted of iris image enhancement to improve segmenta-

tion performance. Iris images were pre-processed by transforming the images into the

wavelet domain using biorthogonal wavelets and extracting the maxima energy. The

use of log and gradient masking is performed to provide further enhancement before

the segmentation process. Circular Canny edge detectors are used to perform iris seg-

mentation followed by wavelet domain in-band de-noising techniques to enhance the

iris images. After image enhancement the segmentation rate for the four databases was

99.6%, 99.2%, 98.01% and 95.62% for databases CASIA, Bath, WVU and Clarkson

respectively. The authors conclude that the biorthogonal encoding method with direc-

tional filters produced results equivalent to the best results reported in the literature

with the system performance being highly correlated with the quality of the captured

iris images.

Belcher and Du [72] present a region-based (SIFT) scale-invariant feature transform

approach for off-angle iris recognition. The iris area is divided into three regions, left,

right and bottom and further split into sub-regions containing a potential feature point.

The unstable points are eliminated and the SIFT approach is used to find the domi-

nant orientation and feature point description. The method assumes that the feature

positions do not change despite scale, rotation and dilation variance in iris images.

Each feature point between images is compared in the same sub-region, which allows

for the best match to be found even if segmentation is not the same for all images,

making the algorithm less sensitive to segmentation error. The equal error rates for

the ICE, WVU, and CASIA 1.0 datasets were 5.57%, 8.28% and 2.1% respectively.

The authors note that non-cooperative iris recognition systems should consist of cen-

tre gaze and off-angle images to allow for future test images to be correctly matched

against its enrolled image. It is also mentioned that this system may solve issues with

non-cooperative iris recognition as the method does not require centred gaze, trans-

formation to polar coordinates, affine transformation or 100% accurate segmentation.

Although the method presented here is fundamentally different from the technique

discussed in later chapters, the research by Belcher and Du [72] gives confidence to the

strategy which has been adopted in this thesis.

Chou et al [73] discuss a non-orthogonal-view iris recognition system. This com-

prises a custom acquisition device, a method to transform a non-orthogonal-view angle

(NOVA) iris image to an orthogonal-view angle (OVA) using the pupil boundary, new

iris segmentation method and a multi resolution edge-type descriptor to represent the
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iris pattern signature. A dual CCD (charged coupled device) imaging system is imple-

mented to overcome the issue of reduced contrast on the outer iris boundary. A cold

mirror allows NIR (near-infrared) illumination to pass through the mirror to form an

NIR image on the NIR CCD. The visible light is reflected off the cold mirror form-

ing an RGB image on the RGB CCD with this image providing assistance to the iris

segmentation process.

The pupil detection method is assisted with the use of light source placement with the

illumination glints (specular reflections) existing in the cornea area using information

about where the glints occur to aid the pupil detection process. The NIR image

is thresholded in order to detect the dark pupil region, with pupil area candidates

being computed using a connected component analysis technique. Once the pupil

region is detected an ellipse-fitting algorithm is used to estimate the coefficients of a

specific quadratic equation using the boundary of the pupil. The paper outlines a circle

rectification process, which uses affine transformation using elliptic parameters based

on the coefficients estimated in the pupil boundary detection process, which is applied

to the iris image so that the rectified inner boundary approaches a circle.

The RGB and NIR spectral images acquired using the outlined capture hardware

are used for detecting the outer iris and eyelid boundaries using a RANSAC (random

sample consensus) algorithm. The segmentation method consists of a classifier which

uses four spectral measurements to remove non-target edge pixels before fitting a curve

model to the edge pixels using RANSAC.

An edge-type descriptor is used to characterise the iris patterns using multiscale

step/bridge edge-type maps, which are extracted using the derivative of a Gaussian,

and the Laplacian of Gaussian filters and classification achieved using edge-type match-

ing. The authors explain that 100 iris samples with 7 horizontal orientations from -30

degrees to +30 degrees were acquired for testing. The developed iris segmentation

methods are reported to be insensitive to large off-angle iris orientations with the al-

gorithm providing roughly 45% mean error reduction when compared to Daugmans

and Wildes segmentation methods. The proposed method is also reported to be able

to reduce the eyelid detection errors by 50% using the available four spectral images.

The NOVA iris recognition performance using the LoP/DoG filter banks achieved an

equal error rate of 0.04%, which is reported to be smaller than other approaches, but

requires an accurate segmentation approach. Some disadvantages of the iris recog-

nition system include the requirement for a custom camera and careful placement of

visible illumination sources together with limited depth of field and field of view of the

acquisition hardware.
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Du et al [74] discuss a scale invariant Gabor descriptor-based non-cooperative iris

recognition system where the iris features are extracted using a Gabor descriptor.

In order to work with off-angle and low-resolution images the feature extraction and

comparison algorithms are scale, deformation, rotation and contrast invariant. This

method is built on previous work [72] in order to try to overcome the problem with

noise and the patterns of noise existing in the iris region. The regional SIFT method

presented in earlier work uses gradient information to describe the area around the

feature point which is not ideal for feature extraction. The new method aims to im-

prove the iris feature extraction process by using Gabor wavelets incorporated with

SIFT. Local feature point description is achieved using both the phase and magnitude

of Gabor wavelet outputs. The feature points are locally and globally registered using

two feature region maps with each sub-region in the map locally adjusted for dilation,

contraction and deformation. The presented method is shown to be tolerant of segmen-

tation errors and performs at a level comparable to traditional methods using the ICE

2005 database and performs well for the IUPUI remote iris database. A video based

non-cooperative iris recognition system is also proposed using the Gabor descriptor

feature matching and fusion process and assessed with 298 acquired video sequences.

The results outlined show that whilst 73 videos were not recognised (about 24.5% of

the total number), the remaining samples achieved 100% recognition accuracy.

Roy et al [75] propose a non-ideal iris recognition algorithm which uses a region based

active contour model to segment an iris image together with an iterative Modified Con-

tribution Selection Algorithm (MCSA) to select a subset of informative features with-

out compromising the recognition rate. The iris segmentation process approximates

the inner and outer boundaries of the iris using a Direct Least Square (DLS) based

elliptical fitting model. The exact inner and outer boundaries of the iris are determined

by applying geometric active contours based on the estimated boundaries determined

in the previous DLS elliptical curve-fitting step. To reduce the effects of the intrusion

of the eyelid, a curve is evolved from inside the approximated iris boundary. Eyelash

detection is implemented and the iris is unwrapped to a normalised rectangular block.

To compensate for size inconsistencies occurring during execution of the curve evolu-

tion approach, a circle-fitting strategy, similar to the method proposed by Shah and

Ross [50], is implemented.

In order to optimise the performance of the classifier on unseen data an iterative

MCSA algorithm is implemented which combines both filter and wrapper approaches.

The features are ranked at each step using the classifier as a black box with the ranking

being based on the Shapley value [76] which is used to estimate the importance of

each feature by taking into account the interactions between features. To perform

the prediction on the selected features, Adaptive Asymmetrical SVM (AASVM) is
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deployed. The algorithms were evaluated on three iris databases, which include ICE

2005, WVU and UBIRIS version 1. The authors observe that the segmentation method

performs well despite the intensity inhomogeneity which occurs in the iris and pupil

regions, and matching performance is improved when the region-based active contour

model is implemented for segmenting the datasets. The authors conclude that a better

performance than that attainable with existing non-ideal iris recognition algorithms is

achieved when iris images suffer from intensity inhomogeneity.

Kalka et al [77] describe an iris quality assessment method to analyse the effects of

quality factors such as defocus blur, off-angle capture effects, occlusion/specular reflec-

tion, lighting and iris resolution, building on previous research reported in [66]. The

quality factors are individually estimated and then combined using a Dempster-Shafer

(DS) fusion algorithm, which combines the image quality scores. The WVU iris image

database is used to evaluate the off-angle performance, which contains two frontal view

images, one 15 degree view image and one 30 degree view image. The matching score

values for on-angle images show that as the yaw angle increases, the relative distance

between imposter and genuine score curves decreases. The work presented in this pa-

per extends previous work [66] by replacing the initial segmentation algorithm with an

adapted segmentation algorithm, which was utilised in the data collection experiments.

The off-angle estimation technique follows the same process outlined in [66], picking

estimates that maximise the value of Daugmans integro-differential operator. The pro-

posed quality algorithm is assessed using the CASIA 3.0, WVU, and ICE 1.0 datasets

with the authors noting that the quality metric can predict performance for all three

datasets. The authors conclude that the iris quality measure can provide an informal

measure of the dependability of the matching decision, and that this can potentially be

included in future multimodal fusion algorithms. The proposed method has the ability

to describe how an iris image is degraded and to what extent, which is useful when

deciding if the capture of a further iris image sample is required. A limiting aspect of

the presented algorithm is the requirement of accurate segmentation, which also makes

the algorithm potentially impractical to deploy in many real time applications.

Abhyankar and Schuckers [78] discuss a biorthogonal wavelet-based iris recognition

system modified from previous work [44, 63] to perform iris recognition in non-ideal

settings. The research presents two methods, which include the traditional approach

using affine and projective transformations together with a biorthogonal wavelet net-

work to account for non-ideal conditions. The first approach investigates the trans-

formation of non-ideal iris images using affine and projective transformation to match

the iris samples with on-angle images. Affine transformation is used to take into ac-

count translations while projective transformation maps off-angle information using a

quadrilateral structure. This approach achieved reasonable equal error rates [78] but
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required angle deformation knowledge, while difficulties were experienced in solving

the quadrant mismatch problems.

The second approach uses affine and projective transformation to generate 20 rep-

resentations of each iris class from 0 to 45 degrees in a step size of 5 degrees. A

biorthogonal wavelet network is used to represent significant iris information forming

optimised weights after the iris images have had the iris regions isolated. The sys-

tem is trained using seven representations and tested using the remaining thirteen.

An unknown class is recognised using a procedure which encodes the class using all

biorthogonal wavelet network representations. The biorthogonal wavelet network cor-

responding to the best representation is repositioned, formulating the new weights.

Euclidean distance is calculated between the new and original weights to determine

the difference. The system performance when assessed using real iris images from the

VIIT dataset show gradual performance degradation after 45 degrees angular defor-

mation. The use of synthetic iris images shows a drop in performance for off-angle

iris images of more than 42 degrees. It is mentioned that the performance drop may

be due to insufficient data left in the iris image at angles more than 42 degrees or 45

degrees. The authors conclude that the system efficiently recognises iris images of less

than 45 degrees and does not require prior knowledge of the iris image angles. The

authors also suggest that the method might be suitable under non-ideal conditions

such as noise, rotation and other angular positions. The principal negative issue with

the biorthogonal wavelet network is the computational complexity of the algorithm,

which requires further research.

Roy et al [79] present algorithms for iris segmentation, feature extraction and se-

lection and iris pattern matching for non-ideal iris images. A level set-based curve

evolution approach, using an edge stopping function, is implemented to segment the

inner boundary of the iris image. A curve evolution method using the regularised

Mumford-Shah segmentation model with an energy minimisation algorithm is imple-

mented to segment the outer iris boundary. The Daubechies wavelet transform is used

to extract feature characteristics with informative texture features located using genetic

algorithms. Four feature selection algorithms are incorporated in the proposed genetic

algorithm, which include SVM-RFE, k-NN, T-statistics and entropy-based methods

that are implemented to improve the analysis of iris data by locating sub-sets of in-

formative texture features. The author concludes that the algorithm is able to locate

feature subsets with higher classification accuracy than algorithms which select sin-

gle individual features. The proposed algorithm was assessed using ICE, WVU and

UBIRIS and non-homogeneous combined datasets, with encouraging results.
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Shin et al [80] discuss an iris recognition system to overcome the problems with highly

degraded noisy iris images. The proposed algorithm consists of four steps; (i) pupil and

iris region detection for iris segmentation, (ii) first step classification to discriminate

the left or right eye, (iii) second step classification using colour information of the

iris region and (iv) third step classification exploiting textural information of the iris

region. The first pre-classification step (ii) aims to discriminate the left or right eye

using specular reflection points and the eyelash distribution to enhance the accuracy of

iris recognition. The second classification phase (iii) aims to increase the separability

between the intra and inter-classes using classification based on the colour information

of the iris region. This is achieved by selecting the highest pixel value from the red,

green and blue channels, which results in a ratio of the number of red/green/blue

pixels to the total number of pixels in the iris region. A normalised 256 x 8 image is

produced and the input and enrolled images are compared using Euclidean distance,

chi square distance and Hamming distance to classify intra-class and inter-class groups

using colour space models. The third classification stage (iv) applies 1-D Gabor filters

to the red, green and grey channels producing three iris code sets. Three Hamming

distance scores are calculated and combined using the weighted SUM rule, which is

used to determine if the input iris image is from an imposter or is a genuine sample.

The first and the second classification phases based on left or right eye detection and

colour information of the iris is used to determine genuine and imposter matching.

Comparing iris binary codes based on iris region texture information provides the

iris authentication methodology. The assessment of the proposed algorithm produced

a decidability value (used to evaluate separability between authentic and imposter

distributions) evaluated by the NICE.II (Noisy Iris Challenge Evaluation Part II [81])

contest of 1.6398 and an equal error value of 16.942%.

Li et al [82] discuss an iris image quality assessment algorithm to estimate quality

metrics of defocus, motion blur and off-angle capture in iris samples. The iris samples

are measured to determine the degree of off-angle distortion using a scalable spot

operator and threshold method to interrogate the illumination light source in the iris

or pupil region. The distance between the main spot and the iris centre is calculated

and defined as the quality metric for the off-angle category. Combining quality metrics

of defocus, motion blur, off-angle degree, occlusion, dilation and mean value in the

valid iris region, achieve a unified quality score. The authors conclude that better

performance is achieved with iris images of higher quality and suggest that the quality

score metric is robust to predict performance of iris recognition.

Li and Ma [83] present an iris recognition system for non-ideal imaging conditions

such as off-axis pose variation, image blurring, illumination change, occlusion, specular

highlights and noise. The inner and outer iris boundaries are determined using a Canny
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edge detection algorithm, edge link algorithm on the edge map and a Random Sample

Consensus (RANSAC) method for ellipse fitting. Once the iris boundaries are obtained,

the iris image is normalised to a rectangular fixed size of 64 x 256. An image registration

method based on the Lucas-Kanada [84] approach is implemented to account for iris

pattern deformations, which can be induced by multiple factors such as pose variation

and off-axis imaging. The image registration algorithm divides the normalised image

into sub-images in order to solve the registration problem for each individual sub-image

section. In order to extract highly distinctive features a sequential forward selection

method is implemented which seeks a sub-optimal sub-set of filters from a family

of 2D Gabor filters. The performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated using

UBIRIS.II and the decidability index (DI). The training + validation dataset which

includes iris images together with the ground truth resulted in a DI value of 1.315.

The test dataset which was used to assess the quality of selected filters where iris

images are not contained in training + validation dataset produce a DI value of 1.307

which shows a very small decline in quality compared with the proposed method with

unseen data. The authors conclude that their proposed method is superior to that of

Daugmans which produced a DI value of 0.992. The authors also note that by selecting

the most distinct filters, a significant improvement in iris recognition performance has

been achieved.

Frigerio et al [85] present a method to correct for off-angle iris images for non-ideal iris

recognition. The distortion effects present in the iris sample are evaluated taking into

account the eye morphology and the reflectant properties of the external transparent

layers. The algorithm consists of modelling the human eye, segmenting the acquired

image using the circular Hough transform for frontal iris images or the algorithm

proposed by Fitzgibbon [86] to segment the off-angle iris images using ellipse fitting on

the binary edge map. The acquisition geometry is reproduced using a simulation phase

and distortions evaluated. The algorithm produces an image which does not include

distortion effects which is concluded to allow a reduction in Hamming distances between

templates belonging to the same subject acquired at different off-angle locations. The

method is analysed using the WVU dataset with a reduction of the mean Hamming

distance from 0.39075 to 0.3615. The authors conclude that the algorithm decreases

the intra-class variation, which is fundamental for reducing the false non-matching

rate.

Santos-Villalobos et al [87] discuss a biometric eye model and method to reconstruct

off-angle eye samples to a corresponding frontal view, allowing iris recognition to be

implemented using existing methods reported in the literature. A model of the hu-

man eye together with raytracing methods are used to compute a transform function

which reconstructs the off-axis iris as a mapping to its corresponding frontal form.
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The developed eye model is further used to render a frontal view iris sample of the

reconstructed iris. The research also investigates the limbus effect which shows that

significant regions of the iris for off-axis images beyond 25 degrees are occluded by

the limbus. This can result in a significant decrease in recognition performance for

off-angle iris images and is considered to be a segmentation problem. The authors

approach is compared to Daugmans method using synthetic data to demonstrate the

impact of the lack of eye optical and biological properties. The results suggest that

the proposed algorithm can accurately reconstruct an off-angle iris sample with only a

slight impact on performance until approximately 60 degrees off-angle with respect to

the central axis.

Li et al [88] present a feature level solution for off-angle iris recognition with fewer

dependencies being placed on iris image pre-processing. The algorithm defines five

iris image categories, which include front, left, right, up and down. The iris images

are categorised using geometric features of corneal reflections. The first matching

technique aims to use off-angle iris images of the same gaze orientation to match the

input of off-angle iris images. The second matching technique uses specific iris features

of off-angle iris images to be adaptive to the gaze orientation so as specific features can

be learnt to match off-angle iris images. Off-angle classification is achieved using an

SVM implementation with a linear kernel as the single classifier to ultimately obtain a

label, which represents the off-angle category. The research reported, indicates that it

is not appropriate to adopt a unified feature extraction strategy for the different off-

angle categories. In order to select discriminative features for each off-angle location a

robust linear programming feature selection method is chosen. The traditional method

of geometric calibration is compared to the off-angle classification and feature selection

method outlined in the research using the Q-FIRE database. The authors conclude

that geometric calibration does not improve recognition performance due to the circular

shape assumption and the robustness of ellipse fitting. The authors show that the

method of using off-angle classification coupled with feature selection outperforms all

analysed methods.

Thompson et al [89] present an off-angle iris correction method using a biological

model, which extends the work originally proposed by Santos-Villalobos et al [87]. A

corneal refraction corrective transform is implemented and applied as a pre-processing

method to transform off-angle iris images to a frontal view. The eye model was con-

structed as a spherical posterior cornea similar to the model found in Price et al [67].

To compute the refraction correction a simple ray tracer was implemented which de-

termines the intersections with objects and refracts rays upon intersection with an

object. The ray tracing process provides a mapping between points on the iris plane

and image data on the sensor with refraction taken into account. After pixel conflicts
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are resolved a mapping between the pixels of the unrefracted iris image and acquired

sensor image exist. The unrefracted iris image appears as a front facing iris image with-

out the effects of corneal refractions. To match previously acquired frontal images, the

Santos-Villalobos method is followed in order to distort unrefracted iris images to make

them appear as if they were imaged frontally. This is achieved using a second mapping

between an on-axis eye and the sensor. Iris samples from 25 subjects were acquired

and three sets created using unmodified images, reconstructed images using corneal

refraction correction transformation and affine transformation. The authors conclude

that, comparing matching results from the three image sets, a performance improve-

ment was demonstrated using the cornea refraction correction method. The developed

refraction correction method applies the same transform as the affine transformation

method but also accounts for corneal refraction effects, which potentially accounts for

the observed performance improvements.

Sim et al [90] discuss a multimodal biometric system, which combines face and iris

biometric traits with a weighted score level fusion technique. The first challenge in the

research is focused on off-angle iris images investigating an appropriate image segmen-

tation and feature extraction technique. An ellipse localisation boundary technique,

which combines the calibration algorithm and the direct least square ellipse methods,

is implemented to accurately segment off-angle iris images. To compensate for distor-

tion, a geometric calibration technique restores the pupil shape to one as near circular

as possible. An ellipse fitting procedure is used to fit an ellipse around the iris to-

gether with a NeuWave Network (wavelet network which combines the Haar Wavelet

and Neural Network) used to extract significant iris features to form an iris code tem-

plate. This is achieved by transforming the segmented iris into wavelet coefficients

with the small coefficients representing the noise and higher coefficients representing

the required iris data. The iris recognition algorithm was tested using UBIRIS.II,

demonstrating effectiveness and efficiency with a high rate of iris boundary detection

in non-ideal iris images. The first section of the research investigates a unimodal iris

recognition system but the author suggests that for off-angle iris images of more than

30 degrees, there is a high possibility of lost and non-recoverable features in the iris

sample.

To overcome the issue of off-angle iris recognition a multimodal biometric system is

implemented using face and iris biometrics. Features from the face and iris biometrics

are extracted and matching scores generated. A weighted score level fusion method is

proposed to fuse the iris and face biometric scores and a unified fusing score evaluated

using predetermined threshold values. The multimodal biometric system was analysed

using the UTMIFM and UBIRIS.II and ORL face datasets, showing improved accuracy

compared to the unimodal iris accuracy results. A recognition accuracy of 99.6% for
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UTMIFM and 99.4% for UBIRIS.II and ORL was achieved. The authors conclude

that the weighted score level fusion method developed using iris and face biometrics

provided the highest accuracy in terms of FAR and FRR in comparison with other

related work.

1.4 Research Problem and Motivation

This chapter has up to this point provided a detailed review and discussion about

methods used to process off-angle iris samples. The research presented investigates

several methods, which include enhanced segmentation together with advanced iris

feature extraction, normalisation and matching techniques. One aspect, which has

been highlighted from this review of the research literature, is the particular focus

on off-angle iris images with one degree of freedom in the horizontal axis. Whilst

many methods have been reviewed and discussed which provide detailed reviews of off-

angle iris compensation algorithms, these techniques predominantly only investigate

the horizontal axis. It is therefore very difficult to draw any firm conclusions from

these studies with regard to gaze direction changes occurring along the vertical or

diagonal axes, although there appears generally to be an implicit assumption that

these algorithms will work with similar performance in these planes. This does not

necessarily hold true. The human eye undergoes distortion, occlusion and other noise

characteristics at varying degrees depending on the off-angle location. Therefore, to

process these images optimally, other modifications or further enhancements to the

algorithms presented in the literature might well be required.

The research reviewed has also highlighted that current off-angle iris biometric databases

are limited in terms of the degrees of freedom and resolution which the samples they

contain include. Many of the primary databases again focus on the horizontal plane

but omit vertical and diagonal locations. Some of the databases, including those which

reflect only horizontal positions, are often also significantly limited in resolution, with

only a small sample set of iris images available at off-angle locations. What is also sig-

nificant is the robustness of the capture environments for specific off-angle databases.

The subject size and sample size per angle does also seem to be a limiting factor in

the research of off-angle iris biometric studies.

The off-angle iris biometric algorithms discussed in this chapter use many different

techniques in order to compensate for the off-angle characteristics of an iris image. A

limiting factor identified from work found in the literature concerns methods, which

transform off-angle iris samples into an on-angle frontal view and then process this as

a standard iris image. These techniques rely on training frontal view iris images for
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identification and verification tasks, requiring accurate image transform techniques.

Using this method to handle off-angle iris images means that the iris biometric system

is not trained comprehensively and given a representation of off-angle iris samples.

Other techniques in the literature involved training the iris biometric system using iris

images from multiple horizontal positions. The off-angle biometric systems presented

in the literature highlight that there is a limitation in the training algorithms for

unconstrained iris samples.

The aim of the work presented in this thesis is to explore more widely off-angle

iris samples, investigating especially how they change at various off-angle positions,

together with the exploration of an algorithm capable of processing off-angle iris images

on horizontal, vertical and diagonal planes. The analysis of off-angle iris images ideally

requires a comprehensive off-angle iris database to be constructed, providing the ability

to not only collect iris samples along the horizontal, vertical and diagonal planes but

also at varying degrees of angular resolution. There is also value in collecting an

enhanced dataset using visible illumination together with combinations of near-infrared

wavelengths. Whilst this thesis will not provide a comprehensive cross analysis of

different illumination conditions, the methodical collection of iris samples will act as

a contribution to the academic community to assist in the study of enhancing iris

samples using different wavelengths of illumination.

The experimental work and analysis which will be reported in the remaining chapters

of this thesis will discuss the development of a training strategy which investigates a

more focused way of training an iris biometric system using iris samples from multiple

off-angle locations. The work aims to provide the iris biometric system with a clearer

representation of off-angle iris samples without the requirement for additional complex

image transformation steps. The methods outlined in the literature require human

interaction and can include a variety of semi-automated processes. A principal aim of

the work presented here is to develop a more simple iris biometric system implemen-

tation, which does not require human interaction and is also not as computationally

complex as the methods typified by those outlined in the reviewed literature found in

the previous sections.

To summarise, the principal objectives of the study to be reported as the core of this

thesis are as follows:-

1. Preliminary analysis of off-angle iris samples in order to study the performance

achievable for samples based on gaze angles across the horizontal, vertical and

diagonal planes.
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2. A discussion of the required hardware and software implementation to acquire iris

images at multiple off-angle locations and at different illumination wavelengths,

to facilitate a comprehensive study and to provide appropriate data for useful

practical analysis.

3. An investigation into the development of an appropriate data collection method-

ology and the ethics-related protocols necessary to collect comprehensive data,

together with a review of existing off-angle iris image datasets and the limitations

and drawbacks which they encompass.

4. The development of preliminary and advanced location-based (i.e. variable gaze

angle) training configurations for effective deployment in practical off-angle iris

biometric systems.

1.5 Chapter Conclusion and Thesis Organisation

An overall review of previously reported research relating to work about state of the

art off-angle iris biometric systems have been presented. This has provided a clearer

understanding of the types of issues which need to be addressed when dealing with

off-angle iris images, and explains how different techniques can be implemented to

attempt to overcome these problems. The subsequent chapters in this thesis will,

where necessary, supplement this by reviewing other relevant issues relating to each

specific analysis to be performed.

The detailed literature review has highlighted some specific research problems relating

to off-angle iris biometric systems. This points towards the need for a more extensive

investigation of off-angle iris biometrics in order to understand how to process off-angle

iris images in a more efficient and optimistically effective manner.

The aims and objectives of the study to be presented in this thesis are reported in

the following chapters, and the overall organisation of this thesis can be outlined as

follows:-

• Chapter 2 Experimental Infrastructure

This chapter will discuss an overview of the iris recognition system developed

by Masek [47] and a review of the segmentation methods used to pre-process iris

samples. An initial analysis of a small collection of unconstrained off-angle iris

samples will be reviewed in order to determine the type of images and challenges

of dealing with data of this nature. The off-angle iris image databases referred
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to in the literature review are investigated providing an overview of the available

iris samples and the acquisition techniques.

• Chapter 3 Hardware Design and Construction

This chapter looks at designing and implementing a custom piece of hardware to

alleviate the constrictions on users of iris biometric systems. This chapter inves-

tigates designing hardware to provide the ability to fix specific variables during

the iris capture session.

• Chapter 4 Using The Hardware Infrastructure

This chapter discusses the iris data collection protocol developed together with

providing an overview of the implemented software framework. A discussion on

the value of collecting an enhanced off-angle iris image dataset will be given.

• Chapter 5 Implementation and Analysis of Off-Angle Processing

This chapter presents an initial assessment of the off-angle iris images collected

together with a detailed analysis of the off-angle iris image data. An investiga-

tion into the use of conventionally structured training configurations will be given

together with analysis for improved performance associated with broadening the

training footprint of the iris recognition system. Finally, a Gatekeeper Scenario

will be presented and discussed, to assess the performance of the new system

configuration proposed.

• Chapter 6 Further Investigation of Data Characteristics and Refinement of Novel

Training Strategy

This chapter will discuss two new training methodologies arising from the previ-

ous chapter. Methods to estimate iris gaze angle will be reported together with

the specification of a new dynamic classification algorithm, and a discussion of

how this differs from processes reported in the previous chapter. Two localised

training configurations will be presented and reviewed with their performance

compared with other methods previously designed.

• Chapter 7 Ancillary Issues Associated with Iris Image Analysis

This chapter gathers together a number of additional pieces of experimental

and analytical work carried out to help to complete a comprehensive picture of

related aspects of iris biometrics to which this study has contributed. For ex-

ample, the chapter will present a preliminary look at the performance of the
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algorithms developed in Chapter 6 using additional iris samples from two sep-

arate iris datasets captured one year apart. A discussion of the off-angle iris

recognition performance of the algorithms presented in this thesis together with

methods reported in the literature will be given. A method to analyse the natural

human eye gaze angle with the use of a gait database is also presented. A visual

inspection of near-infrared iris images will be analysed, referring to previous work

on NIR iris image datasets. An analysis of the visible illumination dataset will

be given, illustrating the potential benefits to iris recognition systems.

• Chapter 8 Summary and Conclusions

This chapter will summarise and comment on the contributions made by the

study reported in this thesis, and will discuss possible future work required to

develop improved strategies for off-angle iris biometric systems in light of the

findings emerging from the study.



CHAPTER 2

Experimental Infrastructure

In this chapter, Section 2.1 will discuss the experimental infrastructure used for the

investigation of the iris recognition and segmentation algorithms adopted. Section

2.2 will present an initial analysis of a small collection of unconstrained off-angle iris

samples to determine the type of images produced and the challenges of dealing with

data of this nature. This is an important first step and will allow the subsequent

efficient development of an appropriate protocol for larger-scale and more detailed data

collection and analysis, both of which will be described and discussed more fully in

subsequent chapters. Section 2.3 will investigate the principal off-angle iris databases,

which the literature shows to have been used previously in this type of research. Section

2.4 will conclude this chapter.

2.1 Iris Recognition: Practical Issues

The iris recognition algorithm implemented in this study is based primarily on the

use of the well-known and widely adopted Masek [47] method to process the raw

iris image samples. Before a discussion of the practical aspects of this study, some

generic principles and basic details of this approach will be documented to provide an

understanding of the general background to the main study.

2.1.1 Iris Segmentation

The first element of the processing procedure is to isolate the iris region in the digital

eye sample, which is achieved using the circular Hough transform for detecting the

iris and pupil boundaries. An edge map is generated using a Canny edge detection

33
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algorithm. As outlined by Wildes [31] gradients are biased in a vertical direction for

the outer iris boundary and vertical and horizontal gradients weighted equally for the

inner iris boundary. To allow for weighting of the gradients a variation of Kovesis

Canny edge detection written in MATLAB [91] was implemented. The radius values

for the circular Hough transform are set manually depending on the dataset being

processed. Maseks segmentation algorithm first detects the iris outer boundary and

then searches for the inner boundary within the iris region.

The particular segmentation method implemented in this reported study is that de-

veloped by Erbilek and Fairhurst [92], which is based on an extension and refinement

of Maseks approach. This segmentation algorithm seeks to determine the inner iris

boundary followed by the outer iris boundary, the reverse of Maseks method. This

segmentation approach is a relatively new algorithm and up until this point has been

untested on off-angle iris images. It is of interest to implement this new algorithm to

obtain a benchmark for an off-angle iris image database. An example output of the

Erbilek and Fairhurst [92] segmentation algorithm can be seen in Figure 2.1. Figure 2.1

shows a correctly segmented iris image. For the image of Figure 2.2, the iris and pupil

regions were not correctly segmented, indicating that even this improved algorithm

can fail, and thus demonstrating the benefit of the manual assessment procedure, as

discussed below.

Figure 2.1: Segmented iris image sample using Erbilek and Fairhurst [92] approach

The overall segmentation procedure adopted in this study therefore includes a manual

process to assess the output of the automated segmentation decision to achieve a ground

truth. The developed application provides the ability to assess and manually adjust the

automated segmentation decision. This can be achieved using the mouse to physically
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move the segmentation boundaries or using the application to fine-tune each boundary.

The tool provides the facility to manually isolate and mask the eyelid regions using an

adjustable ellipse, which can be drawn over the eye image. The application developed

to manually alter the segmentation boundaries and provide eyelid isolation is illustrated

in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Custom developed application to manually isolate iris and eyelid regions

2.1.2 Normalisation

The next process once the iris has been successfully segmented is to transform the

iris region so that it is of a fixed dimension, in order to allow accurate comparisons

to be made between biometric templates. Masek achieves this by normalising the iris

region using a technique based on Daugmans rubber sheet model. Radial vectors are

passed through the iris region using the centre of the pupil as a reference point, as seen

in Figure 2.3. The radial resolution is defined using a number of data points, which

are selected along each radial line. The angular resolution relates to the quantity of

radial lines going around the iris region. A remapping formula is used to rescale points

depending on the angle around the circle, since a pupil can be non-concentric to the

iris. To maintain a constant number of radial points, irrespective of the size of the

radius at a particular angle, a constant number of points are chosen along each radial

line. A method of backtracking is used to create the normalised pattern by finding
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the Cartesian co-ordinates of data points from radial and angular positions in the

normalised pattern. The normalisation process produces a 2D array with the vertical

dimensions relating to the radial resolution and the horizontal dimension relating to

the angular resolution. The process also constructs an additional 2D array, which

marks noise in the iris image. Data points, which are located along the pupil or iris

border, are discarded in order to prevent corruption of the normalised representation

from non-iris regional data.

Figure 2.3: Normalisation process with radial resolution of 10 pixels and angular
resolution of 40 pixels. Extracted from [47]

2.1.3 Feature Encoding Process

Feature extraction is the next process, which is used to extract only significant iris

features, so that comparisons between templates can be made (for example, in verifying

a claimed identity by comparing a probe sample against a gallery sample). This is

achieved by convolving the normalised iris pattern using 1D Log-Gabor wavelets. The

2D normalised image is split into a number of 1D signals, which is achieved by selecting

the rows of the normalised pattern, which correspond to the circular ring on the iris

region. The 1D signals, which have been selected, are then convolved with 1D Gabor

wavelets. The maximum independence occurs in the angular direction and hence this is

taken rather than the radial direction. A filtering stage attempts to prevent influence of
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noise by setting the intensity values at known noise regions in the normalised pattern

to an average intensity of the surrounding pixels. Daugmans method [26] uses the

filtered output, which is phase quantised to four levels resulting in each filter producing

two bits of data for each phasor. Grey coding is chosen at the output of the phase

quantisation process, meaning that when going from one quadrant to another, only

a single bit changes, minimising the number of disagreeing bits and providing more

accurate recognition if two intra-class patterns are slightly misaligned. This process

can be seen in Figure 2.4. A bit-wise template is created from the encoding process

containing the iris template and noise mask with the total number of bits equal to the

angular resolution x the radial resolution x 2 x the number of filters implemented. The

Masek implementation used in this study generates iris biometric templates containing

9600 bits of information.

Figure 2.4: Masek feature encoding process. Extracted from [47]
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2.1.4 Template Matching

To measure the similarity between two generated iris templates, Masek uses Hamming

distance since bit-wise comparisons are necessary when the standard template format

is used. In order to calculate Hamming distance between two iris templates using only

significant bits, the Hamming distance algorithm incorporates noise masking. This

means that bits in the iris pattern which correspond to 0 bits in the noise mask will

only be used to calculate the Hamming distance. The Hamming distance formula used

is as follows:-

HD =
1

N −
∑N

k=1Xnk(OR)Y nk

N∑
j=1

Xj(XOR)Yj(AND)Xn′j(AND)Y n′j

Xj and Yj refer to the two bit-wise templates to compare, Xnj and Ynj represent the

corresponding noise mask for Xj and Yj , and N refers to the number of bits represented

by each template.

Template shifting is carried out when calculating Hamming distances of two templates

in order to account for rotational inconsistencies. This results in one template being

shifted left and right bit-wise, while the Hamming distance values are calculated from

the successive shifts in a horizontal direction. The template shifting corresponds to the

rotation of the original iris region by an angle which is given by the angular resolution

used, using the relationship defined by Daugman [26], correcting for misalignments in

the normalised iris pattern. Calculating three Hamming distance values, Masek selects

the lowest value to reflect the best match between the two templates. The template

shifting process can be seen in Figure 2.5. The maximum angle difference between

two iris images taken from the same eye determines the required number of shifts to

normalise rotational inconsistencies.
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Figure 2.5: Masek shifting process. One shift is defined as: one shift left / one shift
right of a reference template. Extracted from [47]

2.2 Off-angle Investigation

Initial research [42, 81] into the area of iris biometric systems has shown that dealing

with iris images of an unconstrained nature (in the sense of out of focus, blurred,

offset samples or, of particular relevance here, samples where the gaze direction is

not along the axis of the imaging device), can cause varied results, usually degrading

performance. It is, therefore, of particular interest to determine the level of difficulty

encountered in capturing and processing some off-angle iris images (images captured

at an offset angle to the camera). This will enable a detailed understanding of the

type of iris images produced and what methods might be deployed in order to achieve

this in a more rigorous and complete manner, and what the implications might be in

practice, allowing to specify a core element of the proposed work in the most efficient

way.

2.2.1 Techniques for Acquiring Off-angle Iris Images

There are two broad methods for capturing off-angle iris image samples. One method

requires the participant to maintain a fixed position of the head and move her eyes

to fixed off-angle locations, as illustrated in Figure 2.6a. The other technique requires

movement of the head while keeping eyes fixed to locate each gaze position, as Figure

2.6b illustrates. Each approach simulates a slightly different practical scenario and it

is most likely that a typical application environment might involve a mix of these two,
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but for the purpose of methodical experimentation, it is useful to focus on one or the

other.

Locating objects is typically performed with the use of head movement rather than

eye movement alone, and therefore, the method used in the experimentation to capture

off-angle iris images follows this trend.

(a) Eye movement locating target (b) Head movement locating target

Figure 2.6: Eye / Head movement locating target

An example of this can be seen if considering, for example, an iris biometric applica-

tion for door access control. The position of iris capture devices (a camera) is typically

located at a fixed position near to the entrance point. A user wishing to use an access

control system would locate the iris capture device through a series of head movements

and not via erratic eye movement. Therefore, for the purpose of this initial study, iris

images were captured utilising head movement instead of eye movement due to the

practical aspects of iris biometrics in real world scenarios.

2.2.2 Small-scale Iris Acquisition Session

To acquire samples of off-angle iris images, a group of volunteers were identified to

participate in a small-scale acquisition session (procedure to obtain images from a group

of volunteers). To obtain a set of samples of unconstrained iris images, participants

were required to look at a set of directions indicated by an LED (light emitting diode)

illuminated at sample points in the visual field. Users were asked to move their head

instead of their eyes to locate each fixed target.

To understand the image changes across the full range of possible off-angle captures,

five angles of interest were selected. The positions were arranged at a 20 degree dis-

placement from the central axis in the horizontal and vertical planes together with
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a forward facing conventional iris capture position along the camera axis itself (this

arrangement for imaging the iris, with no offset to the camera lens, is the configuration

traditionally used).

An example of a set of images collected from a preliminary capture session using the

extremities of off-angle locations can be seen in Figure 2.7.

(a) Iris sample looking up

(b) Iris sample looking right (c) Iris sample looking left

(d) Iris sample looking down

Figure 2.7: Iris samples from the largest acquisition angles

Obtaining such a set of iris images will eventually allow for a detailed understanding

of how the error rate (incorrectly classified images) changes depending on the imaging

angle. This provides the ability to make a comparison between conventional (no offset

to the camera) and what has been characterised as unconstrained (predefined offset to

the camera) image capture. Some initial results are presented in Table 2.1 and Figure

2.8. The segmentation algorithm and methods used with this preliminary collection of

images are detailed at the beginning of this chapter.
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Angle Direction Error Rate %

Centre 0
North 10.58 ± 3.40
East 2.88 ± 3.40

South 53.85 ± 5.03
West 7.69 ± 2.90

Table 2.1: Initial mean error rates ± standard deviation
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Figure 2.8: Initial results from preliminary capture session

The results suggest that when a conventional forward facing iris image (offset angle

is zero degrees) is presented to the iris biometric system, a low error rate is produced.

These preliminary results indicate a significant error for the set of unconstrained off-

angle iris samples, particularly when the users gaze is focused in a downward direction.

2.2.3 Findings of Initial Capture Session

The capture of a set of preliminary conventional and unconstrained iris samples in-

dicated that in order to achieve an extensive collection of images (iris database), a

specific piece of hardware would be required. An initial acquisition of iris samples

at four off-angle locations helped to provide a detailed understanding of how best to

obtain off-angle iris images from a group of participants.

It was possible to review the preliminary capture session in order to ascertain if

participants were able to follow a set of instructions about how to locate repeatably a
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fixed point identified by an illuminated LED. This provided for an understanding of

how to capture off-angle iris image samples from a user (specifically, a participant in an

experimental volunteer group) and the ideal method to achieve this. Such a preliminary

study therefore supports an investigation into the appearance of iris images and how

the samples are likely to vary with respect to different off-angle locations.

The collection and analysis of a preliminary set of captured unconstrained iris im-

ages indicates that a rigorous study would not just be interesting, but is essential to

understand the nature of such data, how gaze angle affects the ability to recognise an

individual, and how to develop better ways of processing iris data which, in the sense

defined here, is much less constrained than typically is the case in iris biometrics. The

initial results show that the further a participants gaze is offset from the camera lens,

the more the distortion of the iris sample and subsequent error rate is increased. The

participants gaze defines specifically where he or she looks in relation to the axis along

which the camera is positioned. It was found that the use of LEDs to identify off-angle

directions in order to control gaze direction provided good consistency when tracking a

participants gaze. When analysing the extreme off-angle samples the error rates were

considerably affected.

The resulting preliminary study of a selection of what has been termed unconstrained

iris images suggested that a more rigorous investigation would be required. To achieve

this a greater selection of participants would be required to provide an increased dataset

(structured collection) of samples to work with. The introduction of a wider selection

of angles will allow for an undertaking of a greatly extended, enhanced and more

rigorous analysis of unconstrained iris images. To further this study, a piece of hardware

was required to be designed in order to allow the operator to control and monitor a

participants gaze within an increased degree of angular resolution.

The preliminary study, outlined in this chapter, makes it possible to define a set

of requirements and specifications to guide the design and construction of a piece of

equipment to further investigate unconstrained iris capture. In addition, it would be

advantageous to investigate some important practical issues concerning illumination

during iris acquisition. Although this is a complex problem, particularly because it

involves issues concerning eye safety [93]. Once a piece of equipment has been con-

structed a wide range of iris images can be collected at differing gaze angles and under

diverse illumination conditions, allowing for the undertaking of a wide-ranging and

highly novel analysis of the effect of such varying conditions on the performance of an

iris recognition system. Moreover, given the highly controlled setup that a new cap-

ture system will afford, the data can be analysed in a very methodical and systematic

way, potentially throwing new light on the properties of iris images in unconstrained
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environments and allowing for the investigation into new and more accurate ways of

exploiting iris recognition in practice.

The aim of a further study would be to ascertain how feasible it would be to assist a

participant to focus on off-angle locations in a measurable way. This would enable an

investigation into an ideal method for capturing off-angle iris images, their appearance

and the value of analysing the data. A significant variation in error rates was observed

during the capture process of unconstrained off-angle images and, therefore, a more

rigorous analysis is clearly required.

Thus, to accurately measure and indicate off-angle locations, a piece of equipment

would be required to provide reproducible measurements and consistency across a large

population of users (different age and gender groups). By automating the capture and

processing of iris samples, an acquisition of iris samples under different illumination

modalities would also be possible. Of particular interest, for example, would be the

acquisition of iris samples under various illumination intensities for different wavelength

categories (i.e. in different spectral bands).

2.3 Discussion of Current Off-angle Iris Databases Re-

ported in the Literature

It is important to understand the availability of off-angle iris databases in the academic

literature.

2.3.1 Q-FIRE Iris Dataset Overview

As part of the Q-FIRE project at Clarkson University [94–96] iris images were collected

at five unique angular positions. Participants were asked to look straight ahead at

the acquisition device together with identifying fixed markers at 30 degree off-angle

locations which included positions left, right, up and down with respect to the camera.

For all instances the participants were asked to move their eyes, in each case keeping

their head in a fixed position.

The Q-FIRE dataset acquires off-angle irises at three main distances of interest rep-

resenting high, medium and low-resolution. Distances are defined as 5, 7 and 11 feet,

which require three separate near-infrared illumination settings to achieve the required

iris contrast. The database includes 175 subjects with at least two capture sessions,

each imaged using a Dalsa 4M30 infrared camera.
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The Q-FIRE iris database provides a limited set of off-angle iris positions at either

0 degrees or 30 degrees off-angle. A sample of iris images from the Q-FIRE database

can be seen in Figure 2.9. Whilst this database contains iris images at four off-angle

positions at 30 degrees, iris samples were not acquired at other angles, which makes it

difficult to determine how the iris images deform as the angular resolution is increased.

Importantly, the capture protocol of the database requires users to manoeuvre their

eye gaze and not their head. This results in iris images being acquired with a different

technique compared to the method used in the data collection exercise described as

part of the work presented in this thesis.

(a) Iris sample looking up

(b) Iris sample looking right (c) Iris sample looking left

(d) Iris sample looking down

Figure 2.9: Q-FIRE Iris Samples [94]

2.3.2 WVU Iris Dataset Overview

The database collected at the West Virginia University (WVU) [97] Eye Institute

contains off-angle iris images collected with two separate camera devices. The Off

Axis/Angle Iris Dataset, Release 1 [97] consists of 19 and 73 participants respectively

for two acquisition devices. For the first session of 19 candidates both the left and
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right iris was imaged at 0, 15 and 30 degrees on the horizontal plane. The second

session involving the 73 candidates included both the left and right iris at 0, 15, 30

and 0 degrees again on the horizontal plane. The main difference between the two

data collections was the imaging technique. The first session was imaged using near-

infrared illumination and the second used illumination within the visible spectrum.

The accuracy with which the off-angle iris images are acquired is dependent on the

participants correctly locating each angular position and holding a fixed gaze for the

duration of the acquisition of the corresponding iris sample.

The WVU iris dataset includes additional off-angle samples providing a slightly higher

angular capture resolution. Unfortunately, the images are only acquired across the hor-

izontal plane, as seen in Figure 2.10, thus providing a much reduced body of information

compared to the database presented in this thesis. The WVU off-angle iris database

was collected using one camera in near-infrared mode and one in visible mode. The

number of iris samples acquired using near-infrared is limited with only 19 partici-

pants taking part in the data collection. Compared to the 73 iris samples acquired

using visible illumination, the infrared data collection is somewhat limited.

Figure 2.10: WVU Iris Samples [78]

2.3.3 VIIT Iris Dataset Overview

The VIIT off-angle iris database was collected at the Vishvakarma Institute of Infor-

mation Technology (VIIT) India, incorporating images from 100 subjects, captured in

a single session. The dataset includes ten images from the left and right eye of each

participant with an angular deformation changing from 0 degrees to 45 degrees with a

resolution of 5 degrees. A brief explanation of this database can be found in research

discussed by Abhyankar and Schuckers [78].

The VIIT database is unique in that iris images are collected with an angular resolu-

tion of 5 degrees across the horizontal plane similar to the WVU dataset. The principal

challenge with this database is the lack of iris images across the vertical and diagonal
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planes. Furthermore, this database at the time of writing does not seem to be available

to the academic community, unlike some of the other database collections discussed.

2.3.4 IUPUI Iris Dataset Overview

The IUPUI Remote Iris Image Database [72, 74] from the Indiana University-Purdue

University Indianapolis (IUPUI) is a database, which includes 3690 remote iris images

from 31 participants. The iris images were acquired with a distance of 10.3 feet from

the acquisition device to the participant using a MicroVista NIR camera with a Fujinon

zoom lens. Participants irises were acquired in six directions (look left, look centre,

look right, look up-left, look up and look up-right). Six videos were acquired for each

subject with the following scenarios:-

• First scenario: frontal look.

• Second scenario: reading from poster positioned 15 feet from participant.

• Third scenario: reading from poster positioned 5 feet behind the camera.

• Fourth and fifth scenario: searching the wall to count the number of occurrences

of a certain symbol.

• Sixth scenario: performing simple calculations using numbers posted on the ceil-

ing.

The video footage was acquired at 1280 x 1024 resolution at 30 frames per second

with an average iris radius in the database of 95 pixels. To simulate a remote non-

cooperative situation (for example looking at flight times on a display board in an

airport), the participants were allowed to move their head and eyes freely to perform

tasks during the acquisition process. More information about this database can be

found in [72, 74].

The IUPUI database includes iris samples at on-angle and fixed off-angle positions

of left, right, up, up-right, up-left as seen in Figure 2.11. The format of this dataset is

similar to the Q-FIRE database with iris samples not being acquired at varying degrees

of angular resolution and only captured at fixed off-angle positions. The exact angular

locations are not described in the literature. The IUPUI dataset contains a limited

number of 31 participants and focuses on acquiring iris images at angles in the upward

direction, not including iris samples in downward positions. Another drawback to the

IUPUI iris image dataset is the quality of the iris samples. The ISO/IEC 19794-6 [98]

considers a resolution of more than 200 pixels or more across the iris to be of good
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quality, 150-200 pixels to be of acceptable quality and 100-150 pixels to be of marginal

quality. The quality of the IUPUI dataset is 190 pixels, which falls into the ISO/IEC

19794-6 acceptable quality category.

Figure 2.11: IUPUI Iris Samples [74]

2.3.5 UTMIFM Iris Dataset Overview

The UTMIFM (Universiti Teknologi Malaysia Iris and Face Multimodal Datasets)

consists of iris and face images from students at the Universiti Teknologi Malaysia.

The iris images were acquired using the near-infrared Iris Guard-AD100 containing

iris samples at different off-angular positions, which include iris samples at on-angle

and fixed off-angle positions of left side offset angle, right side offset angle and rotated

ellipse with upper angle as seen in Figure 2.12. Limited information about this database

can be found in [90, 99].

The acquisition protocol was, unfortunately, unavailable at the time of writing and

hence information regarding specific angular positions was not available. This dataset

follows a similar trend to the IUPUI database with off-angle positions acquired in the

upward directions but lacks iris samples in the downward positions. Further analy-

sis and discussion regarding this database is difficult due to the limited information

available.
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(a) On angle (b) Left side offset angle

(c) Right side offset angle (d) Rotated ellipse with upper angle

Figure 2.12: UTMIFM Iris Samples [99]

2.3.6 ND-IRIS-0405 Iris Dataset Overview

The ND-IRIS-0405 Iris Image Dataset [100] collected at the Computer Vision Research

Lab at the University of Notre Dame is an iris image database acquired using the LG

2200 iris biometric system device using near-infrared illumination. The iris image

dataset contains 64980 images corresponding to 356 unique subjects and 712 unique

irises. The iris acquisition software implemented includes a facility to provide quality

checking on the acquired iris samples. The quality assessment software was modified

to allow the acquisition system to retain iris samples which did not pass quality control

checks. This allowed the compilation of a database of iris samples that were not only

composed of idealised images but also others under many real-world conditions includ-

ing some images with noticeable blur and occlusion. Whilst iris images were acquired

in a near straight-on view, occurrences of off-axis images (where the participants gaze

angle direction was not anti-parallel to the optical axis of the camera) were in evidence.

The ND-IRIS-0405 dataset consists of good quality iris samples and iris images ac-

quired under real-world conditions. Off-axis images are acquired when the participants

incorrectly align themselves with respect to the optical axis of the camera, resulting

in off-axis iris samples being acquired at random off-angle positions. This database is
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not a specific off-angle iris dataset but contains iris images with different noise related

issues.

2.3.7 UBIRIS.v2 Iris Dataset Overview

The UBIRIS.v2 iris image database [20, 101] from the Department of Computer Science

at The University of Beira contains iris images captured in non-constrained conditions

(at a distance, on the move, and in the visible wavelength). The dataset contains iris

samples from 261 participants which comprised examples of imperfections including iris

obstructions, reflections, off-angle, partial images, poor focus, motion-blurred, rotated,

inadequate lighting and out of focus. Iris images were acquired over two unique capture

sessions, with the location and orientation of the acquisition device and artificial light

sources positioned differently for each respective session.

The UBIRIS.v2 database contains iris samples which were acquired from participants

who were asked to identify several lateral marks to rotate their head and eyes during

the acquisition session. This dataset is acquired using non-constrained conditions (at a

distance and on the move) with increased noise factors due to acquisition distances of

between 4 and 8 metres. The specific lateral marks which participants are required to

locate during the acquisition session, are not defined in the description of the imaging

framework and, therefore, the off-angle locations are not specified.

2.3.8 Comparison of Off-angle Iris Databases

A comparison of the Q-FIRE [94–96], WVU [97], VIIT [78], IUPUI [72, 74], UTMIFM

[90, 99], ND-IRIS-0405 [100] and UBIRIS.v2 [20, 101] databases as discussed together

with the off-angle iris database described in this thesis can be seen in Tables 2.2 and

2.3.

2.3.9 Limiting Factors of Available Off-angle Iris Image Datasets

Research has indicated that a small number of off-angle iris image databases are avail-

able to the research community, providing the opportunity for further analysis and the

evaluation of iris processing techniques. Unfortunately, a principal limiting factor of all

databases discussed is the lack of iris samples across the vertical and diagonal planes.

Users of generic iris biometric systems are typically able to freely manoeuvre within a

3D space. This brings with it the possibility of generating iris images in practice at

horizontal, vertical and diagonal off-angle locations. While the databases previously
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available provide useful information for off-angle images across the horizontal plane, for

example the WVU dataset, they do not address the possibility of acquiring iris images

at other important off-axis locations with sufficient angular resolution. This makes the

acquisition of the database collected to be a fundamental part of the work reported

here especially important, since it will produce a database with maximum flexibility

in terms of the nature of the images it includes, and one which is significantly more

comprehensive in its scope than anything currently available for research in iris bio-

metrics. This will be a major achievement, justifying the extensive effort, which the

implementation of the required capture environment, and the capture process itself

across such a large number of subjects will require.
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2.4 Chapter Conclusion

The Masek [47] iris recognition algorithm implemented in this study was presented as

an opportunity to discuss some practical aspects of the experimental infrastructure.

This provided the ability to detail the segmentation steps including the use of a manual

segmentation procedure.

Some preliminary work was carried out to investigate unconstrained iris acquisition

and the images produced. Preliminary experiments allowed for the undertaking of an

important and necessary evaluation of a proposed capture procedure and the issues

arising as a result of the nature of the unconstrained data of interest (iris samples

imaged at different offset angles). This enabled the design of a comprehensive study,

in order to obtain accurate and robust measurements, with an idea of the criteria

required for further evaluation. The initial study provided interesting results. A key

finding which emerged from this preliminary work was that with the introduction of

a higher resolution of off-angle capture locations a comprehensive investigation of the

nature of the images collected was likely to significantly help the development of better

iris recognition algorithms and better matched to the nature of these images.

A review of the available off-angle iris databases has been presented, providing a

useful and critical analysis of the potential additional benefits and enhanced charac-

teristics of the proposed new data acquisition exercise.



CHAPTER 3

Hardware Design and Construction

In this chapter the design and construction of a custom piece of iris acquisition hard-

ware will be discussed. Section 3.1 will briefly review the need for designing and

developing a custom built iris acquisition system. Section 3.2 will discuss the iris cap-

ture requirements detailing the off-angle acquisition scenarios and varying illumination

conditions. Section 3.3 will review the illumination infrastructure outlining the devel-

opment and testing of the acquisition illumination system. Section 3.4 will examine

the acquisition system providing information about the camera and optics selection

together with specific information regarding the design of the illumination infrastruc-

ture from a hardware perspective. Section 3.5 will provide an overview of eye safety

requirements and the procedures implemented to independently and rigorously assess

the illumination device. Section 3.6 will conclude this chapter.

3.1 The Need for Custom Built Hardware

As discussed in the previous chapters, it can be noted that many commercial instal-

lations of iris biometric systems are challenging to use, or inappropriate for reliable

operation in a given environment [1, 2]. The preliminary investigation carried out in

Chapter 2 for a set of unconstrained off-angle iris images suggested that a more rigor-

ous study would be essential to understand the nature of such data and how to better

develop ways of processing iris data. It was also highlighted that to further investigate

unconstrained off-angle iris samples, a custom piece of equipment would be required

to be designed and constructed to collect iris samples at different gaze angles under

diverse illumination conditions. A review of the off-angle iris databases available in

the literature indicated the potential benefits and enhanced characteristics a new data

acquisition exercise would provide.

55
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A review of the literature relevant to off-angle iris biometric sample analysis in Chap-

ter 1, an initial analysis of a small collection of off-angle iris samples and review of the

available off-angle iris databases has suggested that the ability to fix specific variables

and acquire iris images at different off-angle locations is of particular interest. This

chapter will describe the design and implementation of a custom piece of hardware for

the purpose of collecting a rich set of iris images at varying off-angle positions and

under different illumination conditions. This will assist the research which will be dis-

cussed in subsequent chapters to support the development of algorithms to alleviate

the constraints on users of future iris biometric systems.

3.2 Iris Acquisition Requirements

The initial investigation from Chapter 2 identified the need to design and construct

custom hardware to acquire iris images at multiple off-angle positions and under vary-

ing illumination conditions. The iris acquisition requirements will be discussed in this

section.

3.2.1 Off-angle Iris Image Acquisition Requirements

The review of the off-angle iris databases presented in Chapter 2 highlighted the lack

of available iris samples across the vertical and diagonal planes with sufficient an-

gular resolution. To address this issue iris samples will be acquired from positions

across the horizontal, vertical and diagonal planes with respect to the central axis of

the camera. To acquire iris images at sufficient angular resolution across each plane,

locations/directions between 0 and 20 degrees evenly spaced at 5 degree increments

will be investigated. The physical hardware size constraints such as the circuit board

construction and device placement impose an off-angle acquisition limitation of a max-

imum of 20 degrees. Acquiring iris samples at angles greater than 20 degrees would be

an area to be investigated for future work. The proposed off-angle acquisition method

will provide the facility to image the iris at a central reference point of zero degrees

and, in addition, facilitate the acquisition of iris samples evenly spaced from 5 to 20

degrees on the horizontal, vertical and diagonal planes, as shown in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Off-angle positions identified with green markers

The proposed solution to indicate the position of off-angle locations to direct the

gaze of a participant during an iris acquisition session is to implement multiple ref-

erence markers. The off-angle locations are displayed as green dots on the surface

of the illumination panel for participants to identify during the acquisition process,

providing calibrated locations for off-angle iris acquisition. The construction of an iris

database, which provides a wide-ranging and unique dataset of iris images at multiple

off-axis angles, is essential for the proposed subsequent investigation, which will allow

a methodical study of how to compensate for off-angle iris samples. Biometric systems

which are robust enough to compensate for iris images with a degree of angle deviation

(off-set to the camera) facilitate a much greater degree of flexibility to the end user,

and attempts to remove many of the constraints imposed by most currently-adopted

conventional systems.

The proposed method to assist participants in the acquisition of off-angle iris images

at predetermined locations is designed to provide a wide range of iris samples to be

available for further analysis. The decision to use reference points across the horizontal,

vertical and diagonal planes has to take into account the required duration of time to

acquire iris images from participants for all 32 off-angle locations. The preliminary

capture carried out for an initial investigation of a small set of off-angle iris samples

(as reported in Chapter 2) provided a rough indication of the required duration of time

for each iris acquisition session. It is worth pointing out the additional time overhead

incurred using this more extensive acquisition method is envisaged to be required only

at system enrolment, and is thus a largely one-off imposition.

Iris acquisition hardware available commercially, together with techniques discussed

in the literature, use different methods to illuminate the participants eye during the
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acquisition session. A review of commercial and academic acquisition hardware imple-

mentations can be seen in [42, 102–106]. The commercial iris acquisition systems are

designed to acquire an ideal iris image from the user of the system [107]. Employing

the illumination techniques used in commercial systems might be somewhat inflexi-

ble due to the nature of iris images these systems are designed to acquire. Imaging

the iris at multiple off-angle locations may benefit from using alternative illumination

techniques to those found in commercial and academic implementations, and this is an

issue which it might be useful to further evaluate.

3.2.2 Near-infrared Acquisition Requirements

The procurement of off-angle iris samples will be achieved using near-infrared illumina-

tion and was selected for use, as the Company sponsoring this research was interested

in iris images acquired using near-infrared wavelengths. To understand how iris image

acquisition can benefit from the use of near-infrared illumination, at different off-angle

positions, three spectral ranges will be considered.

Commercial iris systems utilise different near-infrared wavelengths of illumination

during the capture process. For example the LG IrisAccess 4000 [108] uses near-

infrared wavelengths of 770nm and 870nm. Two peak near-infrared wavelengths were

chosen to be implemented in the acquisition hardware operating at 810nm and 850nm

respectively. These wavelengths were deemed to be of interest as at the time of design-

ing and constructing the acquisition hardware, off-angle iris datasets are not available

at these selected illumination wavelength criteria.

3.2.3 Visible Illumination Requirements for Iris Acquisition

The available iris surface area is an important factor, which must be considered in

the subsequent processing stage once the off-angle iris images have been obtained.

Pupil size can be a contributing factor in the degradation of iris biometric system

performance [109]. The iris images will be acquired in a dark environment to reduce

noise artefacts on the surface of the eye. This acquisition environment will cause

the participants pupils to dilate to compensate for the lack of visible light. The near-

infrared illumination techniques discussed will be invisible to the participant and hence

will not affect pupil size variation.

A review of the literature [109] suggests that an ideal off-angle acquisition scenario

would be to acquire iris images with constricted pupils providing an eye sample with

an increased iris surface area. Inducing a constricted pupil (pupil miosis) during the
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acquisition session would aid in increasing the visible iris surface area. Acquiring iris

samples at the off-angle locations as described in Chapter 2 has indicated that eye

images can become occluded. It is, therefore, deemed important to obtain as much

of the iris patterning as possible especially as the iris is being imaged at off-angle

locations.

The application of varying visible illumination (illumination which can be seen by a

participant between 380nm to 700nm) during the iris acquisition session is of interest

as this provides useful information to determine how a participants pupil reacts to the

varying intensities of light over a fixed period of time. A dataset containing iris samples

acquired under varying intensities of visible light could provide valuable information

to aid the final classification process provided by a biometric system and contribute a

rich dataset to the academic community.

A dataset of iris images acquired at different illumination intensities will provide

for a contribution of an iris image database, not currently available, to understand in

detail how an iris biometric system reacts to varying pupil sizes. This also allows an

enhanced set of off-angle iris images to be acquired.

3.2.4 Acquisition Device Requirements

The illumination techniques employed during the acquisition of iris image samples is

a significant factor affecting the performance of a biometric system. The acquisition

device, which includes a camera, lens and infrared long pass filter, is a critical element

to the capture of high quality iris images. To determine the requirements for an

acquisition device, it is critical to discern the illumination techniques under which an

iris sample will be imaged. The illumination factors which have been discussed exploit

near-infrared illumination to acquire iris images in order to provide an enhanced iris

sample. Therefore, in order to take advantage of the illumination properties which have

been outlined above, an image acquisition system must be sensitive to the illumination

conditions.

To achieve a good quality iris sample as detailed in the ISO/IEC 19794-6 [98] standard

for interoperable iris data formats, the machine vision camera implemented in the iris

acquisition hardware, as defined in this chapter, must be sensitive within the near-

infrared wavelengths as previously discussed. The selection of lens type is important

in the imaging setup (equipment to acquire iris images), to enable the acquisition of

iris images under near-infrared illumination. The camera and lens configuration should

be suitable for the type of near-infrared illumination techniques implemented to enable
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the acquisition of off-angle iris images with minimal noise to achieve iris samples for

use in an iris biometrics system.

The camera and lens hardware implemented in the acquisition system should provide

high-resolution iris images. It is important to note that in order for the iris sample

to be deemed good quality, at least 200 pixels across the diameter of the imaged iris

should be achieved [98]. Maintaining a standard for image acquisition allows for cross

comparison of databases of iris image samples.

3.2.5 Environmental Acquisition Hardware

The proposed iris acquisition session consists of acquiring 32 off-angle iris samples

together with a frontal facing iris image from each participant. To achieve a consistent

set of reproducible iris samples to be acquired from each participant, specific capture

environmental variables are required to be fixed. An example of this would be to assist

the participant by providing a mechanism to support the chin and forehead, which

would allow for a controlled fixed distance from the iris sample to the camera lens,

aiding the correct positioning of the user with respect to the camera. Supporting the

participants head reduces head movement, alleviating excess noise such as out of focus

and motion blurred characteristics during the acquisition session. The acquisition of

high quality iris samples at the initial stage of an iris biometric system is a critical

aspect, which will determine the resulting performance of such a system.

A reproducible acquisition environment is an important aspect which must be con-

sidered, as this will significantly impact on the results presented in later chapters. The

acquisition of iris image samples using a consistent process can be achieved using a

combination of specific hardware and detailed acquisition protocol discussed in Chap-

ter 4. A robust equipment platform is crucial as this facilitates the collection of a

dataset of iris images with small amounts of variation in the acquisition process and

provides a stable setup, reducing the acquisition duration and operator error. The fur-

ther value of designing a robust acquisition hardware setup is that it allows properly

characterised, regulated data and accurate metrics to be obtained.

3.3 Illumination Infrastructure

Iris acquisition hardware reported in the literature [32, 37, 110–113] together with

commercial implementations employ multiple illumination techniques throughout the

iris acquisition process. The technical details of commercial iris acquisition hardware
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can be difficult to assess due to the closed and protected nature of most product devel-

opment. Although the illumination characteristics of commercial devices are difficult

to ascertain, OEM (Original Equipment Manufacturer) modules can be investigated

such as the IrisGuard IG-AD100-OEM module together with the academic literature

[32, 37, 110–113] for the types of methods implemented to illuminate the eye during

the iris acquisition process.

3.3.1 Near-infrared Illumination Design

Determining the placement and arrangement of near-infrared illumination is usually

found to be dependent on multiple factors. These can include the type of application

the acquisition system was designed for, space availability on capture hardware, envi-

ronmental conditions, specific illumination power requirements and most importantly

eye safety criteria. A critical aspect to consider when designing iris acquisition hard-

ware is the placement of the source illumination with regard to the position of an end

user. This is important when considering specifically near-infrared illumination, as

specular reflection on the surface of a users eye can inhibit the quality of the acquired

iris image. The illumination device, as referred to here in the present context, will

have multiple individual illumination sources requiring a large physical surface area

for device placement on the capture hardware. Illumination techniques in commercial

systems and those often reported in the research literature can be investigated but

some careful evaluation is required, as design limitations are imposed such as space

and availability of hardware.

The physical placement of the near-infrared illumination sources is dependent on

the design of the proposed iris acquisition system. The layout of the illumination is

dependent on many constraints such as the placement of the imaging sensor. Re-

search of commercial and academic iris acquisition systems has suggested that a ring

or array of devices is the most typical layout of near-infrared illumination hardware

[93]. Commercial off the shelf products can be acquired for providing near-infrared

illumination for different application markets such as machine vision on an assembly

line, or closed circuit television. These devices tend to produce a high output of near-

infrared illumination, either due to a large working distance (distance from camera

to source) or high-speed vision which requires very high illumination environments.

Consequently, many of the commercial devices available are unsuitable for use in iris

acquisition, due to the possibility of eye safety limits being potentially exceeded. The

near-infrared wavelengths implemented as part of the acquisition hardware described

in this study are relatively uncommon and difficult to source as commercial off the

shelf pre-packaged illumination products.
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The specification of appropriate near-infrared emitter devices for a proposed iris

acquisition setup is therefore a complex task. Many intrinsic requirements of the near-

infrared illumination sources must be considered. One critical aspect when designing

an illumination source for this type of application is the emission output which sub-

sequently impinges on the end user. This refers to the output of light presented to

the eye of the end user of the acquisition hardware. During the specification phase

of an iris illumination device, eye safety is a critical factor, which must be considered

throughout the design process. Some relevant and important eye safety considerations

will be outlined later in this chapter.

The physical configuration of an LED (light emitting diode) and specific illumination

characteristics is an important aspect, which must be considered when selecting specific

devices for integration into an iris acquisition illumination panel. A particular LED

criterion, which must be considered, is the viewing angle measurement, which is defined

in the device data sheet. This specific characteristic is an important specification, which

must be considered in order to ascertain the illumination footprint and the overall

viewing angle of the device. This is critical, as the illumination source is required to

illuminate all the iris texture presented to the iris acquisition device. The illumination

source size must also be taken into consideration as the smaller the value, the higher

the risk to eye safety, due to the increasingly concentrated source of illumination at a

fixed point.

Designing a piece of iris acquisition hardware to illuminate the iris using a wide

spectral band (operating wavelength) of near-infrared illumination peaking at 810nm

and 850nm respectively is challenging. The device performance across the spectral

width, detailed in the relevant datasheets, allows for an understanding of the illumi-

nation characteristics of each device. Selecting near-infrared devices with a relatively

wide spectral range allows for illumination to be provided at the two peak wavelengths

both independently and collectively. This allows for an investigation for near-infrared

illumination at a wide spectral range when combining the use of two near-infrared

devices.

The radiant power (measurement of total power of electromagnetic radiation) and

radiant intensity (measurement of intensity of electromagnetic radiation) of each near-

infrared device must be considered in the design phase of illumination hardware. The

two device values are of relevance when eye safety is factored into the design, as dis-

cussed later in this chapter. The design of the iris acquisition hardware includes the

ability to image the eye at 810nm, 850nm and 810nm and 850nm combined. There-

fore, the radiant power and radiant intensity characteristics of each near-infrared de-

vice should be matched in order to allow for an even distribution of illumination when
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imaging the eye at the combined 810nm and 850nm wavelengths.

The LED characteristics discussed are an important consideration when deciding the

appropriate near-infrared devices for the iris illumination hardware. The ideal scenario

would be to source devices at both peak wavelengths with matched performance char-

acteristics. However, this is impractical as the manufacturing process of LED packages

causes an inherent variability between devices. Specifying near-infrared packages with

high manufacturing tolerances can increase the cost per unit potentially increasing the

overall expenditure of the final product. A budget has to be considered at the design

stage and hence off the shelf components are used wherever possible.

The design cycle of product development includes initial prototypes, which allow

for the assessment of performance and operational characteristics of a final piece of

equipment. Several properties of near-infrared devices, specifically those which have

been mentioned, can respond differently under testing when compared with the stated

performance on the data sheet. It is, therefore, prudent that a test environment is

designed and implemented to assess the performance characteristics of each selected

device.

The ideal test scenario would be set up in a way which would generate an under-

standing of how a range of individual illuminator devices from a selected batch of

manufacturers operated over time and under different operational conditions. The

assessment parameters could include operational life cycle of the device, voltage and

current characteristics, temperature deviation, peak wavelength variability and oper-

ational power output stability. It is important to note that the characteristics of each

tested device could perform differently as a function of time. It is, therefore, prudent

to perform a soak test of devices to understand their compatibility with the design

requirements.

A factor which must be considered when designing the physical layout (placement of

components on a printed circuit board) of an illumination panel for iris image acqui-

sition is the placement/location of near-infrared illuminators with respect to a users

eye. The datasheet for each near-infrared device details a specific viewing angle for

the illumination output. This must be considered when physically testing and locating

each device. Multiple factors determine the placement, as previously mentioned. Even

distribution of illumination on a users iris must be considered to achieve a consistent

light source on the iris. The viewing angle is an important characteristic, which affects

the coverage of illumination on the region of interest. It would, therefore, not be un-

reasonable to design and implement a method to hold and position each near-infrared

device at a calibrated angle with previous knowledge of the operational viewing angle
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characteristics. A method to hold and position illuminator devices would not only pro-

vide an accurate position for the alignment to a users iris but also achieve a mechanical

fixing. This provides a long-term reduction in the variability of device location and

helps to facilitate repeatable testing. An example of a method implemented to hold

and position near-infrared LEDs can be seen in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Near-infrared placement fixture

3.3.2 Near-infrared Illumination Attenuation Design Requirements

The design of a near-infrared illumination panel (source unit of light) requires the

consideration of eye safety of the end user whilst minimising the specular reflection

imaged onto the participant’s eye. Due to the intrinsic nature of a lens- based LED,

illumination hot spots can occur and therefore, it is important that these intense

illumination footprints are reduced. To achieve this, one technique could be to utilise

a material, which attenuates (reduces light) and diffuses (spread and scatter light) the

illumination signal similar to the iris acquisition technique discussed by Wildes et al

[32] and by Sgroi et al [108]. A significantly more complex technique might be to

introduce a selection of lenses and mirrors for the same purpose.

The testing phase of different illumination packages allows for different techniques of

light attenuation to be investigated. Several manufacturers provide products, which

operate within the desired spectral ranges, previously discussed, and which offer the

attenuation properties required. Unfortunately, materials with a higher calibrated

degree of accuracy are rather more expensive.

A wide selection of materials exists for attenuating and diffusing light of specific

properties and at different wavelengths. The products chosen for analysis did not
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specify the diffusion and attenuation characteristics on the manufacturers datasheets.

Therefore, the testing phase allowed for the opportunity to manually evaluate the

different diffusion and attenuation materials in order to achieve the desired illumination

output. An illustration of using a test rig during the testing phase can be seen in Figure

3.3.

Figure 3.3: Near-infrared illuminators / diffusion material under test

3.3.3 Evaluation of Near-infrared Techniques

To evaluate the near-infrared illumination at different wavelengths, a fixed set up

will be required. A set up might consist of a printed circuit board with individually

controllable near-infrared devices to allow for the evaluation of the device position and

provide the ability to illuminate a fixed image at a predetermined distance. Utilising a

control image of a human eye, which is consistent throughout the testing phase, would

allow for the simulation of a participants iris.

The evaluation of a proposed iris illumination setup is a complex procedure and

throughout the design and specification phase careful consideration of eye safety must

be paramount. As with all product life cycles, a device can be altered and enhanced

over the development stages. It is impractical to perform a final eye safety evaluation

for each design testing cycle due to the required time and expense. It is, therefore,

unwise to use a human eye during the design and testing phase of the illumination

equipment.

In substituting for the use of a real human eye by using instead a fixed iris image

printed on a selection of reflective and non-reflective paper, different testing scenarios
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of multiple illumination conditions can be evaluated. Printing an image of an iris on

different grades of paper provides testing conditions, which to all intents and purposes

attempts to simulate a real situation. More importantly, simulating the eye and iris

utilising a paper-based artefact does not achieve an exact eye replica. Unfortunately,

the surface of a human eye is a complex three-dimensional organ to synthetically repro-

duce in terms of the physical structure and reflective properties. Attempts have been

made within the literature to produce replicated eyes and facial features [102, 106].

This approach might potentially provide a limited improvement over the technique

discussed, but the benefits are likely to be limited due to the inability to replicate the

reflective surface of the eye and iris.

The design and evaluation phase of the iris illumination device provided the ability

to assess basic illumination power output levels (light intensity output). This was

achieved with the use of an optical power meter (device to measure power in an optical

signal) located at the normal position of a users iris. Illumination from the source

device can be stopped down at a fixed iris size in order to simulate a participants pupil

size with the use of a fixed aperture positioned in front of the optical power meter

sensor. This method will be discussed in further detail in the eye safety section of this

chapter (Section 3.5. It is important to note that whilst optical measurements can

be obtained, these readings are not sufficient for complete confidence in meeting eye

safety requirements.

To reduce the affect of shadowing, caused by near-infrared illumination, multiple

techniques can be implemented. These methods either utilise a human test subject

once the device is known to be eye safe or alternatively present a 3D synthetically

produced eye to determine where shadowing is likely to occur. These methods are

expensive and time consuming and depend on multiple external factors. Another

method which can be considered is simulating the design of an illumination panel

and human eye within a 3D design program. Selecting the appropriate application and

considering the illumination properties from the device data sheets, a representation of

the illumination output can be simulated. This would allow for an understanding into

how shadowing affects the iris texture, without the requirement of a human participant.

This is illustrated in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: Illumination simulation

The acquisition device requires a specific level of near-infrared illumination in order

to successfully acquire iris images with good contrast and reduced noise artefacts. The

iris acquisition camera, discussed later in this chapter, should be able to image the iris

without significant enhancements to the properties of the digital sensor (device which

converts an optical image into an electrical signal). A system implementation, where a

camera sensor requiring an increase in gain to successfully image an iris texture, would

potentially produce a high degree of salt and pepper noise (sparsely occurring white

and black pixels) on the resulting image. Therefore, the camera and near-infrared

design and implementation are closely linked and both must be compatible with each

other.

3.3.4 Visible Illumination Design

The acquisition of an iris texture with a large surface area is desirable for increased iris

biometric performance. There are many techniques outlined in the literature [32, 37,

110–113] and utilised in commercial iris systems implementations of visible illumination

being used during the iris acquisition process. The literature provides an indication

to the different techniques utilised in research environments [26, 37]. However, it

is prudent to first investigate the pupillary system (the biological mechanism which

controls pupillary movements) and how various types of illumination affect the response

of the eye.

Acquiring iris samples under near-infrared and using visible illumination to invoke a

constricted pupil (pupil of a reduced size), the sensitivity of the eye should be taken into

consideration when selecting an appropriate wavelength of visible light. The literature

suggests that the spectral sensitivity of a pupil is reported to be greater within the blue
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part of the visible spectrum. It is worth noting that experiments have been conducted

showing that the pupil is smaller for light of shorter wavelengths compared to that for

light of longer wavelengths of the same luminance [114]. Luminance is a photometric

measure of the luminous intensity per unit area of light travelling in a given direction.

Therefore, it would be prudent to specify the blue part of the visible spectrum in the

design process for the illumination component of the overall iris acquisition equipment.

An ideal scenario would be to implement a piece of off the shelf illumination equip-

ment for use in the final iris acquisition data collection setup. However, acquiring a

device with a suitable specification in the blue part of the spectrum with the appropri-

ate eye safety characteristics is challenging. Products available are typically intended

for other very different machine vision markets making the device, in practice, com-

patible with the specification but not suitable in terms of eye safety limits.

Due to the specific requirements for a visible illumination device, in the blue spec-

trum at a specific wavelength, device selection is problematic due to a limited range

being commercially available. During the project design of a commercial iris acqui-

sition system, it would not be unreasonable for a hardware implementer to specify a

custom designed LED product. Devices, which are designed for specific application

requirements, are typically built to a specification, not to price. The design and speci-

fication phase of a research project highlights important financial constraints, however,

a careful selection of an off the shelf LED product is required.

Providing illumination with sufficient coverage across all off-angle iris image capture

scenarios is desirable. This allows for a consistent level of pupil size across each capture

angle. Specific features which must be considered in order to achieve the illumination

requirements, are device package type, peak wavelength, beam angle and power output.

The package design of an LED device determines the illumination output, which is

received by the end user of the biometric system. It has been suggested that the use of

a lens-based LED can introduce significant illumination hot spots. The limiting factor

of near-infrared devices, at the specific wavelengths described, all but dictates the type

of package available to the designer of the biometric hardware. The devices at the

specified blue 470nm wavelength were available in multiple package types.

3.3.5 Visible Illumination Device Placement and Arrangement

To provide a consistent diffused source of visible illumination to contract participants

pupils (inhibit pupil miosis) during iris acquisition, the LED devices, which provide

blue visible illumination at 470nm, must be appropriately arranged. The manufacturers
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data sheets provide detailed information regarding viewing angle of each device, but the

available information can be insufficient when trying to design a layout for a uniform

light source for multiple devices.

The device type and arrangement of visible illumination devices in an iris capture

setup can be evaluated in a specific test environment. Package type and viewing angles

are properties, which must be considered when selecting LED devices for evaluation

together with the power output for each device, which will be discussed later in this

chapter. To achieve a uniform pattern of diffused illumination, devices with a wide

viewing angle should be considered. Diffusion material, previously identified for use

in the near-infrared wavelength region, must also be assessed and evaluated for visible

illumination.

A camera, height gauge, clamp and flat surface will provide an effective test set up

for LED device layout configuration and diffusion material assessment. With the use

of image processing, it would be possible to analyse the illumination characteristics

of each experimental setup in an iterative process. By extracting sample rows and

columns from images acquired, the illumination properties could be assessed. This

setup allows for the evaluation of the illumination distribution for each device type

and layout. Metrics, which must be considered during the experimental phase, include

distance from the LED device to the diffusion material and distance between each LED

device. An illustration of the experimental setup can be seen in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Analysis of illumination diffusion characteristics

The analysis of images from the initial illumination assessment enables a suitable

device, layout and diffusion material to be specified. To achieve a uniform pattern

of visible illumination, the iris acquisition hardware will require multiple LED devices
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operating in the visible blue spectrum to be spaced at predefined distances. These

distance values will be calculated using information from the initial experiments dis-

cussed which evaluated the visible illumination distribution and uniformity of visible

light. It is important to note that in order to understand the performance of illumi-

nation at multi off-angle locations, a test jig and setup is required. This would allow

for the assessment of the final diffusion characteristics and illumination output power

of a complete setup.

An illumination test jig would facilitate the evaluation of multiple LED devices to

be positioned on a custom printed circuit board located behind a specified diffusion

panel. The design of the circuit board provided maximum flexibility for LED device

placement allowing each illumination source to be individually controllable providing

an adjustable and extensive evaluation test scenario. The visible illumination footprint

can then be assessed for all off-angle locations, allowing different illumination devices

to be turned on and off, in order to understand the coverage of visible light across the

face of the diffusion material. An initial measurement of illumination power can be

assessed once the required device layout has been specified.

3.3.6 Illumination Design for Off-angle Position Indicators

A biometric system, which requires a user to perform an action during biometric ac-

quisition, can produce varied results. This can be more prevalent when the capture

scenario does not include operator assistance. Biometric systems, therefore, have to

be designed carefully in order to convey instructions or indications to an end user in

a clear and concise manner. The initial off-angle sampling of iris images reported in

Chapter 2 allows for a clearer understanding of iris biometric device setup and layout.

To acquire a set of off-angle iris images, a predetermined set of identification markers,

defining the prescribed gaze directions of interest, is required for a user to look at.

Providing a calibrated set of points is a complex task, which can be achieved in several

ways. A method of adding points to a wall or board behind the camera would facilitate

a low-tech solution. This technique, whilst easy to set up, is potentially prone to issues

with repeatability and not practical, especially given that the image acquisition will

be performed in the dark or, at best, under low ambient lighting conditions.

A different approach to facilitate off-angle location markers might be to utilise a

technique common in face and eye tracking applications seen reported in the literature

[115, 116]. Positioning a camera above a standard LCD monitor with a custom com-

puter program to indicate off-angle points, would allow for off-angle iris acquisition.

Unfortunately, due to constraints on the location of the capture device in this specific
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setup, acquiring all off-angle positions in this manner would be limited due to the

relative camera placement.

These two techniques for providing location markers for off-angle acquisition both

therefore have limited functionality. However, the initial investigations reported in

Chapter 2 allow for a low-tech solution for this problem to be identified. As an illumi-

nation device is being designed and built from scratch, it would not be unreasonable to

use techniques previously used on a larger scale and include them into a final design.

The implementation of off-angle location markers requires prior knowledge of the ob-

ject distance, the measurement between the participant and illumination panel. With

this information the distances and layout for all off-angle positions can be calculated

with the use of CAD (computer aided design) software, as illustrated in Figure 3.6. It is

important to note that the distance between the participant and off-angle markers take

into consideration the average focal length of the human eye, reported to be 22mm

[117]. This figure should be taken into consideration when designing an acquisition

system but limitations, such as camera lens specifications and availability, also have to

be taken into account.

Figure 3.6: Off-angle location markers layout

A trade off exists when selecting an appropriate device to provide off-angle illumi-

nation markers to a participant. Enough illumination must be present to allow the

user to locate the physical off-angle point on the illumination panel. However, the user
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must always feel comfortable with the level of incident lighting when looking at the

points for the required period of time.

The near-infrared and visible illumination techniques discussed, require a diffusion

material to be offset at a calibrated distance from the surface of the illumination

devices. Installing the diffusion material at an ideal distance from the illumination al-

lows for a uniform source of light to be presented to the end user. Unfortunately, this

complicates the LED device selection for the off-angle design. The location markers

implemented to indicate off-angle positions to participants must be positioned accu-

rately on the front face of the illumination panel to facilitate off-angle iris capture with

a high angular tolerance of precision. This could be achieved with the use of light

pipes for each off-angle position thereby reducing interference with other illumination

techniques. Light pipes are devices which carry light from source to destination using

a clear piece of material. See Figure 3.7 for an example.

Figure 3.7: Illumination light pipes for off-angle location markers

The design constraints, as previously outlined, require careful thought when selecting

an appropriate LED package to indicate off-angle acquisition positions. The operating

wavelength, illumination intensity, viewing angle and device availability are important

aspects to consider. The current illumination techniques discussed utilise blue visible

and near-infrared illumination. To provide distinct off-angle location markers to a

participant, an LED device, which operates in the green visible spectrum, might be

considered. This would allow for the off-angle markers to be clearly located by a

participant providing a distinction between the green illuminated markers and other

illumination factors discussed.
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3.3.7 Evaluating the Design of Off-angle LED Illuminators

Off angle device selection, as part of this design, is complex due to the introduction of

light pipes and diffusion material. It is, therefore, important to test and review several

different illumination packages in order to understand the effects of light attenuation

and diffusion. This would allow for an understanding of how the off-angle marker

points could be presented to an end user over a range of different initially selected

LED devices. An example of this evaluation can be seen in Figure 3.8.

Figure 3.8: Testing initial version of illumination panel

The review of a selection of devices allows for a final test jig to be constructed and

for an understanding of how other illumination factors visually affect the off-angle

location points. This also provides the opportunity to assess the final layout and

position of off-angle location markers. Finally, once a design is deemed functional, an

initial illumination power level reading can be taken to inform considerations of eye

safety. This will be explained in more detail in Section 3.5.

3.4 Acquisition Hardware

The design and implementation of a custom piece of equipment to illuminate an iris has

so far been discussed. To exploit the illumination conditions that have been described,

an appropriate acquisition device must be selected. This requires the specification

and review of a digital image sensor, lens and infrared long pass filter (a device which

selectively transmits light of different wavelengths).
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3.4.1 Digital Image Sensor Requirements

The digital image sensor is critical as this device converts a light image to digital

form. The spectral sensitivity of an image sensor must be considered when imaging

in the near-infrared spectrum. The type of senor and choice between CCD (charged

coupled device) and CMOS (complimentary metal oxide semiconductor) technologies

can become complex however, the specification of either type of sensor is made based

on availability, performance and cost.

An important aspect to consider when acquiring an iris image using near-infrared

illumination is the digital image sensor pixel size. A device with large pixels captures

more light and results in decreasing noise. This is advantageous, as when imaging

an iris, a maximum limit of illumination output exposure exists due to eye safety

requirements. Selecting a digital image sensor with the above characteristics allows for

more flexibility in the illumination design as the required near-infrared illumination

output could be reduced.

A digital image sensor, which requires an increase in electronic digital gain (method

to expand a limited signal amplitude), should be avoided when imaging an iris. This

is due to the introduction of a significant amount of salt and pepper noise (digitisation

errors). The occurrence of noise, at the acquisition stage has detrimental effects at

later processing stages of the iris biometric system.

The selection of a digital image sensor and compatible lens is a key design decision

for an iris acquisition setup. Images with 200 pixels or more across the diameter of the

iris are considered good quality and a desired target for an iris capture system [98].

3.4.2 Lens Requirements

The compatibility of a lens with a digital image sensor is important. The lens must be

suitable for near-infrared imaging and must not produce any serious image degradation

in the near-infrared wavelengths previously discussed. As with the digital image sensor,

the lens must be optimised for near-infrared wavelengths. Digital image sensor size and

the lens should be matched, as an incorrect size would produce significant vignetting

(a radial darkening towards the corners of an image). A suitable lens, compatible with

an image sensor, can helpfully be specified when prior knowledge of the lens working

distance and field of view is available.

The eye is a complex organ to image due to its shape and curvature. Depth of field is

the distance between the nearest and furthest parts of a users iris that can be imaged
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with acceptably sharp detail at one focus setting of the lens. It is important that the

entire cross section of the captured iris image is in focus. The lens f-number controls

the amount of light the digital image sensor receives and affects the overall sharpness

of the acquired iris image. In order to increase the depth of field, the smallest aperture

setting (highest f-number) should be selected. Unfortunately, this causes issues when

acquiring iris images under near-infrared illumination. This is due to the increased

amount of light being required for the lens setup. It is possible to compensate for this

by increasing the digital sensor exposure time. However, this can increase motion blur

during the iris acquisition process.

Choosing a digital sensor and lens for an ideal capture scenario is a complex task.

Calculations can be performed to determine the performance of such a system, but it

is important to trial a selection of digital image sensors and lenses to achieve an ideal

iris sample.

3.4.3 Selection of Suitable Infrared Long Pass Filter

The imaging scenario, which has been discussed, is designed to acquire iris images

under the near-infrared spectrum. In order to control pupil size and present off-angle

positions to a participant, visible illumination is implemented in the design of the iris

acquisition hardware. Therefore, in order to remove noise artefacts introduced by the

visible spectrum, an infrared long pass filter must be specified to allow wavelengths

above 760nm, and take into consideration the near-infrared wavelength characteristics

explained earlier in this chapter. The long pass filter can reduce depth of field in an

image acquisition setup and, therefore, it is important to trial selected devices with

the test acquisition assessment procedures previously detailed.

3.4.4 Power Design Requirements for Illumination Hardware

The design and evaluation of an illumination setup and acquisition device provides a

comprehensive set of specifications for the production version of the printed circuit

board. The layout and LED device types are compiled from a set of iterative tests at

the design stage.

The power requirements for an illumination device are critical when designing a

circuit schematic. Two techniques which are commonly used to control LED device in

an iris acquisition scenario are constant current or pulse width modulation. The use of

pulse width modulation allows for strobe pulsed light to aid in reducing motion blur in

the camera system when a fast shutter is exploited. Unfortunately, this can increase
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the design complexity, as the camera shutter is required to be synchronised with the

pulsed light output. The safety-testing phase also becomes increasingly difficult when

this style of illumination control is implemented. Therefore, due to the complexity of

this method, driving the LEDs at constant current appears to be more beneficial.

The design of a circuit schematic for an illumination panel, with a significant number

of LED devices, requires careful design consideration. The layout of a schematic must

provide protection to each LED device to prevent an over-current situation. It is critical

that devices operate at the manufacturers recommended specification as recorded in

the datasheets provided. The life expectancy of an LED device can be significantly

reduced when operated outside its ideal characteristics for a long duration of time.

This can cause inconsistencies when assessing the eye safety criteria for a device, as

the long-term stability of an LED cannot be gauged.

When constructing a circuit schematic for an iris illumination panel, aspects which

need to be considered are the power supply, device control and LED protection. Pro-

viding a regulated power supply to a device can be achieved with the use of an external

low voltage power supply and an on-board regulation circuit. Due to the significant

power requirements for a device of this type, multiple power rails within a device may

be required.

Supplying constant current to large chains of LED devices, providing the ability to

individually operate separate sections, can become complex. The use of constant cur-

rent LED driver chips can be used as a method for controlling the power regulation

across all devices. A degree of variability exists within the intrinsic properties between

batches of LEDs. This can result in devices operating with slightly different character-

istics. LED constant current driver chips allow for the use of dot correction, providing

functionality to individually alter LED illumination output, on a case-by-case basis.

This allows for the output of devices to be altered to provide a uniform pattern of

illumination.

Acquiring iris images at three different near-infrared scenarios requires a specific set

of designed circuit schematics. It is important that the near-infrared output levels

remain constant across three wavelength groups of 810nm, 850nm and 810nm and

850nm combined. The use of constant current driver ICs (integrated circuits) allow

for consistency across a group of devices. To achieve an even level of power output

across the three near-infrared groups, an additional device would be required to alter

the constant current off-set.

The power output level for each illumination group could be calibrated using two

possible methods. The first technique would be to acquire an image of a fixed target
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using a machine vision camera and measure the pixel intensities of the image. This

would enable an understanding of how the near-infrared illumination intensities require

calibration between each of the three wavelength groups. Another technique to measure

and calibrate each illumination group would be to investigate the use of a power meter

to measure the specific illumination intensity levels. These two techniques could be

implemented in order to assess and provide a consistent level of illumination for the

three categories of near-infrared wavelengths.

It is desirable to acquire iris images under different visible illumination intensities,

in order to construct a dataset of iris images to allow for future work to be carried

out to assess the effect of visible illumination and the performance of an iris biometric

system. To achieve this, a specific circuit design is required to provide control over the

visible blue LED devices. To allow for suitable illumination variability to constrict a

participants pupil, an ideal scenario would be to implement a method, which had a

measured level of control over the illumination output. This is achievable with the use

of a specific integrated circuit to provide flexible control. The maximum output levels

must be taken into consideration, making sure the device operates within the defined

eye safe parameters. A power meter could be used in order to calibrate the output

levels for this method. The safety aspects of the illumination design will be outlined.

3.4.5 Hardware Control of Illumination Characteristics

The illumination device proposed requires a specific level of control over all aspects of

illumination. This is necessary to allow a wide-ranging set of iris images to be acquired

and subsequently investigated in detail. The near-infrared and visible illumination,

together with individual off-angle location markers, require different levels of control.

Therefore, in order to provide the necessary degree of functionality to an operator, a

microprocessor is required to provide a level of intelligence and controllability to the

system. This in turn suggests a need for an appropriate interface to the unit so as

specific capture scenarios can be created.

3.4.6 Illumination Hardware Enclosure

Maintaining a consistent capture environment across all iris image acquisitions is im-

perative. Therefore, it is critical that repeatability in an experimental acquisition setup

is possible. In order to achieve this, the design and implementation of the equipment

enclosure, mounting hardware and user alignments must be investigated.
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To comply with eye safety standards the equipment enclosure, which houses the

illumination panel, needs to be light tight. This is to prevent leakage of stray light

causing detrimental issues for the participant, operator or in relation to the overall

requirements of the acquisition session. The illumination device should be mounted

in a custom enclosure where the illumination only emits via the specified diffusion

material. The enclosure should be designed to provide mechanical support and rigidity,

ensuring a guarantee of repeatability. An example of the hardware enclosure can be

seen in Figure 3.9.

Figure 3.9: Illumination panel enclosure

3.4.7 Mechanical Hardware for Camera and Illumination Panel

Constructing a rigid supporting mechanism for the illumination device is important to

allow for accurate alignment with a participants iris. A system to provide horizontal

and vertical positioning is required for the illumination device to ensure repeatability

and accuracy. This also allows for the illumination device to be situated at a fixed

distance from the participant at all times. This is imperative as eye safety calculations

are determined based specifically on this fixed distance.

It is important that the acquisition system is positioned centrally to the illumination

panel allowing for accurate capture of off-angle iris images. The working distance of

the camera lens is fixed for a specific set of distances from the participant and hence

it is important that the position of the acquisition hardware is maintained.

The construction of an illumination panel and its enclosure imposes size and location

requirements on the acquisition device. Due to the camera positioning requirements,
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it would be impossible for an operator to manually control the focal length of the lens.

Manual control of the lens is not practical and therefore, a mechanical approach needs

to be adopted. This involves a high precision servomotor attached directly to the lens

in order to provide accurate control over the focal length, as shown in Figure 3.10.

Figure 3.10: Servo controlled lens for fine focal length control

Designing and constructing a system which provides mechanical support for the il-

lumination panel and camera is important. This allows for multiple variables in the

overall system design to be fixed. To reduce motion blur and allow capture of in-focus

iris images, the participant is required to maintain a fixed position. To provide head

support to a participant, techniques used in optometry can be exploited. The use of

a chin and forehead rest not only provides mechanical support, but also provides the

participant with a level of stability and comfort. Importantly, the use of a chin rest

prevents a user from exceeding the safe distance to the illumination panel, which is a

critical element specified in the eye safety guidelines.

3.5 Eye Safety

The design and development of a piece of equipment for use in an iris acquisition

scenario must take into consideration eye safety as a matter of the highest priority.

Damage to any part of the human body must, of course, be avoided in a system

deployed in a practical biometric scenario. Damage to the eye is among the most

catastrophic incidents imaginable in this area of human-system interaction. The human

eye is sensitive to a range of different illumination wavelengths and hence multiple

aspects must be considered when ensuring the eye safety of an end user.

Acquiring a good quality iris image is the key objective in the implementation of

the proposed acquisition system. When designing a piece of equipment to acquire
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images of the iris under near-infrared illumination, the hardware design can require

high output levels of light. Therefore, a trade-off exists between camera performance

and illumination techniques implemented.

The illumination levels required for an iris acquisition setup are directly affected by

the design decisions made when specifying a camera and lens. One property, which

significantly affects the usability of the acquisition system, is depth of field. Typically,

in order to achieve a higher depth of field, increased illumination levels are required.

The reduction of motion artefacts in a captured image is usually achieved by using a

short exposure time setting on the acquisition image sensor. Reducing exposure time

places a significant demand for increased illumination. It can also be noted that the

signal/noise ratio can be improved as light levels increase.

Specific areas of the eye absorb more light in one spectral region than in other regions.

Radiation in the visible and infrared regions (400nm to 1400nm) is the most hazardous

and is transmitted by the optical components of the eye. As the illumination levels

for the acquisition system described here fall within this region, eye safety standards

must be assessed.

It is important that an illumination device for use with human participants must be

appropriately, and therefore ideally independently, assessed for eye safety. This is criti-

cal as it provides an absolute assessment without bias. Consequently, it is deemed wise

to split the eye safety assessment into two separate categories. The initial design and

specification phase requires an understanding of how to perform appropriate optical

measurements, in consultation with an accredited testing facility. The second stage

requires the illumination device to be independently tested and certified appropriately.

3.5.1 Initial Eye Safety Assessment Process for Illumination Panel

To correctly design and specify a piece of illumination equipment and make appropriate

optical measurements, an understanding of the lamp safety standard IEC-62471 [118]

is required. In order to perform initial measurements of the near-infrared, visible

and off-angle illumination device characteristics, some specific pieces of equipment are

required:-

• An optical power meter, preferably calibrated in the visible wavelength.

• Adjustable iris diaphragm used to simulate an average human pupil size.

• Callipers to measure the optical power meter detector and iris diaphragm diam-

eter.
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• A ruler to measure the distance between detector and light source.

In order to make an initial assessment of eye safety and evaluate different illumination

test setups, the following method allows for optical measurements to be taken. An

optical power meter is set up at 300mm from the front face of the iris illumination

hardware, aligning the detector with the centre of the illumination panel. The optical

power meter detector area is limited by the use of an iris diaphragm, which is adjusted

to a chosen pupil size, roughly 7mm in diameter. The iris diaphragm can be accurately

adjusted with the use of a set of measuring callipers. The iris diaphragm is placed as

close as possible to the optical power meter detector. The illumination panel is turned

on and allowed to warm up (this can be monitored on the optical power meter). Once

the device, under test is providing stable readings, the radiant flux (measurement of

the total power of electromagnetic radiation) can be recorded (often referred to as

optical power). The irradiance (the power of electromagnetic radiation per unit area

incident on a surface) can be calculated via the following equation:-

Calculation of detector area = π * (irisdiameter / 2)2

Calculation of irradiance, E = radiant flux / detector area

The calculated irradiance can be converted to radiance if the source area is accounted

for, for example, by limiting the source area using a field stop aperture to define the

field of view. Figure 3.11 shows an example setup.
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Figure 3.11: Example setup to obtain optical measurements

It is recommended that the sensitivity of the measurement to alignment and non-

uniformity (of the source and detector) be characterised by adjusting each degree of

freedom (tilt, position, distance, aperture diameter) in turn.

It is important that the optical power meter utilised is sensitive enough to make the

optical measurements in the wavelengths implemented in the iris acquisition hardware.

Alternatively, measurements may need to be made at shorter distances or using the full

detector area with results corrected for this, for example, by measuring the distance

dependence of the highest intensity source and by measurements over a range of differ-

ent iris diameters. The process of performing initial optical measurements at different

points in the design stage in this way improves an understanding of the illumination

output of a test jig and its eye safety criteria.

3.5.2 NPL Eye Safety Assessment for Illumination Panel

A final design will enable an independent assessment of radiance and irradiance mea-

surement systems together with absolute spectral measurements. This allows for the

illumination device to be compared with the exposure limits in the standard IEC-62471

Photobiological safety of lamps and lamp systems [118].

Spectral measurements of the iris illuminator hardware, places the hazard panel in the

retinal blue light, eye infrared and retinal thermal (weak visual stimulus) hazard region.
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The exposure limits for these regions require a measurement of both spectral irradiance

and spectral radiance of the source. In order to make an independent assessment an

external organisation was contracted to determine the device classification group.

The National Physical Laboratory (NPL) was contracted to perform final eye safety

assessment for the illumination hardware. The iris illuminator hardware was operated

at maximum intensity and powered using the electronics, laptop computer and software

supplied. The device was run for five minutes before optical measurements commenced.

Ambient temperature during the measurements was in the range of 21 ± 1 ◦C. Figure

3.12 shows the illumination hardware operating at maximum intensity. Figure 3.13

shows a photograph of the near-infrared LEDs captured using a conventional digital

camera. Detectors in these devices are sensitive to infrared and hence the blocking

filters in the camera optics are not completely effective which allows for the near-

infrared image to be taken in a dark room.

Figure 3.12: Iris illuminator hardware operating at maximum illumination intensity
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Figure 3.13: Illuminated near-infrared LEDs photographed with conventional digi-
tal camera

The radiance measurements were obtained with an open field of view without the

field stop at the source. In this setup it is possible that more light is detected from

the sample than is required by the eye safety standard, which could lead to an overly

conservative assessment of the hazard. The illumination source was measured at a

distance of 300mm.

The spectrum of the emitted radiation was measured with an array spectrometer

system. The spectral responsivity of the system was corrected and an absolute irradi-

ance measurement was made by comparison with the NPL standard lamp, traceable

to the NPL2010 spectral irradiance scale. Measurements were made at a distance of

300mm from the source illumination with an integrating sphere input optic with en-

trance aperture diameter of 10mm. The obtained maximum irradiance and radiance

values from NPL for the final design can be seen in Table 3.1.

Illumination Source
Maximum irradiance
measured (W m−2)

Maximum radiance
measured (W m−2 sr−1)

Visible blue illumination 0.28 35.9
Off-angle green illumination 0.18 2.41

NIR 810nm 0.28 36.7
NIR 850nm 0.36 45.9

NIR 810nm & 850nm 0.44 55.1

Table 3.1: Maximum irradiance and radiance values for final test design
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The assessment provided by NPL outlined that all optical measurements showed

the device to be in the Exempt group. The exempt group classification is for optical

radiation sources that do not pose any practical photobiological hazard.

3.6 Chapter Conclusion

This chapter has explored the process of designing and constructing a custom built

iris acquisition setup from a specific set of requirements to enable further detailed

investigation into the effects of off-angle iris capture and different illumination con-

ditions in iris biometric deployment. A description of all aspects of the design and

implementation process has been provided in this chapter.

The design and implementation of this iris acquisition system was fundamental to

the procurement of the iris data, hitherto unavailable, on which the practical experi-

mentation reported in subsequent chapters was carried out, and was thus an essential

factor in contributing to the novelty and value of the work reported in later chapters.

Some images of the developed iris acquisition hardware can be seen in Appendix A.



CHAPTER 4

Using the Hardware Infrastructure

In this chapter the iris data collection protocol will be discussed together with an

overview of the data collection software and value of the acquired iris image dataset.

Section 4.1 will present the experimental protocol and ethical approval procedure.

Section 4.2 will discuss the data collection software implemented to acquire iris images

and control near-infrared and visible illumination output. Section 4.3 will discuss the

value of acquiring a rich dataset of iris image samples. Section 4.4 will conclude this

chapter.

4.1 Experimental Protocol

To facilitate the collection of an enhanced set of what has been designated uncon-

strained iris images, the design and construction of a new iris image acquisition system

was discussed in the previous chapter. To use the iris acquisition hardware to enhance

the possibilities for new research, development and evaluation of iris recognition meth-

ods, an appropriate and robust data collection protocol was required in order to guide

and underpin the construction of a viable and potentially extremely valuable database

of these unconstrained iris samples.

The data collection protocol was devised as a rigorous method to describe the strategy

for the uniform collection and recording of iris image samples. This provided the

ability to define reliable and systematic procedures to ensure that high quality iris

data was collected under precisely defined and repeatable conditions. The protocol

also made possible the management and administration of the data collection process

in a systematic way. To ensure that all the appropriate eye safety guidelines were

86
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adhered to, the data collection protocol provided a robust framework for the imaging

of a participants eyes under varying illumination conditions.

The purpose of the data collection study was to establish a database of designated

unconstrained off-angle iris samples, enhanced with the use of different illumination

techniques. The experimental protocol specified the procedure and environment for

the acquisition of iris images at both visible and near-infrared illumination conditions,

covering a wide range of off-angle images (i.e. images acquired when the participants

gaze was directed, not along the principal optical axis of the camera, but directed

at varying angles to this axis). The database was constructed as a very important

new tool to aid in improving an understanding of the use of such data in biometric

recognition tasks.

4.1.1 Recruitment Phase for the Data Collection Process

The first part of the database compilation process involved the recruitment of staff and

students from the University of Kent, together with members of the general public.

Volunteers were recruited through personal contact or general invitation via e-mail. An

advertisement (as shown in Appendix B.1) of the data collection study was distributed

to all interested parties informing them of the recruitment process.

4.1.2 Introduction Phase of the Data Collection Process

The iris capture protocol was developed and defined with a structure based around

three iris acquisition scenarios, each related to a particular set of imaging conditions

and operational procedures.

The next phase of the iris acquisition procedure involved meeting and greeting the

participants who had agreed to take part in the study. The participants had previously

been sent via e-mail a Participant Information Sheet in which they were informed of the

purpose of the study, the conditions under which iris samples will be collected, what will

happen to the samples provided, how to withdraw from participation from the study,

what will happen to the results of the evaluations using the iris database, information

about the research and contact details for further information. The participants were

asked if they had read and understood the Participant Information Sheet and invited

to ask any further questions.

The collection of contact information from each participant was obtained using the

first section of the Participant Details form, which included first name, surname, e-

mail and contact telephone number. A participant identification number and date of
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iris acquisition was also recorded on the contact information form. The second section

of the Participant Details form involved collecting anonymised information relating to

gender, age, ethnic origin and use of glasses or contact lenses where this was normally

the case. A discussion regarding the age categories adopted in the Participant Details

form will be presented later in this section.

The participants were also asked to read and sign a consent form, which was used

to describe the general purpose of the research project. The consent form contains

similar information to that of the Participant Information Sheet and listed the following

details:-

• Data to be collected.

• Criteria to be satisfied for participation in the data collection.

• Reasons for obtaining iris samples.

• Risk to privacy.

• Proposed use of the data after collection.

• Financial compensation offered to participants in order to compensate them for

their help in the process.

• Contact details of the investigators.

• Details regarding the opportunity to revoke participation consent at any time.

After the paperwork was completed and the participant was satisfied with the expla-

nation of the data collection study, (s)he was asked to make her/himself comfortable

with the seating arrangements and the positioning of the chin rest. Participants were

asked to remove glasses (where applicable) in order to reduce iris occlusions but per-

mitted to retain contact lenses throughout the data collection study. This is a fairly

standard procedure (see, for example, [107]) in order to obtain the best quality iris

sample. The iris acquisition illumination hardware was turned on and the lighting

in the room turned off. Figure 4.1 illustrates the Introduction to the data collection

study.

4.1.3 First Acquisition Phase of the Data Collection Process

The first iris acquisition scenario consisted of acquiring forward facing iris samples

under varying visible illumination intensities, from both the left and right eye inde-

pendently at near-infrared wavelengths of 810nm and 850nm combined with a total
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irradiance value of 0.44 W m−2. The acquisition scenario was explained to the partic-

ipant, discussing the type of iris samples to be collected, the reason for the collection

and guidance regarding what to expect. The iris acquisition hardware was positioned

to acquire iris samples from the participants left eye where they were then asked to

look straight on at the camera lens. Images of the participants eye were acquired for

a period of 30 seconds during which time the visible blue illumination was reduced

from a maximum irradiance value of 0.21 W m−2 to the point where the visible illu-

mination was turned off completely after 30 seconds. The participants left eye image

was further acquired for an additional 30 seconds without the visible blue illumination.

The acquisition of the left eye image thus required a period of 60 seconds in total, the

first 30 seconds was designed to acquire eye images under decreasing visible illumina-

tion to determine how the pupil would react. The remaining 30 seconds acquired eye

images without visible illumination to determine how the pupil adjusted to a dark en-

vironment. The whole procedure was repeated for the right eye. Figure 4.1 illustrates

Scenario 1 in the data collection study.

4.1.4 Second Acquisition Phase of the Data Collection Process

The second iris acquisition scenario consisted of acquiring forward facing iris samples

independently at 810nm, 850nm and then 810nm and 850nm combined of near-infrared

illumination with irradiance values of 0.28 W m−2, 0.36 W m−2 and 0.44 W m−2

respectively. This was implemented for both the left and right eye independently at

a fixed visible blue illumination irradiance value of 0.21 W m−2. The new acquisition

scenario was explained to the participant using the same technique as in the first

scenario. The iris acquisition hardware was positioned to acquire iris samples from

the participants left eye where (s)he was then asked to look straight on at the camera

lens. Images of the participants eye were independently acquired using 810nm, 850nm

and 810nm and 850nm combined of near-infrared illumination. This procedure was

repeated for the participants right eye. This second scenario allowed the acquisition

of a conventional set of iris images at zero degrees with respect to the camera axis,

enabling the provision of a ground truth label, a requirement for the analysis of the

results at a later stage. Figure 4.1 illustrates Scenario 2 in the data collection study.

4.1.5 Third Acquisition Phase of the Data Collection Process

The third and final acquisition scenario consisted of acquiring eye images at thirty-two

pre-determined off-angle gaze directions with respect to the principal imaging axis,

indicated using green LED markers with an irradiance value of 0.1 W m−2. The samples
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were acquired for both the left and right eye at a fixed visible blue illumination with an

irradiance value of 0.21 W m−2 and independently at 810nm, 850nm and at 810nm and

850nm combined of near-infrared illumination with irradiance values of 0.28 W m−2,

0.36 W m−2 and 0.44 W m−2 respectively. The acquisition scenario was explained to

the participant using the same techniques as in the first and second scenarios. The iris

acquisition hardware was positioned to acquire iris samples from the participants left

eye where, (s)he was then asked to look at gaze positions which were marked using

green reference points to allow the participant to locate each angle reproducibly and

in a way which was implemented consistently for all participants. The green reference

markers were individually activated with the participant asked to look at each reference

mark in turn, primarily moving their head instead of locating the points through eye

movement. Examples of the head movement to locate gaze positions can be seen by

referring to Figure 2.6 in Chapter 2. For each off-angle position the eye images were

acquired using three independent near-infrared wavelengths providing three sets of off-

angle iris image data per eye. The acquisition scenario was also implemented for the

right eye. Figure 4.1 also includes a description of the final acquisition session, shown

as Scenario 3.

4.1.6 Conclusion of the Data Collection Process

The acquisition of off-angle iris samples can become repetitive and uncongenial for the

participants due to the significant number of different acquisition events required (i.e.

the number of different gaze angles and thus the number of different points to which

they are asked to direct their gaze). During an initial trial of the acquisition equipment

it was noted that users of the system would try to predict and anticipate the location

points for each gaze angle. In order to prevent this and to reset a participants head

location between off-angle points, the user was asked to look centrally/directly at the

camera lens between each capture event, thereby resetting their gaze. This technique

prevented participants from predicting off-angle points, which is critical when trying

to produce a consistent set of off-angle iris images.

After the data collection was complete an inspection was made of the dataset to

determine if all images were acquired and a copy of the dataset was made to allow

long-term back-up storage. Lights were turned on and the participant was thanked

for volunteering in taking part in the data collection study. Each participant signed a

receipt and a fee was awarded for his or her time. Figure 4.1 illustrates the Conclusion

of the data collection study.
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Between the three capture scenarios the participants were asked to move their head

from the chin rest in order to give them an opportunity to rest their eyes and for an

explanation to be given for the next phase of the acquisition procedure. A detailed

diagram of the data collection process can be seen in Figure 4.1, which summarises the

overall acquisition procedure and data collection study.

4.1.7 Ethical Requirements

In common with the rules governing most respectable institutions, data collection at

the University of Kent involving human participants is subject to approval by a Uni-

versity Ethics Committee. As part of the conditions overseen by this Committee, the

collection of biometric samples introduces requirements for the legal protection, pri-

vacy and safety of users. The illumination hardware implemented in the data collection

study was tested by the National Physical Laboratory to perform rigorous and inde-

pendent final eye safety assessment for the equipment. The assessment provided by

NPL demonstrated that all optical measurements showed the device to be in the Ex-

empt group, which is a classification for optical radiation sources that do not pose any

practical photobiological hazard. Further information regarding the eye safety aspects

of the acquisition hardware can be seen in Section 3.5 of Chapter 3.

The University of Kent Ethics Approval Procedure required a full ethical application

for research with human participants to be completed together with supporting docu-

mentation which included the associated advertising material, participant information

sheet, consent form and participant detail sheet, all of which are provided here in

Appendix B.1, B.2, B.3, B.4. The University of Kent Ethical Approval Procedure re-

quires applicants to complete an Ethics Review Checklist and Full Ethics Application

for Research With Human Participants Form which are provided here in Appendix

B.5, B.6. These, together with the supporting documentation, are submitted to the

Faculty of Science Ethics Committee where the study will be reviewed and any further

information and questions from the reviewers can be asked regarding the submitted

application. If the application passes the ethical review procedure, the study can

commence making sure the ethical procedures are adhered to.

4.1.8 Choice of Age Boundaries for Data Collection Study

To collect age information about the participants, yet also trying to avoid embarrass-

ment to individuals or meet reluctance to give this information, age was quantised

by dividing an entire possible age span into a specific set of age groups, providing a

mechanism for future investigation of unconstrained iris samples across different age
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ranges. To determine the appropriate age boundaries, the literature was investigated

for age related biometric studies, such as [119–121]. Erbilek and Fairhurst [119] pro-

pose an age-band structure of (<25, 25-60 and >60) to reflect age related trends in

performance. The age categories implemented can be seen in Table 4.1. It was decided

to further sub-divide the 25-60 age group allowing for more detailed age related data

to be collected if necessary while retaining a match to the optimal categories noted.

The Participant Details form where this data was recorded is shown for reference in

Appendix B.4.

Age Range

<25
25 ≥ age <40
40 ≥ age <60
≥ 60

Table 4.1: The age categories adopted

A total of ninety-five candidates were eventually recruited to participate in the study.

The specific age and gender ranges of participants were carefully reviewed in order

to provide a good cross section of users. The collected samples of iris images were

anonymised and each sample was given a unique identification number.
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4.2 Data Collection Software

A robust protocol was designed in order to facilitate the collection of iris samples from

the large group of volunteers recruited. To acquire iris images under a specific set of

capture scenarios outlined in the protocol, a custom piece of software was required to

compliment the acquisition hardware already described. This was used to facilitate the

control of the multiple different functional aspects of data acquisition in the specified

data capture environment.

The developed software package was designed to control the multiple aspects of the

data acquisition process. A critical feature of the designed software was to impose a

strict set of conditions on the illumination infrastructure and acquisition hardware to

maintain a consistent and robust imaging acquisition setup.

4.2.1 Acquisition Device Selection and Associated Software Control

The digital image sensor (camera system) [122] was chosen with a GigE [123] inter-

face to provide maximum flexibility for the acquisition component of the hardware

system. Deploying an acquisition device with a standards-based interface to the com-

puter offers the benefits of a commercial machine vision system, which is scalable and

compatible with a large variety of image acquisition and processing toolboxes. The

GigE standards-based interface also provides the potential for flexibility in terms of

future integration with commercial iris recognition systems such as those provided by

IRIS ID [124].

An image acquisition toolbox was implemented to provide a convenient way to control

properties of the digital image sensor and access the streamed images. The software

employed was Common Vision Blox [125] by Stemmer Imaging which provided a facility

for fast development of the software for handling the digital image sensor setup and

acquisition process. The data collection software integrated the Common Vision Blox

acquisition libraries to provide configuration and control of the acquisition device to

set the frame rate, exposure time and other specific properties.

The iris acquisition software provided a real time view of the digital image sensor,

which enabled the operator of the iris acquisition hardware a view of the eye image

being acquired. To determine if the iris sample was in focus during the acquisition

session, Daugmans image focus assessment algorithm [26, 28] was implemented as a

mechanism to provide measureable feedback to determine the focus of the iris image

during the acquisition session. Daugmans adopted method measures the total high
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frequency power in the 2D Fourier spectrum of each image frame. Due to the processing

requirements of the adopted image focus assessment algorithm, every fifth frame was

analysed to provide a focal score roughly ten times a second in order to assist the

operator of the capture system. The focus of the iris region was determined via a visual

inspection using the real time image of the eye and the focus assessment algorithm.

4.2.2 Software Lens Control

The lens chosen for the acquisition hardware was a manual focus unit, comprising a

focus ring to adjust the focal length of the lens. Due to the positioning of the digital

image sensor and lens being located inside the illumination hardware enclosure, focal

control over the lens was not possible due to physical access to the focus ring. To

overcome this issue, a high precision servo was attached to the focal ring of the lens,

which provided software control. This facilitated fine and coarse levels of controllability

to the servo and in turn to the focus of the iris image being acquired. Providing

software controllable focus together with focus level feedback and a real time view of

the acquisition process aided the acquisition of a set of good quality iris images. Figure

4.2 shows an example of the data collection software with real time acquisition image

viewer and focus control of the camera lens.

Figure 4.2: Data Collection Software
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4.2.3 Data Collection Software and Storage Design Criteria

The data collection protocol defined a specific set of illumination and imaging require-

ments. Each capture scenario was defined and programmed into the software to provide

a consistent set of conditions for all users. Constructing a fixed set of pre-determined

rules in software was critical and ensured that appropriate safety standards were ad-

hered to in terms of exposure levels.

The storage and archiving of acquired eye samples was managed by the data collection

software, which labelled each eye image with the relevant information regarding the

associated acquisition scenario. The data collection software also recorded specific

metadata for all images regarding the digital image sensor settings and properties of

the focus settings. An important aspect of the data collection software was to manage

the nature of the participation pattern of users throughout the data collection study.

The data collection software associated a unique identification number and tagged

the acquired eye images for each participant. An example of the document structure

adopted can be seen in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Structure of data collection database

The acquisition and storage of eye images during the acquisition session was partic-

ularly challenging due to significant latency in the storage medium used to retain the

images during the acquisition session. The disc drives tested were unable to retain

images at the acquisition rate of the digital image sensor. To overcome the issues of

short-term storage during each acquisition session, the literature was reviewed [126]

in order to identify some of the techniques often used in machine vision applications

where similar problems occurred. A method of using multiple high-speed disc arrays for

short-term storage was considered but proved unsuitable due to financial constraints.

Instead, the use of a small solid-state disc drive as a short-term temporary location for

data acquisition was implemented to provide the facility to allocate high-speed storage

space for the duration of each acquisition session. Once the acquisition session was

completed, the data was relocated to a long-term storage medium.
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The long-term storage space allocations for each acquisition session required consider-

ation when designing the experimental protocol and data collection software. Limited

long-term storage space was available and hence this had to be taken into account when

deciding the quantity and quality of iris samples to be acquired for each acquisition

scenario.

The design and construction of an appropriate piece of software was imperative to

provide a consistent data collection study. This was designed to prevent operator

error and to guarantee the protection of the end user with respect to eye safety and

protection of digital eye samples.

4.3 Value of the Database

Since the data acquisition procedure was such a time-consuming part of the overall

work reported here, it is worth discussing briefly the benefits of carrying this out.

The design of custom hardware and a robust protocol enabled the construction and

acquisition of a very rich dataset of iris images. The multiple methods implemented for

obtaining different conventional and unconstrained iris samples provided data, which,

as will be discussed later, makes possible a range of different types of analysis to be

performed.

The key objective for designing and implementing a piece of custom hardware and

associated experimental protocols was to understand how iris images were affected

when acquired in an unconstrained way. The generated dataset included off-angle

iris image samples from thirty-two calibrated angles. These samples were acquired

using three types of near-infrared illumination wavelengths together with the use of

visible blue illumination to reduce pupil size. This dataset has provided a capability

to evaluate iris samples across the horizontal, vertical and diagonal planes for multiple

off-angle locations.

The data collection study was designed to acquire iris samples using varying visible

illumination intensities to provide a rich set of iris images for future analysis in order

to facilitate a better understanding how visible illumination configurations affects iris

images. Varying the visible illumination intensities provided eye samples with differing

characteristics to support a future study into the analysis of the correlation between

pupil and iris size and how this could potentially affect the performance attainable by

an iris biometric system. Other metrics which could be of interest, include the speed

of pupil dilation in response to incident light, which could be analysed for interesting

age related properties together with development of new liveness detection algorithms.
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The data acquisition study also provided a rich set of iris images at three near-infrared

wavelengths enhanced with the use of visible illumination. These imaging categories

allow for future cross analysis of conventional forward facing iris samples to facilitate

a better understanding of how iris biometric systems might perform in practice under

different near-infrared illumination conditions.

The collection of an enhanced iris dataset was worthwhile and provided a rich set of

samples for future analysis. The preliminary work previously reported in Chapter 2

has shown that when iris image samples are acquired in conformance with the defined

specific set of fixed requirements, interesting iris image data could be observed.

4.4 Chapter Conclusion

This chapter has discussed the data collection protocol, ethical procedures, custom

capture software and the value of the entirely new and much richer database collected

as part of the project reported here. It was important to provide an overview of the

software process as this allowed for the data collection study to strictly follow the

experimental protocol and ethical guidelines.

Examining the value of the database was important, as preliminary outcomes from

Chapter 2 have shown that with a robust set of acquisition conditions a rich set of data

could be obtained. It was important that when designing a data collection protocol

a wide set of information was recorded. While the new database will provide many

opportunities in the future for further investigation of more flexible iris biometric sys-

tems, in the following chapters the iris image data will be examined in some detail,

and will show how the new data availability is generating ideas and enhancements to

current practice which has the potential to improve attainable performance, and which

as our commercial partners have confirmed, can usefully inform the development of the

next generation of practical systems.



CHAPTER 5

Implementation and Analysis of Off-angle Processing

This chapter presents an initial assessment of the set of off-angle iris images collected

as described in Chapters 3 and 4 to support the development of new techniques to im-

prove iris recognition performance. Section 5.1 will describe the iris biometric system

implemented for processing the off-angle iris images. Section 5.2 will explore the per-

formance of a biometric system investigating the issues of processing these non-ideal

iris image samples. Section 5.3 will provide a detailed analysis of the off-angle data.

Section 5.4 will discuss the use of conventionally structured training configurations and

the potential for improved performance associated with broadening the training foot-

print. Section 5.5 will describe the Gatekeeper Scenario to assess the performance of

the iris biometric system. Section 5.6 will conclude the chapter, reviewing the different

methods discussed.

5.1 Iris Biometric Experimental Infrastructure

In this section an overview of the iris biometric system used to evaluate the acquired

off-angle iris image samples will be outlined.

An iris biometric system uses a detailed set of algorithms in order to process raw iris

image samples. To achieve this, four components are required which include image ac-

quisition, image processing, feature extraction and classification. The image processing

step includes an iris segmentation, noise removal and normalisation stage.

The iris biometric processing chain depicted below in Figure 5.1 is intended to suggest

the inherent modularity of the analysis scheme being proposed. The overall biometric

processing system may be envisioned as a series of interchangeable modules. In such

99
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a manner any of the individual processing modules below may be swapped out and

replaced by alternate candidate algorithms.

Figure 5.1: Iris biometric system overview
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The iris biometric system implemented for the study reported here uses algorithms

proposed by Masek [47], together with some additional steps as outlined. This method

was adopted due to the algorithms being publicly available and widely discussed in

the literature. Using an open source iris biometric system still allows for the process-

ing chain to be modified with additional steps added where required. These will be

discussed further in this section.

The first process in the iris biometric system is to acquire eye images. This has been

covered in detail in Chapters 3 and 4, which discuss the acquisition of eye image samples

at different off-angle locations under varying illumination conditions. The next stage

in the processing chain is to locate the iris region from the eye image. This is achieved

with the use of a segmentation algorithm, which is used to detect and delineate the

sclera/iris and pupil/iris boundaries.

5.1.1 Iris Segmentation Implementation

The segmentation algorithm adopted here is an implementation outlined by Erbilek

and Fairhurst [92], which is based on the Masek approach, but extends it. This system

initially locates the pupil, followed by the iris boundaries. The first process of the

segmentation step is to downscale, binarise and threshold the eye image. Specular

reflections in the pupil region can cause significant errors in iris and pupil centre es-

timation and in determining the location of the iris and pupil boundaries, and hence

the pupil region is flood-filled to remove holes from specular reflection caused by the

near-infrared illumination. An edge map of the eye image is then generated using a

Canny edge detection algorithm. Finally, in order to detect the pupil boundary, a

circular Hough transform method is utilised to isolate the pupil region.

The second step of the segmentation algorithm is to locate the sclera/iris bound-

ary. This is achieved by cropping the original iris image based on the co-ordinates

determined from the pupil detection process mentioned above. The eye image is then

downscaled and an edge map generated using a Canny edge detector. To reduce false

iris edge detection an optimised binary mask is formed allowing for the edge map to

be masked, removing noise. The iris boundary is then detected using circular Hough

transform. This segmentation method requires radius values as input parameters for

the circular Hough transform to accurately locate the iris and pupil regions. These

settings are dependent on the input image dataset and therefore the iris images must

be analysed to determine the appropriate iris and pupil radius values.

When segmenting a new iris dataset, it is imperative to establish a ground truth for

the locations of the iris and pupil regions. Errors at the segmentation stage propagate
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noise up the processing chain and may have serious detrimental effects at the classi-

fication stage for an iris biometric system [92, 127]. It is, therefore, important that

all segmented iris region samples are manually inspected to detect and correct any

potential errors introduced through the use of the particular automatic segmentation

algorithm being implemented.

To verify the accuracy of the segmentation algorithm on the off-angle iris image

dataset, a custom application is required for manual inspection. A tool outlined in

Chapter 2 provides the ability to view all iris images and associated segmentation

decisions. This provides the ability to manually verify the iris and pupil boundaries to

confirm that they are within a three pixel tolerance, a method outlined by Fairhurst

and Erbilek [120]. The tool also allows for the assessment of other important factors

such as out-of-focus or motion-blurred characteristics. If these issues are encountered

in iris region samples, those samples should be discarded from the dataset and labelled

appropriately.

5.1.2 Noise Removal Implementation

The second process in the biometric system is the noise removal stage, which attempts

to remove extraneous artefacts in the eye image. The Masek approach is to detect the

top and bottom eyelid occlusions using a linear Hough transform together with simple

thresholding. However, the process of using straight lines to mask the eyelid regions can

have a negative effect on off-angle iris image samples by incorrectly removing sections

of the iris region. Thus, the approach adopted in this study uses a manual method

to isolate and segment the upper and lower eyelid boundaries. The tool outlined

for segmentation inspection provides an additional facility, which allows an ellipse

to be manually fitted to the top and bottom eyelid regions. This allows an accurate

segmentation of the eyelids without removal of excess portions of the iris region sample,

providing an improvement over the automated Masek technique. In the future, this

process could perhaps usefully be automated using geodesic active contours [49].

5.1.3 Normalisation and Feature Encoding Implementation

The normalisation process is the next stage, which transforms the iris region into a

fixed rectangular block, allowing for comparisons to be made between all normalised

iris samples. The technique [47] utilised is based on Daugmans rubber sheet model

[25] which is used to produce a two dimensional array of the normalised iris sample.

The horizontal dimensions refer to the angular resolution and the vertical dimensions

relate to the radial resolutions of the iris region sample. The segmented eyelid regions
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detected during the noise removal process are formed into a separate two-dimensional

array for further processing. With the iris region sample transformed into a fixed two-

dimensional array, features are extracted from the normalised iris image. Each row is

split into a number of 1D signals and is convolved with 1D Log-Gabor wavelets which

is the feature encoding scheme adopted.

5.1.4 Matching and Classification

The final stage in the iris biometric system is the classification phase, which is not

fully implemented by Masek. To provide iris template matching for the classification

process, a Hamming distance measurement is calculated between two iris template

samples. To account for potential rotational inconsistencies in the original iris image,

one iris template is selected and bit-wise shifted left and right. The Hamming distance

measurements are calculated from each shift and the smallest distance value taken for

the matching process.

Once the Hamming distance measurements are calculated, the values can be used

to classify iris image samples. The classification algorithm used here is the k-Nearest

Neighbour (k-NN) technique, which has been chosen for its simplicity and the fact

that it is often used in iris recognition experiments, and suits well the nature of the

conventional processing structure. The k-NN algorithm is trained on a selected set of

iris template samples for which the true class label designations are known. When a

new iris template sample, which may or may not be a member of the training set, is

presented (without a label) to the classification system, the new template sample is

individually compared to each template sample corresponding to all previously enrolled

subjects. In this study the value of k is set to k=1; accordingly, the new template

sample is assigned the label corresponding its closest neighbouring labelled template

sample. The method readily generalises: for k>1, it would be necessary to implement

some sort of a voting scheme to assign labels.

5.1.5 Maseks Iris Biometric System Implementation Specifics

The performance of the Masek iris biometric system is dependent on the segmentation

process implemented. This is discussed in [128] which compares three segmentation

algorithms using a re-implemented Masek iris recognition system. The results show

that using a robust segmentation mechanism, the Masek system can produce good

recognition results. The implementation of Maseks algorithm in this study utilises

the segmentation algorithm by Erbilek and Fairhurst [92] together with a manual

assessment of all segmented iris images.
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The combination of the Masek algorithm together with new segmentation techniques

provides for a robust mechanism for analysing the off-angle iris images. This provides

a good platform to build and investigate a new classification algorithm and to ex-

plore a novel way of processing off-angle iris data which has the potential to improve

performance.

5.2 Iris Biometric Off-angle Evaluation Methodology

The acquired dataset of iris images discussed in Chapters 3 and 4 introduces a new

and unique set of iris image data. The research in Chapter 2 has shown that different

off-angle iris databases have been acquired and used in the literature but limitations

in these datasets are present. The off-angle iris image dataset used in this study

contains a large number of different off-angle iris image samples allowing for a detailed

investigation to be carried out.

5.2.1 Acquired Off-angle Iris Image Specifics

The off-angle iris image dataset contains data from 95 different subjects, which are

acquired using the equipment and processes outlined in Chapters 3 and 4. Iris image

samples were acquired at 33 unique angles including a conventional straight on iris

image (i.e. the camera aligned directly along the visual axis) with 40 iris image samples

acquired at each position. The dataset consists of iris images being acquired across the

horizontal, vertical and diagonal planes. The iris image samples are evenly spaced at

5 degree increments which are defined in Figure 5.2. To provide a reference each plane

will be assigned a cardinal direction, as follows: -

• North: iris image samples where the user is looking in an upward direction.

• South: iris image samples where the user is looking in a downward direction.

• East: user looking towards the left hand side of the field of vision.

• West: user looking towards the right hand side of the field of vision.
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Figure 5.2: Definition of locations of off-angle iris image samples

5.2.2 Pre-processing of Acquired Off-Angle Iris Image Samples

Since a significant number of eye images are available in the iris image dataset, a large

amount of computational power is required to process the dataset comprehensively. As

outlined, a manual step to verify the accuracy of the segmentation and noise removal

processes are required. Performing these manual steps on a significantly large dataset,

such as that acquired here, would be impractical. Therefore, in order to analyse this

dataset, eight iris images were chosen at random for each angular position per subject.

Also, the analysis of iris images in this study only considers iris image samples acquired

from the left eye.

The iris image samples used for evaluation were manually analysed in order to make

sure the images were not out-of-focus and that motion-blur characteristics were not

present. This process was carried out at the segmentation stage using the manual

tool outlined in Chapter 2. The dataset did not require any iris image samples to be

removed as a careful inspection process was carried out during the acquisition stage.

The acquired iris image dataset will be used to evaluate and assess the performance of

the iris biometric system outlined in Section 5.1. The first assessment is designed to test

unconstrained off-angle iris images (in the sense the gaze direction is not along the axis

of the imaging device) when conventional iris image samples (i.e. those with gaze angle

along the imaging axis) are used for training. This allows for an understanding of how

a traditional iris biometric system would perform when presented with unconstrained

off-angle iris image samples.
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5.2.3 Evaluation of Iris Biometric System Using Conventional Train-

ing Methodologies

To assess the performance of the iris biometric system an identification mechanism

is implemented to allow one to many comparisons, meaning the test image sample

is compared with those for all enrolled subjects in the training set. This method of

assessing performance is more challenging than a verification task, which only requires

a one to one comparison.

To evaluate the iris biometric system on a per angle basis, conventional iris image

samples acquired at zero degrees will be used to train the k-NN classifier. The iris

image samples which form the training set have an associated label, which allows the

performance of the classification decision to be assessed at a later stage. The remaining

iris image samples, collected at a gaze angle which is offset from the zero degree axis,

are divided into 32 test sets according to gaze angle and are used to evaluate the iris

biometric system on a per angle basis. To ensure that iris image samples form disjoint

training and testing sets, K-fold cross validation is used.

For each iris image sample in the test set, the k-NN classifier returns a nearest

neighbour label, which corresponds to the smallest distance recorded, based on the

Hamming distance measurement. The label of the nearest neighbour is compared

to the actual identity label in order to determine if the test iris image sample has

been correctly or incorrectly classified. An average of the number of times the k-NN

algorithm misclassifies test iris image samples is calculated per angle and recorded for

further analysis.

The performance assessment method discussed so far has used images from the zero

degrees gaze angle samples to form the training set and iris image samples from the

unconstrained off-angle locations to form the testing sets. This can be seen in Figure

5.3, which indicates the location of the training samples with red circles, and the gaze

angles of the test set samples with yellow circles.
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Figure 5.3: Conventional training method (Configuration 1)

The evaluation of the biometric system on a per angle basis enables assessment of

the classification error rate for each off-angle iris image sample in the acquired dataset.

The percentage mean error rate for each angle can be seen in Figure 5.4. The error

rates are grouped by angle allowing for an understanding of what happens when the

iris is imaged at different distances from the central axis e.g. 5, 10, 15 and 20 degrees.

The errors are associated with the corresponding cardinal points in order to provide a

reference to the iris image sample characteristics under consideration.
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Figure 5.4: Percentage mean error rate for training configuration 1
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The graph displayed in Figure 5.4 illustrates that when using conventional iris images

to train an iris biometric system, the error rates increase substantially when tested with

images from other particular gaze angles. The northern angle iris image samples remain

relatively stable between 5 and 15 degrees with an increase at the 20 degree angle. The

southern angle iris image samples generate errors, which increase significantly across

each angular iteration with a large peak at 15 and 20 degrees.

These initial results suggest that whilst errors occur for all tested angles, a significant

problem is particularly evident for iris image samples corresponding to the southern-

based angles. This can be seen in Figure 5.5 which shows a 3D plot of the error rates

indicated by red dots. The interpolated 3D mesh overlaid on the plot is a representation

of the error rates for all angular permutations. This figure clearly illustrates that high

error rates are present for the southern-based angles.
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Figure 5.5: 3D interpolated error mesh plot

Evaluation of the iris biometric system using a standard approach for training has

thus indicated significant problems when testing off-axis iris image samples. When

unconstrained iris image samples are used for testing, the trend indicates that the

further the iris image sample is from zero degrees, the higher the classification error.

In itself this might not be especially unexpected, but have been able to provide a
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quantitative evaluation of the issue. Also shown is that this problem is particularly

significant with respect to the southern-based angles.

5.3 Analysis of Off-angle Data

The analysis of the iris biometric system using traditional training techniques has

shown that a significant increase in classification error is present when the iris image

sample tested is further away from the central axis. This section will try to clarify why

these high error rates are occurring at different off-angle locations.

5.3.1 Visual Inspection of Off-angle Iris Image Samples

To identify misclassified iris image samples from the assessment procedure outlined in

Section 5.2, additional processes were added to the classification algorithms to identify

problematic off-angle directions. The iris images were then visually inspected in order

to ascertain why the iris image samples were being misclassified.

(a) 20 Degrees North

(b) 20 Degrees West (c) 0 Degrees (d) 20 Degrees East

(e) 20 Degrees South

Figure 5.6: Off-angle iris image samples
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The images in Figure 5.6 show iris image samples with significant problems with noise

and occlusions at 20 degrees north, south, east and west. Upon further inspection the

iris image samples show that the further the off-angle iris is captured from the central

zero degrees axis, the higher the reduction in available iris surface area for processing.

The angular direction also significantly influences the surface area availability, with the

south based angles affected more than the northern angles. When participants direct

their gaze in a downward direction, as seen in Figure 5.6e, there is a tendency for the

eyelid to occlude more of the iris region.

5.3.2 Assessment on the Impact of Available Iris Surface Area

Initial results from the performance assessment carried out in Section 5.2 and the visual

inspection of iris images, motivated the exploration of the average available iris surface

area at all off-angle locations for all subjects. The assumption so far is that the zero

degree conventional iris image samples maintain the largest available iris surface area.

In order to check this assumption, the first process was to calculate the average iris

surface area for all subjects at each individual angle. This was achieved by using the

segmentation information, allowing the available iris surface area to be calculated. For

each off-angle location the percentage reduction in iris surface area was calculated,

using the approach outlined in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7: Iris surface area calculation

To analyse the available iris surface area for the off-angle iris images, the results are

plotted together with the percentage mean error rates calculated from the assessment

procedure in Section 5.2. Figure 5.8 shows two plots, the blue bars and left axis refer

to the reduction in iris surface area for all off-angle iris directions and the orange bars

and right axis refer to the percentage mean error rate for all off-angle iris directions.
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Figure 5.8: Reduction in iris surface area and percentage mean error rate for training
configuration 1

The bar graph shown in Figure 5.8 indicates a general relationship between reduction

in iris surface area and an increase in percentage mean error rate when a conventional

training mechanism is used. The initial assumption from the visual inspection of iris

images proved correct, with the zero degree conventional iris image samples having

the largest available surface area. To investigate this relationship in greater detail the

response variable: percentage mean error rate was plotted against percentage reduction

in iris surface area. A quadratic model was posited:

y = a + bx + cx2
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y = 3.517 + −0.109x + 0.064x2

Figure 5.9: Plot of the regression relationship to assess the model

Results from the corresponding analysis of the variance table imply the advisability

of including a quadratic term in the model. In particular, the p-value associated with

the quadratic coefficient is 0.006959 which, being less than the customary 0.05 cut-off,

suggests the quadratic term should be retained in the model. In short, the brief analysis

conducted here suggests that the response: percentage mean error rate increases as a

quadratic function of percentage reduction in iris surface area.

Here an attempt is not made to make a definite conclusion about the results generated

in Section 5.2, but simply use a general curve to illustrate the tendency of the percent-

age mean error rate. Testing unconstrained off-angle iris image samples with an iris

biometric system trained in the conventional way, suggests that the available surface

area of the off-angle iris image samples impacts upon the classification performance of

the biometric system.

The analysis in this section suggests a strong link between available iris surface area

and classification performance. This conclusion is further suggested when conventional

iris images are used to train the biometric system and unconstrained iris images are

used for testing.
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Testing the biometric system with a set of unconstrained images has suggested that

the classification system requires more information about the off-angle iris image sam-

ples. Using traditional training techniques has shown that the further the gaze angle

of the iris image sample is from the zero degree axis, the lower the available iris surface

area and the higher the error rate. This suggests that the iris biometric system might

benefit from off-angle iris image samples being included in the training set in order to

give the classification system a better understanding of the off-angle iris image samples.

This is a strategy, which will be explored further as a principal contribution emerging

from the analysis of the new data made available from the data collection exercise.

5.4 Evaluating Training Configurations

In this section a discussion regarding training configurations will be presented and

explained. For reference, Table 5.1 will summarise the training configurations.

Training
configuration

Training configuration
definition

Structure of training
configuration

Configuration 1 Conventional

Configuration 2 Horizontal

Configuration 3 Vertical

Table 5.1: A summary of all discussed training configurations in this section
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Training
configuration

Training configuration
definition

Structure of training
configuration

Configuration 4 Horizontal/Vertical

Configuration 5
Extended

Horizontal/Vertical

Configuration 6 Diagonal

Configuration 7 Extended Diagonal

Configuration 8 Circular

Configuration 9 Extended Circular

TABLE 5.1: A summary of all discussed training configurations in this section -
Continued
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The analysis of the iris biometric system outlined in Section 5.2 has shown that

when using conventional iris images for training, significant classification errors occur

when testing unconstrained off-angle iris image samples. Analysis of the off-angle iris

dataset has suggested that the further the gaze angle for the imaged iris deviates from

the central axis, the higher the reduction in available surface area of the iris, leading

to increased difficulty in extracting appropriate features for accurately identifying the

individual iris.

Conventional training of an iris recognition system typically uses well-posed images

so that the acquired iris image provides the maximum iris surface area, minimum

occlusion and hence this is why the zero degree gaze angle is usually adopted. The

investigation reported in Section 5.2 has shown that increased errors have occurred

when the angular resolution of the iris image is increased. On the basis of these results

it can, therefore, be hypothesised that a method to reduce classification errors might be

to introduce off-angle iris images into the training set, providing a better representation

of the available iris image samples for processing at the classification stage.

In this section the effect of introducing different off-angle iris images into the training

set, including conventional and unconstrained iris image samples, are explored. The

term training configuration is used here to define the set of gaze angles from which iris

images are drawn for inclusion in the training set.

To quantify the performance of the iris biometric system on a per angle basis, the

classification method outlined in Section 5.2 is implemented, but with training en-

hancements, where iris images acquired at different gaze angles (not just from along

the zero degree axis) are used in training. To assess the performance of the biometric

system, all 32 off-angle gaze directions are considered, as before, during the testing

and performance evaluation.

The initial findings both as described in Chapter 2 and here suggest that there is

a tendency for classification errors to significantly increase in the southern angles.

Presenting additional iris images from different gaze angles (e.g. explicitly from the

southern angles) in the training set could provide the classifier with enhanced knowl-

edge of the off-angle iris dataset. The iris biometric system outlined in Section 5.2 will

be assessed with training iris image samples from additional angular planes.

Some experiments are reported to investigate the effect of broadening the training set

of data to enhance the conventional approach (images typically acquired exclusively

from the zero degree gaze angle) by adding in further iris image samples acquired

at other gaze angles. The reasoning behind this is that providing the system with a
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greater spread of training data should increase the knowledge thereby embedded in the

system, increasing its capacity to handle test images taken at varying gaze angles.

5.4.1 Horizontal and Vertical Training Configurations

The investigation begins by making only small changes in the training data, looking

first at slightly broadening the range of training images to include acquired iris im-

ages within small gaze angle excursions along the horizontal or vertical axes. The

horizontally-expanded (Figure 5.10) and vertically-expanded (Figure 5.11) training

configurations are defined in these figures, indicating the gaze directions with red cir-

cles to show where the training iris image samples are physically selected from. These

then form the training set adopted, with iris image samples taken from all directions

again used to assess the performance of the iris biometric system.

Figure 5.10: Horizontal training
configuration (Configuration 2)

Figure 5.11: Vertical training
configuration (Configuration 3)

To assess the performance using these new training schemes, test iris image samples

from all 32 angles are used in separate test sets to generate the classification errors per

angle. The results observed using this new training technique can be seen in Figure

5.12.
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Figure 5.12: Percentage mean error rate for training configurations 1, 2 and 3

The bar graph presented in Figure 5.12 shows a comparison of the percentage mean

error rates for three different training configurations. The results from the original

conventional training mechanism are displayed as dark blue bars (Configuration 1),

which allow for a comparison of error rates to be made easily. The horizontal training

configuration is plotted as light blue (Configuration 2) and vertical training configu-

ration is plotted as orange (Configuration 3). The results are grouped by angle and

labelled appropriately.

The graph suggests a similar trend for all three training configurations with an in-

crease in percentage mean error rate predominantly for the southern angles as the

angular position increases. The results demonstrate that the further the iris image

is acquired from the central (zero degrees) gaze point the higher the classification er-

ror generated by the biometric system. However, it can be seen that the horizontal

(Configuration 2) and vertical (Configuration 3) training configurations show an over-

all improvement on the conventional training methodology as outlined in Section 5.2.

The significant decrease in classification error is highlighted especially with the use of

the vertical training configuration (Configuration 3), which shows an approximately 15

percent reduction in error rate, particularly around the 15 and 20 degrees south based

angles.
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The results suggest that the biometric system benefits from a vertical training con-

figuration (Configuration 3) with only a few positions where the errors are marginally

higher than the horizontal training configuration (Configuration 2). Although this new

training technique has shown improvements at several problematic angles, the errors

are still over 20 percent for several off-angle locations.

The two configurations, illustrative of the new approach to training set construc-

tion, represented in Figure 5.12 suggest that an improvement is possible in the error

rate performance of the system if an extended and enhanced training set is utilised.

Pursuing this general idea, it is an interesting concept to combine the horizontal (Con-

figuration 2) and vertical (Configuration 3) training configurations to create a further

new training scheme, potentially to provide wider enhancements to the classification

system. An additional interest would be to extend the training configuration to use

iris image samples at 10 degrees together with 5 degrees, effectively increasing the area

over which training iris image samples are collected.

5.4.2 Combined Horizontal and Vertical Training Configurations

Thus, the next proposed training configuration to be considered can be seen in Figure

5.13 which defines the gaze angles on both the horizontal and vertical axes from which

training iris image samples are selected and combined. These gaze angles are again

indicated by red circles. Similarly, a second further training configuration can be seen

in Figure 5.14, which details the extended training method using gaze angle iris image

samples from 5 and 10 degrees.

Figure 5.13: Horizontal/Vertical
training configuration

(Configuration 4)

Figure 5.14: Extended
Horizontal/Vertical

training configuration
(Configuration 5)
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The training configurations defined in Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.14 use an increased

number of training samples, which are selected from fixed and pre-defined locations.

These training configurations are used to train the classification system, which is then

evaluated using training samples taken from all gaze angle sample sets, in order to help

understand the error patterns generated in relation to all off-angle gaze directions. The

results from the new training schemes can be seen in Figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.15: Percentage mean error rate for training configurations 1, 4 and 5

The bar graph displayed in Figure 5.15 shows the percentage mean error rates for the

two training configurations defined in Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.14. Again, to provide

a comparison, the results from the conventional training technique (Configuration 1)

discussed earlier in Section 5.2 are also displayed as the dark blue bars. The com-

bined horizontal/vertical training configuration (Configuration 4) is displayed as the

light blue bars and the extended combined horizontal/vertical training configuration

(Configuration 5) is displayed as the orange bars.

The (Configuration 4) and (Configuration 5) training configurations both performed

well at 5 and 10 degrees with significant errors being introduced at 15 and 20 de-

grees. The combined training configuration defined in Figure 5.13, shows significant

improvement when compared to the previous separate horizontal (Configuration 2) and

vertical (Configuration 3) training techniques as seen in Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11.
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This suggests that combining training on the horizontal and vertical plane improves

the classification errors, with significant reductions at 5 and 10 degrees. The extended

horizontal and vertical training configuration (Configuration 5) shows a significant

improvement across all angles particularly at 15 and 20 degrees.

5.4.3 Diagonal Training Configurations

So far iris image samples used for training have been chosen from the horizontal and

vertical planes, selecting iris image samples from gaze angles of 5 and 10 degrees de-

pending on the training configuration implemented. The results have shown that the

classification error rate has been significantly improved by means of this new approach.

It is also interesting to extend this principle further by making use of more of the avail-

able iris image samples for training and, in particular, to determine the performance

of the biometric system when iris images are chosen also from the diagonal planes

with respect to gaze direction, as opposed only to the horizontal and vertical planes

considered so far.

The training configuration defined in Figure 5.16 uses iris image samples at gaze

angles of 5 degrees along both diagonals to train the biometric system. Again, the

gaze directions from where iris image samples are selected for training are indicated

with red circles. Yet another training configuration (again making use of the diagonal

gaze direction iris image samples) to be evaluated can be seen in Figure 5.17. This

uses iris image samples at both 5 and 10 degrees to build a more extended training set.

Figure 5.16: Diagonal training
configuration

(Configuration 6)

Figure 5.17: Extended Diagonal
training configuration

(Configuration 7)

The new training configurations have been designed to determine whether using

diagonal iris image samples within the training set can provide enough extra prior
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knowledge to the biometric system to improve further the classification error rates.

The performance achieved when using these two diagonal training configurations can

be seen in Figure 5.18.
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Training Configuration 7

Figure 5.18: Percentage mean error rate for training configurations 1, 6 and 7

Figure 5.18 shows a bar graph of the percentage mean error rates for the two training

configurations defined in Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.17. As with the previous similar plots

a comparison is made between the two diagonal training configurations just defined and

the conventional training scheme (Configuration 1) specified in Section 5.2. The dark

blue bars represent the conventional training configuration. The light blue bars show

the percentage mean error rates for the diagonal training configuration (Configuration

6) using iris image samples at 5 degrees shown in Figure 5.16. The orange bars show

the errors for the extended diagonal training configuration (Configuration 7) seen in

Figure 5.17.

These new diagonal training configurations (Configurations 6 & 7) use iris image

samples in a similar configuration to that of the horizontal and vertical methods (Con-

figurations 4 & 5). The major difference is that the locations are rotated at 45 degrees

and selected on a diagonal plane. The use of the diagonal training configurations to

generate new training sets for the biometric system has shown a reduced classifica-

tion error rate when compared with the conventional training approach. The results
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show that the biometric system benefits from adopting a diagonal training method

with a similar reduction in error rates to that of the horizontal and vertical training

configurations (Configurations 4 & 5).

This study has proposed and carried out an investigation into the use of a different

type of training approach, which selects iris image samples from different gaze angles

to improve the training of the biometric system. The training strategy will be referred

to as static training since, although it can draw up a range of different training config-

urations, at any given time the configuration is fixed and selected a priori. The results

presented have shown that using a combined horizontal and vertical static configura-

tion for training has significantly reduced classification errors when tested on the full

range of iris image samples drawn from all gaze angles.

5.4.4 Circular Training Configurations

The initial experiment reported in Section 5.2 used conventional zero degree gaze angle

iris images to train the biometric system. So far the developed training configurations

have concentrated on selecting iris image samples from different angular planes. A new

method to construct the training configurations might be to consider the iris dataset

as having different layers of concentric circles with the inner core being zero degrees.

Using such a training configuration, which in effect can be considered to extend the

boundaries of a central axis, allow for an investigation into a similar but rather different

strategy for specifying training configurations, in this case using, as it were, spatially

circular layers of training samples in the training set.

The simplest such configuration is defined in Figure 5.19, building a training set

from patterns drawn from a circular area surrounding the zero degree gaze axis. The

iris image samples to be included in the training set are highlighted with red circles.

The second such training configuration, defined in Figure 5.20, expands the training

locations adding a further circle of training points radiating further outwards from the

zero degrees axis.
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Figure 5.19: Circular training
configuration

(Configuration 8)

Figure 5.20: Extended circular
training configuration

(Configuration 9)

In fact, these final static training configurations can be thought of as a combina-

tion of the horizontal/vertical (Configurations 4 & 5) and diagonal training configura-

tions (Configurations 6 & 7) previously considered. The use of an extended training

mechanism allows for an investigation into how the classification errors are affected

at particularly problematic off-angle locations such as the 15 and 20 degrees southern

angles. Figure 5.21 shows a final graph of the percentage mean error rates for these

new training configurations.
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Training Configuration 1
Training Configuration 8
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Figure 5.21: Percentage mean error rate for training configurations 1, 8 and 9

To make a final comparison, the results from Section 5.2 are again plotted as dark

blue bars. The light blue bars represent error rates occurring with the first circular

training configuration (Configuration 8) using 5 degree iris image samples, as seen in

Figure 5.19. The orange bars show the results obtained with the extended circular

training configuration (Configuration 9) using iris image samples from both 5 and 10

degrees, as seen in Figure 5.20.

The graph suggests that using a circular training configuration significantly reduce

the errors present within the 5 and 10 degree locations with very few misclassifications

present when the extended training configuration is used. The classification errors at

15 and 20 degrees are slightly reduced when compared to the horizontal/vertical and

diagonal training configurations. The introduction of the circular training method-

ology has only provided a small reduction in classification errors when compared to

the number of iris image samples required for this process. Ultimately, system im-

plementation details would need to be taken into account to determine if the small

gain in accuracy suggested with this configuration is worth the additional time-based

overhead implied by the additional processing which would be required for increased

pattern matching load.
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5.4.5 Summary of Developed Training Configurations

The comparison of eight different methods of training the biometric system together

with the conventional training technique has shown that a similar error trend is present

for all the proposed training methodologies. The further the gaze angle of the tested

iris image sample from the central axis (zero degrees gaze angle) the higher the classi-

fication error rate likely to be generated. This is particularly an issue with testing iris

image samples along the southern axis in the gaze angle space. However, the training

configurations presented so far have shown that a significant reduction in classification

errors can be achieved in the 5 and 10 degree off-angle locations. The results also show

that an increase in training does not necessarily lead to a reduction in classification

errors at all off-angle locations, particularly for the south-based angles.

The development of a set of static training configurations has given a better under-

standing of what happens when iris image samples from off-angle locations are used to

train the biometric system. Increasing the training footprint using different training

configurations has enabled more information about images from gaze angles typically

occurring in an unconstrained test environment to be embedded into the knowledge-

base of the classifier adopted. The development and investigation of the eight different

training configurations has given a very clear insight into how the error rates per an-

gle fluctuate, and how they might be controlled or mitigated by choosing an optimal

training methodology.

5.5 Iris Biometric Application: ROC Curves and the Gate-

keeper Scenario

The experimental evaluations carried out in Section 5.4 take the form of an identi-

fication evaluation. To support the development of new training configurations, the

classification error rate was used to determine where errors occurred on an angular

basis.

From this point forward the development and subsequent performance assessment of

any and all biometric classification algorithms will be made relative to the Gatekeeper

Scenario. In particular, the Gatekeeper Scenario is understood as follows:

A candidate (subject) for admission to a secure location, say, a building,

must pass through and be qualified for entry only after passing through

an iris biometric station. A central feature of the iris biometric sta-

tion, of course, will be some sort of iris biometric system incorporating
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a classification algorithm for deciding whether admittance of a particu-

lar candidate for admission should be granted or not. In the situation

outlined above it is convenient to define all individuals truly qualified for

admittance to a secure site as comprising an access list.

It is convenient to partition candidates for admission into the following two classes

below:

1. Individuals presenting themselves to the station who are on the access list and

therefore qualified for entry.

2. Individuals presenting themselves to the station who are not on the access list

and therefore not qualified for entry.

At this point the Gatekeeper Scenario intended for deployment has not been com-

pletely defined. In practice, the situation is more complicated than the two classes

described above. The decision rendered by the classification algorithm must also be

taken into account.

Consider an individual presenting himself / herself at a biometric station as a candi-

date for admission. Precisely one of the scenarios enumerated below will occur:

1. The candidate is on the access list and the algorithm correctly matches the

candidate’s iris sample with the appropriate individual on the access list. This

scenario will be designated as a True Positive (TP).

2. The candidate is on the access list, but the algorithm either (i) matches the

candidate with an incorrect individual on the access list or (ii) it fails to match

the candidate with anyone on the access list. This scenario will be designated as

a False Negative (FN).

3. The candidate is not on the access list, but the algorithm identifies the candidate

as being on the access list. This scenario will be designated as a False Positive

(FP).

4. The candidate is not on the access list and the algorithm properly recognises this

fact. This scenario will be designated as a True Negative (TN).

Performance statistics corresponding to the binary classification problem defined via

the Gatekeeper Scenario will be computed through the use of a five-fold cross-validation

procedure to be described shortly. The actual count totals corresponding to the quan-

tities: TP, FP, FN, and TN, defined above, will depend upon the particular numerical
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value used to threshold output arising from the classification algorithm. In practice a

range of thresholds between 0.25 and 0.5 is used with the four statistical count quan-

tities being computed for each threshold. In this manner an ROC curve [64] may be

defined and plotted.
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5.5.1 Classification Algorithm

The classification algorithm specified in Figure 5.22 is used to decide if an individual

is granted access based on the supplied iris image sample.

Figure 5.22: Static classification algorithm diagram
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The eye image is acquired and processed using the methods described in Section 5.1.

The extracted iris template information is then used as the test iris template sample

in the classification algorithm. The training configuration being evaluated is loaded

into the classification algorithm. Iris image samples for the first listed angle in the

training configuration are selected in the training set and four iris image samples are

randomly chosen. Hamming distance is used to calculate all the permutations between

the test and selected training iris template samples. This process is carried out for all

iris image samples listed in the training configuration and processed for all subjects in

the training dataset.

The resulting outcome of the process is a constructed Hamming distance list with as-

sociated distances between the testing iris template samples and training iris template

samples. An associated list of the training labels is generated and passed together

with the Hamming distances to a k-NN classifier. The k-nearest neighbour algorithm

returns the Hamming distance value and the associated label of the closest distance

between the testing iris template sample and the set of training iris template samples.

The final process in the classification algorithm is to compare the Hamming distance

value returned by the k-nearest neighbour to that of the associated system threshold.

If the distance measurement is lower than or equal to the system threshold a decision of

access is granted. If the Hamming distance value is greater than the system threshold,

access is not granted.

5.5.2 5-Fold Cross-Validation Set Up

The performance of candidate iris biometric systems will be assessed through the use of

a 5-fold cross-validation procedure. Briefly, the entire dataset comprising iris data from

95 subjects will be randomly partitioned into 5 groups each consisting of 19 subjects’

worth of data. Each non-overlapping group of 19 subjects will be assigned a unique

letter A through E as indicated in Figure 5.23.

To assess classification performance data corresponding to 4 of the 5 letters above;

e.g., 76 subjects will be used to train the algorithm. To assess the performance of the

iris biometric system the iris dataset needs to be split into different classes. The test

set requires subjects from both classes who should and should not be allowed access.

Data corresponding to the letter not used in training will constitute half the test set,

whilst the other half will be randomly selected from the training set of 76 subjects

totaling 38 subjects which are used to assess system performance.
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The split set configuration uses five folds in order to rotate the training and testing

sets. The example defined in Figure 5.23 shows the iris dataset being partitioned for

the first fold. The dataset of 95 subjects are randomly split into 5 even groups of 19

and labelled A-E. The training set is generated using subjects from groups B-E with

a total of 76 subjects in the training set per fold, which includes all iris images from

33 angles.

Figure 5.23: Fold 1 example
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The test set contains 38 iris image samples at different angles. Half of the test set is

randomly selected from the training set and the other half chosen from group A, the

subjects not included in the training set. The procedure for selecting all iris image

samples for inclusion in the test set is to randomly select non-zero degree angles.

This defines the process for the classification algorithm (Gatekeeper) and mechanism

to split the dataset into groups of training and testing iris image samples. A model

can now be built that uses 80 percent of the dataset for training and uses the model

to predict on the remaining 20 percent to compute a set of statistical values. This

is achieved by comparing the results of the classification algorithm with the results

known to be true, the “the gold standard”.

5.5.3 Performance Assessment Procedure

To assess the classification algorithm when different training configurations are imple-

mented, the performance assessment procedure described in Figure 5.24 is used. This

allows the result of the classification algorithm to be checked against what is known

to be true, if the subject is defined as being on the access list.
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Figure 5.24: Performance assessment procedure
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To compute these statistics a training configuration is selected and the dataset is

split into training and testing sets as described in Figure 5.23. A set of Hamming

distance thresholds are used for the classification algorithm in order to generate a set

of statistics for each threshold value. The testing iris template sample together with

training iris template samples are passed to the classification algorithm and a nearest

label and Hamming distance value is returned.

The next process checks the output of the classification algorithm against what is

already known, the ground truth. This process is as follows:-

• If the tested subject is on the access list and the nearest label returned by the

classification algorithm matches the actual label and the Hamming distance is

less than the system threshold the subject is classified as True Positive (TP).

• If the tested subject is on the access list and the nearest label matches the actual

label but is greater than the system threshold the subject is classified as False

Negative (FN).

• If the tested subject is on the access list but the nearest label does not match,

the subject is classified as False Negative (FN).

• The subject is not on the access list and less than the system threshold the

subject is classified as False Positive (FP). If greater than the system threshold

the subject is classified as True Negative (TN).

5.5.4 Performance of Training Configurations

The specified performance assessment procedure is calculated for all test subjects across

all 5 folds of the dataset and the statistics generated. This process is carried out for

a set of Hamming distance thresholds in order to generate an ROC curve for selected

training configurations.
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Training Configuration 1 − AUC: 0.8449
Training Configuration 3 − AUC: 0.9356
Training Configuration 4 − AUC: 0.9513
Training Configuration 7 − AUC: 0.9678
Training Configuration 9 − AUC: 0.9903

Figure 5.25: ROC curve for training configurations 1,3,4,7,9

The ROC curve, shown in Figure 5.25, shows the performance of the iris biometric

system when different training configurations are used. The red line represents the

initial training scheme of using only conventional zero degree images in the training

set, as described in Section 5.2. The green line shows the curve for the vertical training

configuration (Configuration 3), as shown in Figure 5.11. The blue line shows the curve

for combined horizontal and vertical training configuration (Configuration 4), as shown

in Figure 5.13. The black line represents the extended diagonal training configuration

(Configuration 7) shown in Figure 5.17 and, finally, the orange line represents the

extended circular training configuration (Configuration 9), as shown in Figure 5.20.

The results suggest a significant improvement between the conventional training tech-

nique outlined in Section 5.2 and the new set of static training configurations developed

in this chapter. To make a comparison between the ROC curves for the different train-

ing configurations, the area under the curve measurements can be used, which are

shown in Table 5.2.
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Training configuration
number

Training configuration
definition

Area under the
curve (AUC)

1 Conventional 0.8449
3 Vertical 0.9356

4
Combined horizontal

and vertical
0.9513

7 Extended diagonal 0.9678
9 Extended circular 0.9903

Table 5.2: AUC results for training configurations 1,3,4,7,9

The ROC plot shows the True Positive rate against the False Positive rate. This is

the probability that a person on the access list who has been properly matched to an

individual on the access list versus probability that a person who is not on the access

list but identified as someone who is on the access list. The area under the curve results

suggest that using the extended circular training configuration as seen in Figure 5.20

returns the smallest area under the curve value of 0.9903. The horizontal and vertical

configuration and extended diagonal training configuration also show good results with

high area under the curve values.

5.6 Chapter Conclusion

The initial part of this chapter investigated the use of a training scheme based on

using a conventional approach, acquiring iris image samples for training along the zero

degree gaze angle axis and testing the biometric system using a wide variety of un-

constrained off-angle iris images. This process provided a very useful evaluation of the

misclassification patterns occurring when off-angle iris image samples are subsequently

encountered. The results showed that the percentage mean error rate increased the

further off-centre the iris image used for testing was acquired. A characteristic noted

particularly in the results reported was that the iris image samples acquired from the

southern angles typically showed significantly higher classification errors than those

being tested in the northern angles.

To attempt to explain the results from these initial experiments, a selection of mis-

classified iris images were manually inspected. This exercise showed that, particularly

in the southern-based angles, the available iris surface area from which features are

generated was affected more the further from zero degrees gaze angle axis the iris im-

age was acquired. Using information from the segmentation phase, the iris surface

area was calculated for all iris image samples. This provided data for a comparison
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between available iris surface area and the classification errors reported in Section 5.2.

The results of the comparison suggested that there was a strong correlation between

increase in classification error rate and reduction in available iris surface area when

training the biometric system using only conventional iris image samples.

The first set of experiments suggested that the classification process might benefit

from being trained on both conventional (zero degree gaze angle) and unconstrained iris

image samples (taken from other gaze angle directions). A set of training configurations

were developed, which supported a better understanding of how best to utilise training

samples of iris images from different gaze directions.

An identification experiment was carried out, providing a mechanism to summarise

in a convenient and meaningful way the effect of adopting different possible training

configurations. This method acted as a motivator to design and test different training

configurations based on the angular error rates. The developed training configura-

tions significantly reduced error rates at 5 and 10 degrees, although the 15 and 20

degree gaze angle iris image samples were still problematic. The horizontal and ver-

tical training configurations together with the circular training configurations showed

most improvement in comparison with the conventional training approach.

The final section of this chapter investigated the evaluation of the iris biometric

system with different training configurations using the Gatekeeper Scenario. This

provided a robust mechanism to analyse the classification algorithm and suggested that

the use of different training configurations benefitted the performance of the biometric

system.

The training configurations developed so far have relied on using a static approach to

enhance training where, although the training base has been broadened, with positive

results, each adopted configuration is fixed for a given system. What is evident from

looking at the results from Sections 5.4 and 5.5 is that classification errors are reduced

when iris image samples are trained in close proximity to the iris image samples being

tested. This can be seen particularly when analysing the results for the circular training

configurations. The initial circular training configuration (Configuration 8), which

trains all iris image samples at 5 degrees, produces a significant reduction in error rates

at 10 degrees. The extended circular training configuration (Configuration 9), which

trains iris image samples at 5 and 10 degrees, shows good classification performance

at 15 degrees, and so on.

The conclusion from these initial experiments is that if an off-angle iris test image

is presented to a system trained on iris image samples acquired within a small area

around its own gaze angle, there is an improved chance that the iris image sample will
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be correctly classified. Chapter 6 will therefore develop a more advanced approach

to building better training configurations, using a system which dynamically selects

training samples of iris images in response to basic information computed prior to the

matching process.



CHAPTER 6

Further Investigation of Data Characteristics and

Refinement of Novel Training Strategy

This chapter presents two training methodologies which have been developed based

on the analysis from the previous chapter. Section 6.1 will present a brief overview of

relevant findings from Chapter 5 to provide a clearer context for this chapter. Section

6.2 will discuss methods to estimate the iris gaze angle and report techniques outlined

in the literature. Section 6.3 will introduce a new dynamic classification algorithm and

discuss how this differs from the processes reported in Chapter 5, and Section 6.4 will

discuss a new localised training configuration. Section 6.5 will present an enhanced

location-based training configuration based on methods introduced in the previous

section. Section 6.6 will conclude this chapter, reviewing the two developed train-

ing configurations and how they perform when compared against methods previously

designed.

6.1 Analysis of Current Findings

Chapter 5 presented different training schemes which were investigated to understand

the performance of a biometric system when off-angle iris images were introduced.

The initial analysis was carried out to determine the performance achievable when

training an iris biometric system using the conventional configuration which does not

take account explicitly of variable gaze direction during iris image capture, and thus

implicitly assumes that images are acquired at a gaze angle of zero degrees, to use the

adopted terminology. The system was trained with iris images at zero degrees and

tested with 32 unconstrained off-angle iris samples. The results suggested that the

further the gaze angle of the iris sample being tested was from zero degrees, the higher

139
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the error rate. Comparing the errors based on the cardinal directions suggested that

there was a tendency for the errors to increase at a higher rate in the Southern angles

when compared to the Northern angles.

To provide an initial assessment of the off-angle iris samples, a smaller subset of iris

images was visually inspected, which suggested that as the angle of the iris increased

the available iris surface area was reduced. To quantify these findings, an experiment

was set up to measure the reduction in iris surface area at each off-angle location for

all iris samples and make a comparison with the associated error rates in the first

experiment.

The results suggested that with a decrease in acquired iris surface area the error rates

increased quadratically. The biometric system and associated training scheme was

potentially sensitive to a reduction in iris surface area at different off-angle locations.

This analysis provided a useful assessment of the initial experiment and an improved

understanding of why errors increased significantly at different off-angle locations.

The initial analysis provided a useful benchmark to develop and motivate the use of a

new set of static training configurations, which involved training the biometric system

using additional sets of iris samples at different off-angle locations. The iris samples

included in the training set were located at positions on the horizontal, vertical and

diagonal planes to form different schemes of training for the biometric system.

Using static training configurations improved the error rates for off-angle locations

when compared to the conventional training mechanism. The different off-angle loca-

tions benefited from the static training techniques, significantly reducing the errors in

the Southern-based angles. A further result from the analysis of new training method-

ologies showed that errors were reduced when the biometric system was trained with iris

samples close to the sample being tested. This was evident when the extended training

configurations were introduced. For example, training the iris biometric system using

the circular training configuration (Configuration 8) resulted in improvements at 10

degrees for several cardinal directions. Introducing the extended circular training con-

figuration (Configuration 9) showed additional reductions in error rates at 15 degrees.

What can be concluded from analysing the results is that the iris biometric system

tends to benefit from training iris samples in a 5 degree proximity of the iris sample

being tested, providing significant improvements in classification.

To enhance the static training configurations developed in Chapter 5 a new technique

of localised training will be investigated here. This will consist of constructing individ-

ual training configurations for each off-angle iris location allowing the most appropriate

training samples to be introduced for different iris samples being tested.
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6.2 Iris Gaze Estimation

The construction of the dynamic location-based training configuration, which is pro-

posed, relies on the ability to predict the gaze angle of the iris sample being tested.

There are several techniques to achieve this which have been reported in the recent

literature, and which appear to be reliable in determining the off-angle properties of

the iris image. These techniques can be categorised into two broad groups, intrusive

and non-intrusive:-

• Intrusive methods [129] rely on eye gaze detection devices which must be worn

by the user, which can potentially cause discomfort and restrict head movement.

• Non-intrusive methods [129] do not require any equipment in direct physical

contact with the user such as electrodes or contact lenses.

6.2.1 Intrusive Eye Gaze Estimation Techniques

Intrusive eye gaze trackers are reported to be more accurate than non-intrusive methods

and will be briefly covered in this section. The use of intrusive eye tracking in iris

recognition is impractical in many scenarios, especially in relation to those of principal

interest in this work, due to the requirement for significant co-operation from the end

user. However, for completeness an overview of a few methods will be given.

A traditional method by Robinson [130] embeds a small coil into a contact lens

to detect the users eye gaze by measuring the voltage induced in a search coil. A

technique outlined by Kaufman et al [131] uses electrodes around the eye to measure

eye movement using the differences in skin potential. This is another technique, which

appears not to be very appropriate for regular use.

Ko et al [132] use a camera-based method to calculate the off-angle position of the

users iris by implementing a custom built piece of equipment as shown in Figure 6.1.

This consists of a camera attached to a head mounted helmet together with four clus-

ters of infrared illumination devices attached to the four corners of a computer monitor.

The gaze angle of the users eye is calculated by determining the eye position in relation

to the monitor and infrared illumination using a geometric transform method. This

process relies on accurately detecting the specular reflections of the infrared illumina-

tion on the users cornea. This method requires user co-operation and unfortunately is

not practical to detect off-angle iris images in a typical biometric scenario due to the

custom head mounted equipment required.
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Figure 6.1: Proposed gaze detection system [132]

6.2.2 Non-intrusive Eye Gaze Estimation Techniques

In contrast to these approaches, non-intrusive eye gaze estimation methods are typically

based on analysing features of the eye and face, making them more suitable for iris

applications due to the minimal requirements placed on the end user. Methods that

estimate the position and orientation of the eye [133, 134] use an approach in which

parameters are calculated using a perspective projection of the iris/sclera boundary

in order to determine the gaze angle. Other techniques [129] estimate the gaze angle

using a dual camera setup to track the eye movement using both eye and facial features.

Another method proposed by Wang et al [135] assumes that an image of the entire

face is available at acquisition time to provide gaze direction estimation.

A common approach outlined in the literature [136, 137] is to rely on a single camera

solution to provide gaze estimation using specular reflection. The methods are similar

to the geometric transform technique outlined by Ko et al [132]. A pattern of illumi-

nation is projected on to the eye, allowing for the gaze angle to be estimated using an

invariant property of projective geometry. Figure 6.2 shows an example of the relation

between the NIR LEDS and the specular reflection on the surface of the eye. The

point marked with the letter P represents the pupil position in this figure. This and

variations of the method have been used extensively in the field of eye tracking for

many years.
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Figure 6.2: Relationship between NIR LEDs and specular reflection on surface of
the eye [137]

A method by Dorairaj et al [60] uses two objective functions to estimate the off-angle

characteristics of the iris image being processed. The first method uses the Hamming

distance between a frontal and transformed set of iris images to provide an estimate of

the iris angle. This procedure relies on two iris images being available from the same

iris class. The second approach uses Daugmans integro-differential operator [25], as

detailed in the work by Schuckers et al [44] and outlined further in this section.

Schuckers et al [44] use two methods to process what is referred to in this thesis as

non-ideal iris images. The first approach implements Daugmans integro-differential op-

erator [25] to estimate the gaze direction when a single iris image per class is available.

The image is geometrically transformed using small ranges of pitch and yaw angles

to maximise Daugmans integro-differential operator, which measures the circularity

of the pupil. The iris images are then processed as frontal iris images. This method

assumes that the ideal frontal iris images at zero degrees have a circular pupil shape.

Schuckers et al [44] report that this method is potentially computationally intensive

but mentions that with prior knowledge of an approximate gaze angle the method

could be feasible. This would require an approximate set of pitch and yaw angles for

the geometric transformation method.

The second approach outlined by Schuckers et al [44] compensates for angles using

an angular deformation calibration. Iris images from angles 0, 15 and 30 degrees are

used to represent model planes for each of the off-angle iris locations. The angle of

the iris is estimated to provide further correction for unknown angles. The iris image

is then transformed into a frontal iris image using the outlined models and angular
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estimation. This approach is adopted from camera calibration research reported in the

literature [138–141].

The research by Schuckers et al [44] has modelled only one degree of freedom (hor-

izontal) and assumes the distance between the camera and eye to be fixed. An issue

with this method is that the training mechanism is only semi-automated and requires

human intervention. The model outlined in this research has not been investigated to

determine the tolerance towards low quality iris images.

6.2.3 Discussion of Practical Eye Gaze Estimation Techniques

The integro-differential operator is a widely used method reported in the literature

to determine the properties of an off-angle iris image. This technique requires prior

knowledge of the approximate location of the iris to generate the pitch and yaw values.

The better the prior knowledge of the iris location the smaller the set of pitch and yaw

values. This results in fewer geometric transformations required to be carried out in

order to determine the circularity of the pupil. The initial estimation of the iris angle

is important to make this method computationally viable.

To provide a set of predicted pitch and yaw angles, initial processing of the iris image

is required. An estimate of the off-angle characteristics of the iris could be achieved by

analysing the specular reflection information available in the iris image dataset. The

specular reflection could be isolated and processed using similar methods outlined in

the literature [136, 137]. The specular reflection patterns in the iris dataset are constant

for all off-angle locations providing useful metadata for initial off-angle prediction. An

example of the specular reflections of the near-infrared illumination in the iris dataset

is illustrated in Figure 6.3.

Figure 6.3: Iris sample with near-infrared specular reflections
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To reduce the geometric transformations required by Daugmans integro-differential

off-angle estimation approach, a method of analysing the specular reflection could be

combined with the technique outlined by Dorairaj [60]. This method would calculate

the Hamming distance value between the off-angle iris image being tested and the off-

angle iris images available in the training set. This would allow for the initial estimates

of pitch and yaw to be filtered resulting in fewer geometric transformations, thereby

reducing the computational complexity of the integro-differential angle estimation ap-

proach.

The work to be reported in this chapter will therefore assume that an accurate

measurement of the off-angle characteristics of an iris image can be acquired using a

method such as those outlined. A number of techniques have been reported in the

literature to handle non-ideal off-angle iris images. This is achieved by transforming

an off-angle iris image into a frontal view iris sample. Schuckers et al [44] extend

this process using a calibration model to train the biometric system on iris images

at specific angles. The model and angular estimation is then used to transform the

off-angle iris image into a frontal image.

The proposed technique, which will be investigated in this chapter, will broadly adopt

the Schuckers approach to training the system using off-angle iris images. However,

instead of transforming the iris image to a frontal view using the modelled plane closest

to the angle, the iris biometric system will be trained using iris images localised to the

iris sample being tested. This will consist of choosing iris samples at optimal locations

for the sample being tested, which is customised for each off-angle iris location. This

will create a dynamic localisation-based approach to training the iris biometric system

creating 33 unique training configurations.

6.3 Dynamic Classification Algorithm

The work reported in this section will now be based on the assumption that the gaze

angle of the acquired iris image can be predicted using the techniques outlined in Sec-

tion 6.2. To train an iris biometric system using the proposed location-based training

configuration the iris sample being tested will first be analysed to determine its posi-

tional characteristics. This information will be used to allow the iris biometric system

to determine the optimal training configuration for the sample being tested. This will

be achieved by using the on-angle and set of 32 off-angle locations previously defined

in relation to the iris image being tested, each location defining an optimised training

configuration.
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The experimental evaluations reported in this section take the form of a Gatekeeper

Scenario using the methods outlined in Section 5.5. To return to an illustrative ex-

ample introduced in Section 5.5, an assessment scenario which might be envisaged is

a Gatekeeper application with access permission decided by the biometric system, to

allow access only to authorised individuals. The classification algorithm specified in

Figure 6.4 is implemented in the same format as was described in Section 5.5 to de-

cide if an individual should be granted access based on the iris sample supplied. The

algorithm detailed in Figure 6.4 and Figure 5.22 share similar properties but train the

biometric system differently.
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Figure 6.4: Dynamic Classification Algorithm

An eye image is acquired by the acquisition hardware and processed using the meth-

ods described in Section 5.1. To train the iris biometric system using the location-based

training configuration, the iris sample being tested must be analysed in order to deter-

mine the gaze angle. In practice, this would be achieved using one, or a combination

of the methods outlined in Section 6.2. The work described in this section assumes a
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prior knowledge of the gaze angle of the iris samples being tested, which is quantised

to one of the 33 locations previously described. In practice, an algorithm to detect

gaze angle was not formally implemented in this work but provisions were made to

allow such a process to be incorporated in the software.

The gaze angle estimation algorithm would thus provide an off-angle position for the

iris image being tested. This value is then compared to a lookup table to determine

the appropriate training configuration for the iris sample being tested, each configura-

tion being associated with one of the 33 pre-determined directions, enabling the most

appropriate training configuration to be implemented.

In the experiments reported here the algorithm has prior knowledge of the location

of the iris sample being tested (since an extensive labelled dataset was collected as

described earlier) and hence the process to determine the appropriate training configu-

ration did not require the automated configuration selection to be performed. Once the

appropriate training configuration has been selected it is loaded into the classification

algorithm.

The selected location-based training configuration determined which iris template

samples are to be deployed to train the iris biometric system. Four iris template samples

are randomly chosen for each selected training configuration angle. In performing the

identification task, all permutations of Hamming distance measurements are calculated

between the selected test and training iris template samples. This process is performed

for all subjects in the training dataset.

A list of Hamming distances between the test and training iris templates is thus

generated. A k-nearest neighbour classifier algorithm is used to determine the minimal

distance between the test template and training template, returning the associated

label of the predicted subject together with the minimal distance.

The final procedure in the classification algorithm is to compare the Hamming dis-

tance value returned by the K-nearest neighbour algorithm to that of the pre-determined

system threshold. Access is granted if the Hamming distance value is lower or equal to

the pre-determined system threshold. Access is not granted if the Hamming distance

value is greater than the pre-determined system threshold. This procedure ensures that

the label rendered by the classification algorithm has an associated Hamming distance

value below the pre-determined system threshold.

The classification algorithms detailed in Figure 6.4 and Figure 5.22 share many sim-

ilar processes. The main difference between the two algorithms is how the training

templates are selected to train the k-NN classifier. The static classification algorithm

trains the system using a fixed pattern, which remains constant for all angles being
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tested (indeed, in practice, the system would not know the gaze angle for any partic-

ular sample). In contrast, the dynamic classification algorithm relies on the ability to

predict the gaze angle of the iris sample and build an associated training configuration

using a lookup table and a pre-determined set of 33 unique training configurations.

The performance of the iris biometric system using localised training configurations

will be evaluated by adopting the same Gatekeeper Scenario procedure outlined in

Section 5.5. This will consist of forming a test set which contains subjects from both

classes who should and should not be granted access. The process involved in split-

ting the iris dataset is described in Figure 5.23. To assess the performance of the iris

biometric system using location-based training configurations, the performance assess-

ment procedure outlined in Figure 5.24 will be adopted. This method is described in

Section 5.5.

6.4 Localised Training Configuration

The development and assessment of a set of static training configurations, as described

in Chapter 5, provided useful information on the basis of which to introduce some useful

improvements into the training strategies for use with an iris biometric system, by using

additional training samples and thus providing increased iris textural information to the

system than in the conventional approach. Chapter 5 reported two useful performance

assessments carried out using the developed static training configurations. Section 5.4

specifically investigated the classification errors on a per angle basis. This provided

useful insights into how iris biometric system performance depends on the structure of

the training being implemented. It also suggested how introducing training samples

at specific angles significantly increased or decreased the generation of classification

errors.

The performance assessment carried out, and reported in Section 5.5, used the Gate-

keeper Scenario, introducing genuine and imposter subjects into the test set. This

provided critical information about how the iris biometric system performed with the

new training procedure. The performance of the iris biometric system was assessed

using a metric based on the area under the ROC curve.

The concept of training an iris biometric system using a dynamic approach was de-

veloped on the basis of, and as an extension of, the results from Chapter 5. The results

indicated that the iris biometric system might benefit from training the classifier with

iris samples spread in close proximity (in terms of gaze angle) to the iris sample being

tested. The implementation of static training configurations showed an improvement in
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classification errors at all angles, although errors, especially in the South-based angles

were still evident.

Specific static training configurations, developed as discussed in Chapter 5, are seen

to be computationally expensive due to training the biometric system with a significant

number of iris samples at multiple off-angle locations. This was particularly evident

with the extended circular based training configuration. Whilst this training strategy

provided good classification results, a significant number of iris samples at several

angles were required to train the biometric system. This procedure is viable in a

small test set evaluation but expanding this process to a commercial grade/scale of iris

recognition system would inherently be impractical in most circumstances.

6.4.1 Development of Location-based Training Strategies

The location-based training configurations have been constructed to provide dynamic

training to the iris biometric system. The previous chapter implemented a training

configuration for all testing conditions. The location-based training mechanism is

customised for the off-angle characteristics of the iris sample being tested and provides

an associated training configuration which best matches the iris sample being tested.

The training configuration developed and described in this section is a collection of

33 unique static training configurations. The purpose of developing multiple training

configurations is to dynamically train the iris biometric system with iris data in close

physical proximity (in terms of gaze angle), yet with a spread to allow for generalisation,

to the iris sample being tested.

The process required to implement the location-based training configuration requires

knowledge about the position (gaze angle) properties of the iris at each off-angle lo-

cation. The acquisition of the off-angle iris image dataset was achieved using custom

hardware detailed in Chapter 3. The off-angle locations were indicated to the subject

using green reference markers, which consisted of LED devices on a printed circuit

board. The x and y locations of the LED gaze indicators were extracted in order to

determine the position of the iris at each off-angle location.

The location-based dynamic classification algorithm uses 33 static training configu-

rations constructed using the following process:-

• Each of the 33 off-angle locations is processed individually.

• The first x,y gaze location point is selected.
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• The Euclidian distance between the selected point and other 32 locations is cal-

culated.

• The distances are sorted into ascending order.

• The top four closest positions to the gaze angle being processed are recorded

with associated positional data.

• This process is repeated for the remaining 32 x,y gaze locations.

This process is illustrated in Figure 6.5. The location-based training configuration is

compiled into a look-up table for the dynamic classification algorithm. This provides

the iris biometric system with the ability to look up the iris angle computed for the

current test pattern and select the appropriate associated set of iris samples for training.
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Figure 6.5: Location-based Training Configuration development

The static training configurations, developed as described in Section 5.4, train the iris

biometric system using iris samples at fixed locations. Depending on the iris sample

being tested, the iris biometric system might train and test iris samples at the same

off-angle position. Cross fold validation was implemented in order to prevent identical

samples being trained and tested.
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6.4.2 Location-based Training Configuration Examples

An example of four of the training configurations which are implemented, by the

location-based training configuration can be seen in Figure 6.6. The blue circles in-

dicate the location of the iris sample being tested. The red circles detail the location

where iris samples will be selected in order to train the iris biometric system. The four

examples shown in Figure 6.6 are a subset of the location-based training configurations

consisting of 33 static training schemes.

(a) Training configuration
Test location North 5 degrees

(b) Training configuration
Test location North 20 degrees

(c) Training configuration
Test location North East 20 degrees

(d) Training configuration
Test location South East 5 degrees

Figure 6.6: Location-based training configuration examples
(Configuration 10)
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Example 1 in Figure 6.6a shows the training configuration for iris images being tested

at 5 degrees North. The angles selected for training in this case consist of 10 degrees

North, 5 degrees North East, 0 degrees and 5 degrees North West. It can be seen that

this new training strategy clusters training samples such that the training footprint is in

close proximity to the iris sample being tested. This attempts to train the iris biometric

system with iris images that are a closer representation of the iris samples being tested.

The training configuration defined in Example 1 is similar to the horizontal / vertical

training configuration (Configuration 4) developed as reported in Chapter 5 but selects

iris samples from different locations.

6.4.3 Performance of Location-based Training Configuration

The performance assessment procedure specified in Section 5.5 is applied for all test

subjects across all five folds of the dataset and the corresponding performance statistics

generated. An ROC curve is produced for a set of Hamming distance thresholds using

this performance assessment procedure.
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Figure 6.7: ROC curve for location-based training configuration 10
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The performance of the iris biometric system when using the new location-based

training configuration is presented in the ROC curve shown in Figure 6.7. The area

under the curve (AUC) value for the ROC curve is 0.9631. The ROC curve together

with AUC value shows that the use of location-based training for the iris biometric

system produces encouraging results. To compare and contrast the results with the

outcomes from the static training configurations featured in Chapter 5, Figure 6.8

illustrates performance differences for three training procedures.
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Figure 6.8: ROC curve for training configurations 7,9,10

The ROC curve shown in Figure 6.8 presents the results for three separate training

configurations. The black line represents the extended diagonal training configuration

(Configuration 7) outlined in Figure 5.17. The orange line shows the ROC curve for

the extended circular training configuration (Configuration 9) detailed in Figure 5.20.

The purple line displays the ROC curve for the location-based training configuration

(Configuration 10) developed and presented in this section.
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Training configuration
number

Training configuration
definition

Area under the
curve (AUC)

7 Extended diagonal 0.9678
9 Extended circular 0.9903
10 Location-based 0.9631

Table 6.1: AUC values for training configurations 7,9,10

The ROC curve shown in Figure 6.8 together with the area under the curve values

presented in Table 6.1 suggest that the location-based training configuration (Con-

figuration 10) performed well but did not provide significant improvement over the

extended circular training configuration (Configuration 9) detailed in Chapter 5. The

new training technique presented in this section did, however, produce similar results

to the extended diagonal training configuration (Configuration 7).

The difference between the extended diagonal training configuration (Configuration

7) and the location-based approach (Configuration 10) discussed so far is an issue of

the number of locations from which the iris samples are selected. The extended diag-

onal training configuration (Configuration 7) uses nine locations to select iris samples

when building the training set. In contrast the location-based training configuration

(Configuration 10) uses four locations from which to select training samples. The

AUC values generated from both training techniques suggest that the location-based

training configuration (Configuration 10) performs well in comparison to the extended

diagonal training approach (Configuration 7). This training configuration is less com-

putationally expensive and requires fewer iris samples when training the classification

algorithm.

This section has described the development and performance of a new location- based

training configuration for an iris biometric system. Comparing the results of the newly

developed training scheme show that whilst good performance can be achieved, other

training configurations developed earlier on in this thesis out-performed this new tech-

nique. The locations used to select iris samples for the location-based training con-

figuration (Configuration 10) were selected based on the physical distance between

samples. However, this broad approach can be further refined to develop a new en-

hanced location-based training configuration using an alternative method to generate

the training configuration metrics.
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6.5 Enhanced Localised Training Configuration

The training configuration described so far in this chapter has used a physical location

approach to attempt to train iris samples in a cluster configuration around the gaze

angle of the sample being tested in the biometric system. This method of selecting

iris samples for training has shown good performance in comparison to earlier static

training configuration methods. However, the extended circular training configuration

(Configuration 9) presented in Chapter 5 has so far out-performed all the other training

configurations which have been developed.

A significant issue with the static training configurations is the computational over-

head required to train the iris biometric system. Using the extended circular training

configuration (Configuration 9) method relies on samples being obtained from a sig-

nificant number of locations in order to implement the training process. This method

of training is acceptable in a small-scale development system but may well prove to

be impractical when expanded to a commercial grade environment, with the scaling

implied.

The location-based training configuration developed as described in Section 6.4 were

intended to exploit the ability to train the biometric system using iris samples which

have a closer similarity to that being tested. This strategy was adopted because the

results from Chapter 5 provided evidence to indicate that the biometric system would

benefit being trained in this way.

6.5.1 Development of a new Enhanced Location-based Training Strat-

egy

The method presented next in this section will develop a new training configuration,

which is able to exploit information gathered from the off-angle iris image dataset. The

previous location-based training configuration exploited the physical location of off-

angle positions to construct 33 unique training schemes. The proposed new technique

will analyse Hamming distance values between iris template samples from each off-

angle location in order to build a new and more enhanced location-based training

configuration. This new training scheme is referred to as the enhanced location-based

training configuration.

The method to construct the enhanced location-based training configuration adopts

similar principles to those of the techniques used to construct the location-based train-

ing configuration described earlier in Section 6.4. To provide the proposed dynamic
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training mechanism, static training configurations are required to be developed for

each off-angle location. These training configurations are developed using the follow-

ing procedure:-

• The first angle location is selected to construct the first static training configu-

ration.

• Hamming distance measurements are calculated for all subjects between the angle

of interest and remaining 32 angular locations.

• An average is taken for all subjects at each angle with a mean Hamming distance

value available for the 32 angles.

• The Hamming distance values are sorted into ascending order.

• Four angles are selected from the 32 Hamming distance calculations, which are

the lowest Hamming distance values.

• This process is performed for the remaining 32 angular locations.

The method used to construct the new enhanced location-based training configu-

ration exploits the ability to calculate the Hamming distances between all angular

permutations. This allows the enhanced location-based training configuration to be

built to select iris samples which have the lowest Hamming distance value between the

training and test iris template sets. The process to construct the enhanced location-

based training configuration can be seen in Figure 6.9.
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Figure 6.9: Enhanced Location-Based Training Configuration development

The enhanced location-based training configuration presented in this section does

not include training samples from the testing location. The format of this training

configuration is similar to the location-based training configuration described in the

previous section.
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6.5.2 Enhanced Location-based Training Samples

Four of the static training configurations, which form the basis of the enhanced location-

based training configuration implemented as described in this section, can be seen in

Figure 6.10. The location of the iris sample being tested is indicated with blue circles.

The red circles show the location where iris samples are selected to train the biometric

system. The examples outlined in Figure 6.10 form part of the enhanced location-based

training configuration, which consists of 33 unique static training schemes.

(a) Training configuration
Test location North 5 degrees

(b) Training configuration
Test location North 20 degrees

(c) Training configuration
Test location North East 20 degrees

(d) Training configuration
Test location South East 5 degrees

Figure 6.10: Enhanced location-based training configuration examples
(Configuration 11)
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The first training configuration, shown in 6.10a Example 1, is designed to define

the training footprint when testing iris images acquired at the gaze angle of 5 degrees

North. The iris biometric system will be trained with iris samples located at 10 degrees

North, 5 and 10 degrees North East and 5 degrees North West.

The training configurations defined in Figure 6.10 use different locations in order to

select iris samples for training when compared to the location-based training (Con-

figuration 10) previously presented in Figure 6.6. The layout of the configurations

presented in the previous section tends to exhibit a degree of symmetry. The new lay-

outs presented in Figure 6.10 use different samples to train the iris biometric system

and do not follow the symmetrical trend seen in the previous training configurations.

The new layouts are not reliant on clustering training samples around the area to be

tested. Instead iris image samples are selected from locations where the relative iris

template sample positions between the training and test sets are the closest.
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6.5.3 Performance of Enhanced Location-based Training Configura-

tions

Section 5.5 previously detailed the performance assessment procedure which was adopted

for all test subjects across all five folds of the iris dataset providing a facility to generate

associated performance statistics. The performance assessment procedure can be used

to generate an ROC curve and associated AUC value for a set of Hamming distance

thresholds.
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Figure 6.11: ROC curve for the enhanced location-based training configuration 10

The ROC curve shown in Figure 6.11 describes the performance of the iris biometric

system when the new enhanced location-based training configuration (Configuration

11) is implemented. The area under the curve (AUC) value for the ROC curve is

0.9948. The AUC value and the ROC curve suggest that the new enhanced location-

based training configuration (Configuration 11) produces a very positive result.
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6.5.4 Performance of Two Location-based Training Configurations

The two training configurations developed in this chapter are compared in Figure 6.12.
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Figure 6.12: ROC curves for training configurations 10 & 11

The ROC curve presented in Figure 6.12 shows the results for the two location-based

training configurations developed as described in this chapter. The purple line repre-

sents the location-based training configuration (Configuration 10) whilst the turquoise

line represents the enhanced location-based training configuration (Configuration 11)

presented in this section. The results so far suggest that the new enhanced location-

based training configuration out performs the initial configuration presented in Section

6.4.
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6.5.5 Assessment of Performance of Static and Location-based Train-

ing Configurations
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Figure 6.13: ROC curves for training configurations 7,9,10,11

Figure 6.13 shows the ROC curve for two static training configurations (Configu-

rations 7 & 9) and the two location-based training configurations presented in this

chapter. The black line represents the extended diagonal training configuration (Con-

figuration 7) and the orange line represents the extended circular training configuration

(Configuration 9) developed in Chapter 5. The purple and turquoise lines follow the

same format as the ROC curve presented in Figure 6.12.

Training configuration
number

Training configuration
definition

Area under the
curve (AUC)

7 Extended diagonal 0.9678
9 Extended circular 0.9903
10 Location-based 0.9631

11
Enhanced

location-based
0.9948

Table 6.2: AUC values for training configurations 7,9,10,11
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The ROC curves shown in Figure 6.13 provide an overall summary comparing the top

performing training configurations. The ROC curve together with area under the curve

values presented in Table 6.2 suggest that the new enhanced location-based training

configuration (Configuration 11) introduced in this section out-performed all the train-

ing configurations which have been developed in the course of this work. Section 6.4

indicated that the new training technique performed well but using the static circular

training configuration (Configuration 9), a better classification performance could be

achieved. Analysing the area under the curve values for the new enhanced location-

based training configuration (Configuration 11) developed in this section compared to

the extended circular training configuration (Configuration 9) suggests that there is

an improvement using the new technique.

The results presented in Figure 6.13 and Table 6.2 point to an important conclusion,

in that a similar classification performance can be achieved when using either the

static extended circular training or the enhanced location-based training approach. A

significant advantage to using the new enhanced location-based training methodology

is that fewer iris samples are required to be trained by the classification system. The

result of using the enhanced location-based training configuration (Configuration 11)

is a significant reduction in computational complexity.

A detailed investigation of the computational complexity of the circular training

configuration (Configuration 9) and enhanced location-based training configuration

(Configuration 11) could be undertaken but there are many uncertainties due to the

incorporation of 3rd party libraries in the developed algorithms. However, at an initial

level, it can be noted that the enhanced location-based training configuration (Con-

figuration 11) uses 76% fewer iris image samples in the training set than the circular

training configuration (Configuration 9). This implies that the enhanced location-

based training configuration (Configuration 11) requires less memory and processing

overhead than the circular training configuration (Configuration 9) approach.

6.6 Chapter Conclusion

The training configurations developed in Chapter 5 were analysed in Section 6.1 in

order to determine how to construct an alternative training mechanism. The results

from Chapter 5 suggested that the classification error rates were reduced when the

biometric system was trained with iris samples in close proximity to the iris sample

being tested. This analysis motivated the development of a new localised training

technique where the specific iris samples to be used in the training process would

depend on the off-angle characteristics of the iris sample being tested.
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The use of this type of locational data to select specific training configurations re-

quired the ability to detect the gaze angle of the iris sample being tested by the

biometric system. Section 6.2 reviewed the different techniques reported in the lit-

erature to calculate and estimate the off-angle position of the iris. The techniques,

which have been reported, were categorised into intrusive and non-intrusive methods.

The research suggests that non-intrusive methods might be more relevant in an iris

biometric scenario.

Section 6.2 provides a summary of the literature in order to present a viable solution

to determine the off-angle properties of an iris sample. The eye images acquired for use

in work reported here generally exhibit specular reflection patterns in the iris and pupil

regions, which can be used to aid gaze angle estimation algorithms. It must be noted

that, although a solution to the problem of detecting the gaze angle of the iris image

was proposed, an algorithm was not physically implemented, and only a theoretical

model has been outlined. Nevertheless, the review shows that this is a practically

viable process and can thus be seen as a reasonable assumption.

Section 6.4 introduced the initial location-based training technique constructing a

set of static training configurations to train the iris biometric system depending on the

angle of the iris sample being tested. The results were very encouraging when using

this new training methodology. The location-based training configuration (Configura-

tion 10) had a comparable area under the curve value to that of the extended diagonal

training configuration (Configuration 7) presented in Chapter 5. The extended circu-

lar training configuration (Configuration 9) detailed in Chapter 5 out-performed the

location- based training configuration (Configuration 10) presented in Section 6.4. This

suggested that constructing the training configuration using the distance of physical

off-angle locations might not necessarily be the most appropriate technique to develop

a dynamic training configuration model.

A new enhanced location-based training configuration is thus presented in Section 6.5,

which consists of a refined version of the location-based training configuration detailed

in Section 6.4. Instead of relying on the physical location to generate the configuration

properties, the Hamming distance values between iris templates were analysed for each

of the 33 angular locations. This enabled the construction of a training configuration

for each angular position to train the biometric system with the closest iris template

samples.

The enhanced location-based training configuration (Configuration 11) designed in

Section 6.5 suggested promising performance when comparing the area under the curve
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values for each training scheme. The results from the newly developed technique sug-

gested a performance comparable to that of the extended circular training configuration

(Configuration 9) developed in Chapter 5.

Figure 6.13 in Section 6.5 shows the ROC curves for the four top performing training

configurations developed in the work reported here. The extended circular training

configuration (Configuration 9) designed in Chapter 5 indicated good results, but it

seems that this method of training a biometric system would really only be practi-

cally viable when using a small iris dataset. Expanding this method to a commercial

grade platform would make the technique highly computationally expensive and would

mean that the required number of Hamming distance calculations required would be

extremely large.

It was important in this chapter to design and develop a new training technique

based on what was learnt from the results presented in Chapter 5. The location-

based and enhanced location-based training configurations both performed well and

suggested that if the iris samples are carefully selected to train a biometric system,

good classification rates can be achieved. This was especially relevant when refining

the location-based training configuration in Section 6.5. The selection of iris samples

for training was adjusted for each location, improving the classification performance

of the iris biometric system.

Many techniques in the literature process off-angle iris samples as frontal iris images.

This is achieved by detecting the gaze angle of the iris image and geometrically trans-

forming the iris to a frontal view. Chapters 5 and 6 have instead relied on training

the iris biometric system using off-angle iris samples themselves, thereby avoiding the

complex processing associated with the alternative image transformation approach.

The training configurations designed and implemented in Chapters 5 and 6 have been

shown to improve the classification rate when off-angle iris samples are introduced to an

iris biometric system. The enhanced location-based training configuration in Section

6.5 was generated by analysing the Hamming distance values between all off-angle

permutations.

A further new training configuration in future work, could be generated by analysing

the Hamming distance values for each off-angle location on a per subject basis. This

would allow for a dynamic training configuration to be generated for each subject at

the time of enrolment. Providing a customised training configuration for each subject

might potentially further improve classification performance.



CHAPTER 7

Ancillary Issues Associated with Iris Image Analysis

The previous chapters have reported the core elements of an extensive study of an

approach to enhancing the functionality of an iris recognition system to compensate

for off-angle iris image samples obtained at the input acquisition stage. The aim of this

has been to increase the chances that reliable performance can be achieved even when

the operational environment is much less constrained than has hitherto often been the

case in iris recognition. This has demonstrated that an improvement in performance

can be achieved if a more flexible approach to formulating the training methodology

is taken.

In addition to the core material presented previously however, it is clear that some

further questions and important issues have arisen during the course of the research

reported which merit further discussion. This chapter provides an opportunity to

discuss some of these additional ideas and attempt to address some of the less central

findings so far discovered. In an important sense, this chapter therefore can be seen

as a bridge between the rigorous formal study so far reported, and some areas on

which future work might most usefully be focused. However, while the previous (core)

material has been fully worked through and discussed in detail, the nature of this

chapter is therefore such that a number of further items are reported rather more

briefly, and without the degree of rigour with which earlier experimental analysis was

carried out. This chapter should consequently be seen as enhancing the main body of

work reported, providing extra information about some of the additional issues which

have arisen during the work, and pointing the way to important new developments in

the future.

Section 7.1 will assess and discuss the performance of the developed iris recognition

system outlined in Chapters 5 and 6 with the inclusion of an additional session of

168
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iris image samples. Section 7.2 will provide a discussion of off-angle iris recognition

performance of the new algorithms developed and reported in this thesis compared with

previous approaches reported in the literature. Section 7.3 will discuss a method to

analyse the natural human eye gaze angle with the use of a suitable database, providing

some preliminary notion on how well matched the approach taken here is likely to be

a typical real operational environment. Section 7.4 will attempt to understand the

impact of near-infrared wavelengths on iris image samples, and Section 7.5 will discuss

the impact of varying visible illumination on the acquired eye images. Section 7.6 will

make some concluding observations.

7.1 Enrolment Database Ageing Issues

The iris dataset used to evaluate and assess the performance of the developed iris

recognition system consisted of 95 subjects. The iris image samples were acquired over

a period of several months using the acquisition hardware and processes outlined in

Chapters 3 and 4 and subsequently labelled as Session 1 data. The data collection

process consisted of acquiring iris image samples at 32 off-angle locations, on-angle

frontal view iris image samples and iris images at varying illumination intensities.

This provided for a rich set of iris data to be available per subject at multiple off-angle

locations under varying illumination properties.

The analysis of the Session 1 off-angle iris image dataset carried out in Chapters 5

and 6, illustrated the benefits of broadening the training scheme of an iris biomet-

ric system, using the proposed and newly developed training configuration approach.

However, the data considered in that analysis were all acquired over a fairly short

time span. It is increasingly recognised, however, that biometric data can vary over

time (either because of physiological changes in subjects or because the acquisition

conditions inevitably change with time), as has been explored in detail in, for example,

[121]. In order to evaluate the possible effects of time-separation of acquired iris image

samples, an additional set of iris image samples acquired a year after the initial iris

data acquisition would be useful in order to support a preliminary investigation into

the likely longer-term performance of the developed iris recognition system.

It was decided that a small subset of the original participants would be invited back

to have their iris image samples acquired a year after the original acquisition of 95

subjects. A convenience sample of participants was generated with 14 subjects being

chosen from the original 95 participants to provide such an additional body of iris image

data. This process of selecting additional subjects did not take into consideration age,

gender or other recorded categories but was based principally on the availability of
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subjects from the original group. The analysis of an additional set of iris data selected

using a convenience sample of 14 subjects who were willing to co-operate was used for a

preliminary investigation in order to draw some initial conclusions on the performance

of the developed iris recognition system using two sessions of iris image data acquired

a year apart. It is recognised that this does not provide results on which to base

categoric conclusions, but nevertheless was helpful in giving indications of the effects

of template ageing.

The off-angle iris image samples were acquired using the equipment described in

Chapter 3 and the processes outlined in Chapter 4. Iris image samples were obtained

for an additional set of 14 subjects and labelled appropriately as Session 2 samples.

In order to provide a consistent data acquisition process for the 14 subjects, an initial

small set of trial acquisitions were implemented.

The eye images from the Session 2 eye image samples were pre-processed using the

techniques discussed in Chapter 2. The automated segmentation algorithm was im-

plemented for the 14 participants in order to isolate the pupil and iris regions. The

accuracy of the automated segmentation approach was verified using the manual seg-

mentation tool outlined in Chapter 2 together with an additional process to segment

the eyelid region for each eye sample. As part of the manual segmentation process, the

iris image samples were visually inspected in order to determine the focus and motion

blur characteristics. The Session 2 dataset did not require any iris image samples to

be removed due to focus, motion blur or other associated noise characteristics.

The developed training configurations discussed in Chapter 6 suggest that broaden-

ing the training strategy and adapting the training configurations based on location,

achieve improvements in system performance. The Gatekeeper Scenario procedure out-

lined in Section 5.5 and Chapter 6 were introduced in an attempt to provide a realistic

scenario for evaluating an off-angle iris biometric system using different training config-

urations. The developed location-based training configurations presented in Chapter 6

were evaluated using the Session 1 iris image dataset consisting of 95 subjects. A pre-

liminary investigation using the Session 2 iris dataset would provide an initial insight

into the performance of the developed location-based training configurations with a

time duration of one year between the training and testing iris image dataset.

The original performance assessment procedure for the location-based training config-

urations used both training and testing iris image samples from the Session 1 dataset,

which allowed a set of performance statistics to be generated. To evaluate the perfor-

mance of the location-based training configurations using an additional session of iris

image data, and thus investigate the possible effect of time dispersal in data samples,
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the iris biometric system was tested individually using 14 subjects from Session 1 and

Session 2 to make a fair comparison.

The first process consisted of evaluating the location-based training configuration

(Configuration 10) outlined in Section 6.4 using the Session 1 dataset comprising 95

subjects. Training and testing sets were constructed using the method outlined pre-

viously in Figure 5.23 and performance statistics were generated. The results were

filtered in order to understand the performance of the location-based training config-

uration (Configuration 10) when testing only the 14 subjects subsequently selected.

The second stage involved evaluating the location-based training configuration (Con-

figuration 10) using Session 2 data. The training and testing sets were constructed

using the same method as the first process. However, the 14 subjects used to form

the testing set were substituted from Session 1 to Session 2 data. The performance

statistics were generated as in the first process and the results filtered for 14 subjects

of interest.

This process was also carried out for the second developed enhanced location-based

training configuration (Configuration 11) presented in Section 6.5. The methods dis-

cussed have followed the original performance assessment procedure carried out in

Chapter 5 Section 5.5 but have limited the scope of the statistical evaluations and

focused on recording information for only the 14 subjects. This has allowed a di-

rect comparison to be made as the location-based training configurations discussed in

Chapter 6 have been evaluated as follows: -

• Trained on the Session 1 dataset and tested with 14 subjects from Session 1

dataset.

• Trained on the Session 1 dataset and tested with the same 14 subjects from the

Session 2 dataset.

A direct comparison can now be made (for the subset of 14 selected subjects) in

order to gain at least a preliminary understanding of the performance of implementing

a location-based training configuration technique when time-dispersed data is used. In

all instances, the iris biometric system has been trained using the 95 subjects from

Session 1 dataset following the procedures described in Chapter 5 Section 5.5. The

performance of the location-based training configurations can now be assessed. The

methods discussed in Chapter 6 have been tested using Session 1 and Session 2 data,

acquired one year apart. The performance assessment procedure detailed in Section 5.5

is implemented for all 14 test subjects and ROC curve and associated AUC value for a
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set of Hamming distance thresholds has been generated for testing the location-based

training configuration (Configuration 10) detailed in Section 6.4 for both test cases.
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Figure 7.1: ROC curves for location-based training configuration 10

The ROC curves shown in Figure 7.1 details the performance of the iris biometric

system using the location-based training configuration (Configuration 10) discussed in

Section 6.4. The blue curve represents the performance of the location-based training

technique when testing 14 iris image samples from the Session 1 dataset. The AUC

value for the blue ROC curve is 0.9631. The orange curve represents the performance

of the location-based training technique when testing 14 iris image samples from the

Session 2 dataset. The associated AUC value for the orange ROC curve is 0.9589.
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Figure 7.2: ROC curves for the enhanced location-based training configuration 11

The ROC curves shown in Figure 7.2 details the performance of the iris biometric

system using the enhanced location-based training configuration (Configuration 11)

outlined in Section 6.5. Again, the blue curve represents the performance of the training

technique when testing 14 subjects from the Session 1 dataset with an associated

AUC value of 0.9948. The orange curve represents the performance of the location-

based training technique when testing 14 subjects from the Session 2 dataset with an

associated AUC value of 0.9914.

Training
configuration

number

Training
configuration

definition
Chapter ref

Data test
session

Area under
the curve
(AUC)

10 Location-based Section 6.4 1 0.9631
10 Location-based Section 6.4 2 0.9589

11
Enhanced

location-based
Section 6.5 1 0.9948

11
Enhanced

location-based
Section 6.5 2 0.9914

Table 7.1: AUC values
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The ROC curves presented in Figure 7.1 shows the performance of the location-

based training configuration outlined in Section 6.4 when tested independently with

either Session 1 or Session 2 iris image samples from 14 subjects. The ROC curves

together with AUC values outlined in Table 7.1 provide some initial evidence that

the location-based training configuration (Configuration 10) developed in Section 6.4

suggests a similar performance trend for both the Session 1 and Session 2 datasets.

Further analysis of the area under the curve values shows a decrease of 0.0042 between

the Session 1 and Session 2 performance figures.

The results presented in Figure 7.2 and Table 7.1 show the performance of the en-

hanced location-based training configuration (Configuration 11), discussed in Section

6.5, tested independently using either Session 1 or Session 2 data respectively. The

ROC curves and associated AUC values suggest that the enhanced location-based

training configuration (Configuration 11) developed in Section 6.5 again suggest a sim-

ilar performance trend when tested with either Session 1 or Session 2 datasets. The

performance of the training configuration suggested similar trends to that of the results

presented in Figure 7.1 with an AUC performance decrease of 0.0034 between Session

1 and Session 2 performance figures.

The results presented in Figures 7.1 and 7.2 suggest that the location-based training

configurations generate similar performance characteristics, indicating that there is not

a rapid degradation of performance between the Session 1 dataset and the Session 2

dataset acquired one year later. The analysis discussed in this section aimed to make

possible some initial observations about the performance of the training configurations

developed in Chapter 6 using iris image samples acquired one year after the initial ac-

quisition phase. This has allowed us to report a small-scale preliminary investigation

into training and testing the developed training configurations using two time-dispersed

sets of iris data. This initial study suggests that the location-based training configura-

tions developed in Chapter 6 can show quite reliable real-world application potential,

being robust enough not to degrade significantly over time. Although, as noted ear-

lier, further investigations, on a larger scale, will be necessary to confirm this initial

observation, this is an encouraging result.

This section has presented a further analysis of the location-based training configura-

tions using a small subset of iris data acquired from two time-dispersed iris acquisition

sessions. This has suggested that there are potentially significant benefits to using the

location-based training methods to handle off-angle iris images.
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7.2 Discussion of Comparative Algorithm Processing Prop-

erties

This section is an opportunity to discuss in a more practical way the performance of a

small selection of previously reported iris recognition algorithms, which compensate for

off-angle iris images. The algorithms considered here will be selected from the literature

review presented in Chapter 1, together with the new training configurations developed

and reported in Chapter 6. Specifically, a relative comparison of the performance of

the presented iris biometric systems will be carried out in order to ascertain the relative

benefits of each off-angle approach.

7.2.1 Performance of Training Configuration Approach

The off-angle iris biometric systems reported in the literature and chosen for relative

comparison use various datasets, algorithms and pre-processing techniques, and thus

a direct comparison of all aspects of performance is not possible. The equal error

rate is the performance metric selected from the literature to provide a measurement

for comparison, since this is information which is the most readily available from the

literature reviewed. The training configurations presented in Chapters 5 and 6 use

ROC curves and AUC values in order to determine system performance characteristics.

The equal error rates were calculated using ROC curves for a selection of the training

configurations presented in Chapters 5 and 6.

Training configuration
number

Training configuration
definition

Figure ref
Equal error

rate (%)

1 Conventional Figure 5.3 17.37
7 Extended diagonal Figure 5.17 8.95
9 Extended circular Figure 5.20 8.4
10 Location-based Figure 6.6 5.53

11
Enhanced

location-based
Figure 6.10 3.68

Table 7.2: Equal error rates for training configurations using the new Kent off-angle
database

The results presented in Table 7.2 show the equal error rates for five training con-

figurations and demonstrate that, as the complexity/sophistication of the developed

training configurations increases, the equal error rate reduces. Training the iris biomet-

ric system using training configuration 1 uses on-angle iris image samples alone to form
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the training set. Off-angle iris image samples are not included in this training scheme,

and this limitation is reflected in the equal error rate value. This training method,

perhaps unsurprisingly, produced the highest error rate from all five algorithms being

tested. The training configurations 10 and 11 produce the lowest equal error rate,

suggesting that with improved sophistication in location-based training, lower equal

error rates can be achieved. The results from the five training configuration methods

are consistent with the ROC and AUC values produced in Chapters 5 and 6. These

results suggest that broadening the training routine to introduce off-angle iris image

samples can significantly improve classification performance. Providing an additional

layer of location awareness can further improve the system performance, as shown with

training configurations 10 and 11.

7.2.2 Performance of Abhyankar and Schuckers Approach

The research presented by Abhyankar and Schuckers [71] proposes several state of the

art methods to compensate for off-angle iris images. The literature outlines several

methods for comparison using equal error rate as a performance metric. The authors

investigate Gabor encoding, bi-orthogonal wavelet encoding, directional bi-orthogonal

wavelet encoding and the use of two matching techniques. A comparison is made for

two off-angle iris image datasets containing varying degrees of off-angle iris images.
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Database Encoding Type Matching Technique EER (%)

WVU Gabor Hamming Distance 3.32

Gabor
Weighted AND-NOT

Matching
2.41

Bi-orthogonal wavelets Hamming Distance 2.62

Bi-orthogonal wavelets
Weighted AND-NOT

Matching
1.18

Directional Bi-orthogonal
wavelets

Hamming Distance 1.53

Directional Bi-orthogonal
wavelets

Weighted AND-NOT
Matching

0.81

Clarkson Gabor Hamming Distance 12.53

Gabor
Weighted AND-NOT

Matching
8.03

Bi-orthogonal wavelets Hamming Distance 9.08

Bi-orthogonal wavelets
Weighted AND-NOT

Matching
5.03

Directional Bi-orthogonal
wavelets

Hamming Distance 2.97

Directional Bi-orthogonal
wavelets

Weighted AND-NOT Matching 1.29

Table 7.3: EER values for techniques presented by Abhyankar and Schuckers [71]

The results presented by Abhyankar and Schuckers [71] suggest that the use of bi-

orthogonal wavelet encoding produces better performance than traditional Gabor en-

coding techniques. The directional bi-orthogonal wavelet algorithms, which implement

vanishing moments, further produce improved results over the standard bi-orthogonal

wavelet method. The results provide a comparison between the developed pixel match-

ing technique which is based on pixel level iris image quality and the traditional Ham-

ming distance matching. The iris quality based adaptive matching combined with

the directional bi-orthogonal wavelet approach is shown to produce the best results

when compared to other presented methods in the work presented by Abhyankar and

Schuckers.

The two iris image datasets used to evaluate the off-angle algorithms were the WVU

and Clarkson iris image datasets. The WVU iris database contains off-angle horizontal

iris images for 15 and 30 degrees across one Cartesian plane. The Clarkson database

is composed of iris images at four off-angle positions at 30 degrees, categorised as up,

down, left and right. More information on the WVU and Clarkson dataset specifics

can be found in Section 2.3.
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The results presented in Table 7.3 suggest that the algorithms consistently produce a

lower equal error rate for the WVU dataset when compared with the Clarkson dataset.

This trend in the performance for the Clarkson dataset might possibly be due to

additional noise in the dataset or the introduction of iris images across the vertical

Cartesian plane. The results highlight that, with increased algorithmic complexity in

the feature encoding and matching techniques, lower equal error rates are achieved.

7.2.3 Performance of Li et al Approach

Research discussed by Li et al [88] investigates the use of a feature level solution to

compensate for off-angle iris images with less dependency on iris image pre-processing.

Three methods were implemented which include geometric feature extraction based

on corneal reflections, off-angle iris image classification and category specific feature

selection. The research presented by Li et al uses the corneal reflections and multiclass

SVM (support vector machine) to classify the images into five categories, which are

frontal, right, left, up and down and learn category specific features to match distorted

iris texture patterns. This method was chosen for investigation, as it does not rely

on the traditional approach of using geometric transformation to solve the problem of

off-angle iris recognition.

Experiment
Number

Geometric
Calibration

Off-angle
Calibration

Feature
selection

EER (%)

1 3 7 7 23.7
3 7 7 7 22.85
2 3 7 3 21
5 7 7 3 16.81
4 7 3 7 4.92
6 7 3 3 2.41

Table 7.4: EER values for techniques presented by Li et al [88]

Table 7.4 presents the use of three methods to solve the problem of off-angle iris

recognition. The geometric calibration step investigates the use of transforming an off-

angle iris image into a frontal view image. The off-angle classification method aims to

classify the iris images into several off-angle categories. The feature selection method

attempts to select the most effective ordinal features for each iris category.

The results presented in Table 7.4 suggest that experiment No. 1, which implemented

the geometric calibration method, produced the highest equal error rate. Experiment
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No. 3 suggests that the implemented iris biometric system did not significantly ben-

efit from the use of geometric calibration with a lower equal error rate than that of

experiment No. 1. The results presented in experiment No. 4 and 6 highlight that the

off-angle calibration method provides a significant benefit to the iris biometric system,

which can be seen when inspecting the equal error rate values. The experiment with

the highest performing method was the combined use of off-angle calibration and the

feature selection method producing an equal error rate of 2.41%.

7.2.4 Summary of Relative Comparison

This section has described a brief investigation into the equal error rates of three

independent off-angle iris biometric systems. A relative comparison has been made

for the three iris biometric methods presented, investigating how the use of different

algorithms and processes affect the final outcome. This section has suggested that

off-angle iris images can be compensated at many different levels in the iris biometric

system. The work by Abhyankar and Schuckers [71] has indicated that the introduction

of directional bi-orthogonal wavelet encoding instead of Gabor encoding provided a

significant performance increase. The introduction of alternative matching techniques

instead of the traditional Hamming distance method provided further enhancements

to the presented algorithms. The work by Abhyankar and Schuckers [71] suggests

that performance improvements for off-angle biometric systems can be achieved at the

encoding and matching level.

The work by Li et al [88] presented three methods to compensate for the off-angle iris

problem. This research highlights the fact that, by categorising off-angle iris images

and implementing enhanced feature selection techniques, performance can be improved

over traditional geometric transform methods commonly exploited, as reported in the

literature.

The investigation into the performance of the training configurations presented, to-

gether with the performance of algorithms reported in the literature, has shown a

selection of methods which could be implemented to address the problem of off-angle

iris images in an iris biometric system. The methods investigated suggest that they are

somewhat limited in the sense that they deal with either iris image samples exclusively

on the horizontal plane or iris image samples only at 30 degrees on the horizontal and

vertical planes. The training configurations discussed in Chapters 5 and 6 present a

more comprehensive study and deal with the harder problem of identifying iris im-

age samples across the horizontal, vertical and diagonal planes from 5 to 20 degrees

iterations.
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7.3 Analysis of Human Eye Gaze Angle

The principal work reported here has investigated the problem of off-angle iris images

and developed a set of training configurations, which use iris image samples at different

off-angle locations to train the iris biometric system. This has significantly reduced

classification errors when compared to traditional training techniques of using straight-

on iris images, thus addressing one of the main issues in providing greater flexibility

to the user of iris biometrics in practice. However, the results presented in Chapters 5

and 6 have shown that the task of classifying off-angle iris image samples is a complex

problem, particularly when the user is looking in a downward-oriented direct in relation

to the imaging axis of the iris acquisition camera.

An area of significant interest would therefore be to determine the natural eye gaze

angle of a group of participants moving around in an unconstrained environment. This

might provide some insight into how subjects typically orient their eye gaze, helping to

assess the likely impact of the newly developed training configurations and assisting in

the development of off-angle iris training and classification algorithms. Understanding

these natural eye gaze positions would provide a useful insight into the development

of a robust off-angle classification system and highlight the off-angle locations, which

might require more specialist treatment. Preliminary statistical findings relating to

the natural eye gaze of participants would also potentially assist in understanding the

ideal placement of future biometric equipment.

The development of the training configuration approach has provided a useful insight

into the performance of an iris biometric system at multiple off-angle locations. What

was evident from the results presented in Chapter 5 were the high error rates observed

for iris orientation in the southern-based angles. This was especially noticeable as the

angular resolution increased. The research into the location-based training configura-

tions introduced custom training routines on a per angle basis, providing improvements

to off-angle locations with high classification error rates. Investigating the natural eye

gaze angle of human participants would allow for a better understanding into which

off-angle locations might require further testing and analysis to allow for the optimal

deployment of a robust off-angle iris biometric system.

To determine the natural human eye gaze angle, several different data acquisition

environments could be established. These might include the use of uncontrolled CCTV

images or the use of controlled experiments implementing multiple acquisition sessions.

This section reports some initial work to make a preliminary investigation into the

area of natural eye gaze in order to make some initial preliminary assessments, and to

identify some areas in which effort could usefully be directed in future work.
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7.3.1 Gait Database Overview

To provide a platform to analyse the natural human eye gaze angle, the gait database

established at the University of Southampton [142] was chosen. The dataset was orig-

inally acquired for the purpose of studying the human gait of multiple participants.

Whilst the gait information will not be analysed in this work, the video footage recorded

by researchers at the University of Southampton will provide a valuable resource into

the study of natural eye gaze angle. The gait database contains video sequences of

participants walking normally through an open space under several different environ-

mental conditions. The two data collection sessions found within the database used

for analysis in this study were acquired as follows:-

• Session 1 - Participants recorded walking along a specially designed track and

green screen background, which can be seen in Figure 7.3.

• Session 2 - Participants recorded walking outside in a car park. Additional noise

introduced in the form of cars and people in the background of the image as seen

in Figure 7.4.

Figure 7.3: Example of indoor gait collection procedure [142]
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Figure 7.4: Example of outside gait collection setup [142]

7.3.2 Analysis of Gait Database

The two collection scenarios discussed were chosen for analysis in order to determine

the natural eye gaze angle of participants in an indoor and outside environment respec-

tively. The acquisition process consisted of requiring participants to walk naturally in

a straight line and not prompted to look in any particular direction. The gait database

was chosen for analysis as the data collection procedure was set up in controlled envi-

ronments providing a consistent set of data.

The gait video sequences from both data collection sessions were visually inspected

to determine the eye gaze angle. What was apparent was that most participants

tended to maintain a stable eye gaze position throughout the short duration of the

capture session. The video footage from both the indoor and outdoor acquisition

sessions provides enough resolution to determine approximately the eye gaze angle of

each participant. To quantify the eye position for each inspected video sequence, five

categories relating to the off-angle characteristics were generated. The five categories

used to define each video sequence were far up, up, straight-on, down and far down. The

straight-on category has a margin of error, as visually determining the forward-facing

eye gaze angle is difficult to quantify with high precision. Therefore, the tolerance of

the straight-on category could typically be plus or minus 5 degrees.

The use of five broad directional labels to categorise each video sequence was im-

plemented for a preliminary study to gauge the approximate eye gaze location in the
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vertical plane. The categories discussed were assigned to video sequences based on the

definitions outlined in Figure 7.5.

(a) Straight (b) Down

(c) Far Down (d) Up

Figure 7.5: Category definitions for eye gaze angles [142]

The images presented in Figure 7.5 illustrate how the categories were assigned to

each video sequence. As the far up category did not get assigned when analysing the

two data sessions, an image for that category is not shown in Figure 7.5.

7.3.3 Gait Database Analysis Results

Eye gaze angle
category

% Occurrence

Far Down 1.86
Down 19.78

Straight 74.71
Up 3.65

Far Up 0

Table 7.5: Eye gaze angle results for indoor session
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Figure 7.6: Eye gaze angle results for indoor session

The results shown in Table 7.5 and Figure 7.6 provide a breakdown of the percentage

for each eye gaze angle category for the indoor session of gait video sequences. A total

of 1562 gait videos were analysed from 115 unique subjects each participating in 14

sessions.

Table 7.5 shows that 74.71% of the analysed video sessions resulted in participants

exhibiting a straight-on forward-facing eye gaze angle. The results also indicate that

19.78% of the analysed data included participants looking in a downward-facing angle,

the second highest occurring gaze angle category. This illustrates that the downward

angular position is a significant natural eye angle gaze direction for the participants

sampled from the indoor data session. The remaining results from the analysis of the

video sequences showed that the far down eye gaze angle occurred in 1.86% of the

sequences, the up eye gaze angle in 3.65% and the far up eye gaze angle was 0%. The

results suggest that the indoor data session contained only a very small percentage

of participants with a very extreme eye gaze angle in the downward position. The

majority of the eye gaze angles are clustered around the straight-on forward-facing

and downward-facing angles. The significance of this will be discussed shortly.
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Eye gaze angle
category

% Occurrence

Far Down 0
Down 24.23

Straight 74.17
Up 1.6

Far Up 0

Table 7.6: Eye gaze angle results for outdoor session
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Figure 7.7: Eye gaze angle results for outdoor session

Table 7.6 and Figure 7.7 show the eye gaze angles for each of the five categories for

the outdoor gait data session. A total of 1652 video sequences were analysed from 118

unique subjects, each participating in 14 sessions. Analysis of the results shows that

participants of the outdoor gait data collection did not have eye gaze angles which were

categorised as either far up or far down. The results indicate that 74.17% of the video

sequences analysed depicted eye gaze angles that were straight-on. The downward

angle occurred 24.23% and the upward angle occurred 1.6%. These results clearly

indicate that the straight-on forward-facing eye gaze angle was the most significant

with nearly three quarters of the entire outdoors gait dataset falling into this category.

The second highest category showed the participants looking in a downward gaze angle,

which was also of significance and will be discussed shortly.
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7.3.4 Discussion of Results from Gait Database Analysis

The results shown in Table 7.5 and 7.6 indicate that for both gait data sessions, the

highest occurring eye gaze angle was a straight-on position. The angle of significance

for both data sessions was the downward-facing angle, which suggest that when ask-

ing participants to walk naturally over multiple sessions, there is a (limited but not

insignificant) tendency for the eye angle to be in a downward position. This prelim-

inary investigation into natural eye gaze angles suggests that there is a significant

occurrence of eye gaze angles which are not forward-facing when people are walking

naturally. This experiment has highlighted that smaller eye gaze deviations occur more

frequently than extreme eye gaze angles, which is encouraging. We have also been able

to quantify these observations, allowing us a better preliminary insight into the likely

benefits of new training algorithms developed. Also demonstrated, of course, is the

importance of developing iris biometric systems to compensate for off-angle iris images.

The results indicate that the training configurations developed in the work reported

in this thesis would assist in the processing and classification of iris image samples

from participants in natural and unconstrained environmental conditions. A signifi-

cant proportion of gait samples were labelled with a downward eye gaze direction. The

introduction of the location-based training configurations in Chapter 6 suggests signifi-

cant improvement in performance of an iris biometric system when processing off-angle

iris image samples. With the knowledge of the natural eye gaze angles obtained from

the gait database, it would be of significant interest to test the location-based training

configurations with further subjects and increased angular positions, especially in the

southern- based angles.

The experiments reported in this section have demonstrated that more considera-

tion into the placement and positioning of iris biometric devices needs to be taken

into account if we are to maximise the reliability of iris biometrics in unconstrained

environments. This study has suggested that a significant percentage of subjects look

in a downward direction as they naturally walk forward. This suggests that more

investigation into iris on the move, iris at a distance and other fixed based iris bio-

metric acquisition systems need to be considered. Positioning of the iris biometric

acquisition devices is critical. The flow and movement of participants, together with

careful positioning of visual signs and indication devices must be investigated. If users

of equipment are directing their gaze at specific angles as demonstrated in this study,

more needs to be done to encourage people to physically alter their gaze and guide

their body position using designated walking routes and strategically placed visual

indicators to aid the iris acquisition process.
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This section has reported the results of a basic initial study into eye gaze angles

of human participants in two controlled data sessions. This has provided some vital

clues about the instinctive behaviour of humans in natural environments regarding eye

gaze, and has posed interesting questions for future work. The author would like to

acknowledge and thank Professor Mark Nixon from The University of Southampton

for access to the gait database used for analysis.

7.4 The Impact of Different Near-infrared Wavelengths

on Iris Images

This section presents a preliminary investigation into the impact of near-infrared illu-

mination on the acquired iris images collected as part of the work carried out in this

study. The iris image samples from participants were imaged using three near-infrared

wavelengths, which comprised 810nm, 850nm, and 810nm and 850nm combined. The

data acquisition process enabled the eye images to be acquired from 95 participants

which, therefore presented an ideal opportunity to introduce some additional illumina-

tion wavelengths for acquisition of the iris image samples, thereby providing a richer

dataset and a greater contribution to the work of the sponsors. For more information

regarding the acquisition hardware and capture processes, see Chapters 3 and 4.

The new training configurations described in Chapters 5 and 6 and the additional

analysis reported in Section 7.1 use eye images exclusively from the combined 810nm

and 850nm dataset. These combined wavelengths were chosen from the three near-

infrared illumination configurations as it was observed that this provided the best

choice of illumination for the eye acquisition process, producing iris image samples of

good contrast and defined texture. The results presented in this section will provide

an opportunity to discuss an initial visual inspection of eye images acquired using the

near-infrared wavelengths and report findings.

The use of near-infrared illumination in commercial iris biometric systems has been

used to reveal the intricate textural pattern represented in different coloured irides.

The use of near-infrared wavelengths can show an iris texture, which is not easily

observed in the visible spectrum, by penetrating melanin. At longer wavelengths the

effect of melanin is negligible, ensuring that the observed information is predominantly

due to the texture of the iris rather than its pigmentation. Commercial iris recognition

systems have exploited several different wavelengths, with Panasonic and Oki systems

peaking around 850nm and LG using iris biometric systems which traverse into the

bands of 750nm and 850nm. Whilst commercial biometric system integrators rarely
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disclose their analysis of hardware design criteria, the literature can be investigated in

order to understand the performance of near-infrared illumination when compared to

other illumination mechanisms.

7.4.1 Overview of Near-infrared Illumination

Research by Ngo et al [112] investigates a multispectral iris capture system and pre-

liminary investigation of multispectral iris imagery. The authors discuss a method for

acquiring a set of iris images using a set of multispectral illuminators to expose the iris

to spectral bands in the range of 405nm to 1550nm. A custom illumination rig, cur-

rent control boards and image processing camera were utilised to image the iris under

different wavelengths of illumination. A data collection of six subjects was achieved

with multiple iris image samples acquired for twelve illumination conditions. The iris

image samples were processed using a commercial implementation of the Daugman al-

gorithm [30] and the Hamming distance metric used to calculate the similarity between

segmented iris images.

The experimental results measuring the average Hamming distance between the iris

template samples from the same person show that at 810nm, the lowest Hamming

distance was achieved. The authors note that eye colour is one contributing factor to

the degradation of the iris image samples in the visible light spectrum. The authors

also mention that the longer wavelength degradation also needs further investigation.

Further analysis by Ives et al [143] indicates unique characteristics of the iris at each

wavelength and show average Hamming distance values diverging from each other with

increased wavelength differences. The research highlights the complex relationship

between features extracted from the iris at different wavelengths and further suggests

the requirements for more research to explorer the coherence between iris samples at

different wavelength.

Czajka [144] presents an analysis of the influence of near-infrared illumination wave-

lengths on iris image samples. An investigation into fourteen infrared wavelengths

from 740nm to 905nm is discussed with 50 participants imaged for each wavelength.

The results of the academic matcher defined in the paper, suggest improvements from

760nm to 780nm. The commercial matcher suggests improvements for 770nm and

830nm. The author concludes that the evaluations might require larger iris datasets

with further investigations into new matchers. It was reported that the recognition

performance for the near-infrared wavelengths was uneven and the interoperability

across the capture systems for the different wavelengths might not be guaranteed.
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7.4.2 Visual Inspection of Near-infrared Iris Samples

The research has suggested that several different wavelengths can contribute to im-

proved system performance. This, however, can be very much dependent on the acqui-

sition hardware and iris biometric software used for analysis. The iris images acquired

during the data acquisition process will be visually inspected in order to determine the

performance of the three near-infrared wavelengths implemented in the data acquisition

session.

Figure 7.8: Anatomy of the anterior portion of the iris [145]

The foremost visible portion of the eye, which is easily imaged, is the anterior portion

of the iris shown in Figure 7.8. Two zones separate the anterior iris surface, which are

the pupillary and ciliary zones, often differing in colour, divided by the collarette which

is a circular zigzag ridgeline. Structures called crypts appear in the area around the

collarette and outer edge of the iris. The radial furrows radiate from the constricted

border of the collarette to the ciliary zone. Near the outer part of the ciliary zone

concentric lines are called contraction furrows and become deeper as the pupil dilates.
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(a) Iris sample imaged at 810nm (b) Iris sample images at 850nm

(c) Iris sample images at 810nm and
850nm combined

Figure 7.9: Iris sample imaged at 810nm, 850nm and 810nm and 850nm combined

The iris images shown in Figure 7.9 display differing levels of clarity and definition

with regard to aspects of the iris structure, although it should be noted that the detail

of the iris structures may not be truly represented in print form. The sample outlined

in Figure 7.9c shows a more defined iris image in both the ciliary and pupillary zones

compared to the other two samples. The radial furrows and crypts are the most

clearly defined from all three wavelengths. Iris sample 7.9b imaged at 850nm shows

good definition in the pupillary zone when compared to the 810nm image but lacks

definition and clarity in the ciliary zone with reduced resolution for the crypts. Lower

definition in both the pupillary and ciliary zones can be seen with the iris sample 7.9a

imaged at 810nm when compared to the other two samples. A reduced resolution in

both the radial furrows and crypt structures is present in the 810nm sample 7.9a. The

combination of two near-infrared wavelengths at both 810nm and 850nm has provided

a higher contrasting iris sample with good definition in both the pupillary and ciliary

zones.
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7.4.3 Summary of Near-infrared Image Analysis

The brief study present in this section has provided an opportunity to investigate

the literature regarding multiple near-infrared image analysis together with a visual

inspection of the three iris acquisition conditions depicted in the three samples shown

in Figure 7.9. The research reported in this chapter has shown conflicting performance

across the near-infrared wavelengths. This becomes more evident when expanding

the area of research to multispectral iris analysis [145, 146] together with exploring

iris recognition beyond the near-infrared wavelengths [147]. To make a significant

comparison between different iris image samples of varying near-infrared wavelengths,

a considerable amount of time and expensive acquisition and calibrated equipment

would be required, but this may provide the focus of a future research study.

Acquiring iris images at three separate wavelengths has allowed a rich dataset of

iris images to be collected for future use in the field of iris biometrics. This will

be able to support further detailed investigations into how near-infrared illumination

could potentially improve off-angle iris recognition using a combination of iris samples

imaged across different near-infrared wavelengths.

7.5 Contribution of an Iris Image Dataset Enhanced with

Visible Illumination

The iris image samples acquired for use in this study were imaged using near-infrared

illumination in a controlled environment. A long pass filter was used in conjunction

with the image sensor and lens to remove noise from visible light, and acquired iris

images using only near-infrared illumination conditions. To maintain a consistent and

constricted pupil size to ensure increased iris surface area, blue visible illumination was

used for all on-angle and off-angle iris capture conditions.

The importance of consistent and constricted pupil size was investigated by Hollingsworth

et al in [109] which discussed the accuracy of iris biometrics when matching enrolment

and recognition images of the same subjects with different pupil sizes. It was noted

that comparisons between two dilated eye samples produced a higher mean normalised

Hamming distance than that for non-dilated eyes. The authors noted that the differ-

ence in performance between dilated and non-dilated eyes might be partly due to the

reduction in iris surface area available in the dilated eye images. The research also

suggests that dilation differences between enrolment and recognition images have a

marked affect on the recognition performance. The authors conclude that to compen-

sate for issues with different pupil sizes between enrolment images and images to be
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recognised, the enrolment system could acquire eye samples with varying degrees of

pupil dilation.

The use of visible illumination in this study to maintain pupil size during the ac-

quisition process provided a unique opportunity to acquire some additional iris image

samples at varying visible illumination intensities. The acquisition process involved

imaging the iris and pupil under decreasing intensity of blue visible illumination over

a period of sixty seconds. This experiment provided thirty seconds of decreasing blue

visible illumination and thirty seconds of the iris and pupil in a dark environment with-

out additional visible illumination. For more information on the acquisition hardware

and experimental protocol please see Chapters 3 and 4.

The resulting dataset consisted of eye samples with varying degrees of pupil dilation.

The eye samples were recorded at a rate of 50 frames per second with associated

capture metadata recording the illumination intensity and frame acquisition period in

milliseconds. The metadata allows the calculation of required illumination intensity

to achieve a specific dilation size in the remit of the acquisition hardware designed for

our study.

Figure 7.10: Eye samples at varying visible illumination intensities

The eye samples illustrated in Figure 7.10 show how the participants pupil reacts

to varying degrees of blue visible illumination. What is clear from all the acquired

eye samples in the Session 1 dataset is that, as the illumination decreases, the pupil

dilates in response to the reduced lighting conditions, which is a standard behavioural

characteristic of the human pupil. An additional aspect, which was determined from

visually inspecting the iris image samples, was the rate of change of the pupil size

between different age groups. For the twenty-five year old and under age group, the
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pupil transitioned from fully constricted to dilated in a shorter time period than in

those aged sixty and over. The observation of the relationship between pupil size and

age is investigated in [148], which concludes that the pupil size decreased linearly as a

function of age at all illuminance levels.

The data acquisition session to acquire iris image samples at varying illumination

intensities provides a significant contribution to a rich iris image dataset for experi-

mental investigations in the field of iris biometrics. The scope of the work reported in

this thesis does not specifically include the investigation of pupil size and its effect on

performance of iris biometric systems but some relevant data have nevertheless been

acquired in order to provide a significant dataset for future analysis. This dataset has

provided a contribution to allow eye samples with varying pupil sizes to be studied

in order to assess the performance of different iris biometric systems when processing

iris images showing varying dilation rates. This was noted to be important work for

further analysis in the research carried out by Hollingsworth [109].

This dataset is also important for further studies into age-related iris biometric re-

search [119–121]. The dataset not only provides pupil information at varying illumina-

tion intensities for a wide range of subjects but also allows the rate of change of pupil

size to be observed for each subject as a function of changing conditions. This might

further enhance the work in the field of age prediction using iris biometric systems

[121].

This section has covered a very brief overview of iris samples collected under varying

visible illumination intensities. This has formed the basis of a brief discussion of the

varying nature of the iris samples collected and how significant such data might be to

the field of iris biometrics.

7.6 Chapter Conclusion

This chapter affords an opportunity to investigate several ancillary issues associated

with building an iris recognition system, and has attempted to answer some of the

questions that have arisen beyond the central core of the new work on off-angle iris

biometrics and other related factors. The investigations reported in this chapter have

(a) helped to provide further insights into the general problem addressed (b) sup-

plemented and enhanced the detail of the main study and (c) identified and set out

questions to be addressed in future work.

The investigation of an additional session of iris image samples was carried out as

reported in Section 7.1 in order to assess the performance of the developed training
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configurations for iris data acquired after a year time lapse of one year from the original

template formation. The results from Section 7.1 suggested that degradation in perfor-

mance of the iris biometric system when implementing the two location-based training

configurations between the two sessions of iris data does not occur. This suggests that

there is not a rapid degradation of performance due to template ageing effects over this

time period. The location-based training configurations developed in Chapter 6 have

suggested that these techniques have the potential for reliable real world application,

being robust enough not to degrade over time.

Section 7.2 provided an opportunity to discuss the performance of three off-angle

iris biometric systems, using equal error rate as a performance metric. The analysis

suggested that with increased algorithmic power, higher performance was achieved for

all three off-angle iris biometric implementations. This section provided the ability to

review two off-angle iris biometric systems presented in the literature together with

our novel work carried out on off-angle iris biometrics.

The analysis of natural human eye gaze angle in Section 7.3 provided a unique op-

portunity to investigate natural eye gaze angles for subjects traversing a neutral open

space, for two different data collection environments. This work highlighted that whilst

a substantial number of subjects maintained a forward-facing eye gaze angle, a signifi-

cant number of subjects were looking in a downward-facing angle. The analysis suggests

that it would be interesting to select more off-angle iris locations in the southern-based

angles to develop more location-based training configurations to cover higher off-angle

resolutions. The results also provide information to inform the development of future

iris on the move and iris at a distance biometric implementations to enable better po-

sitioning of iris acquisition hardware and aid management of flow of subjects through

iris acquisition gates and border control scenarios.

The remainder of this chapter investigated the impact of near-infrared wavelengths

on iris images discussed in Section 7.4 together with the impact of varying visible

illumination in Section 7.5. The analysis of the near-infrared iris images provided a

comparison of the anatomy of the anterior portion of three eye samples. This allowed

the definition and clarity of each eye sample to be visually compared to determine the

benefits of each near-infrared wavelength. This section also provided the ability to

discuss the significant contribution of three sets of on-angle and off-angle iris images

acquired at three near-infrared wavelengths to the field of iris biometrics.

A review of the use of visible illumination during the acquisition of iris samples was

presented in Section 7.5. This led to a brief discussion on the benefits of acquiring a

rich set of iris images for future analysis. The acquisition of iris samples at varying
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illumination intensities can support an investigation into the robustness of iris recogni-

tion systems when presented with eye samples with varying pupil dilation. The dataset

also provides an opportunity for future work into the interesting area of age related

iris biometrics, thus providing a valuable resource and a further useful contribution.

This chapter has allowed us to present some further initial findings and answer some

of the intriguing questions raised during the course of the primary work presented in

this thesis. It has also provided the opportunity to investigate some additional areas

where future work is suggested, and has presented some exciting questions for further

research topics and areas of interest.



CHAPTER 8

Summary and Conclusion

This chapter will review the work carried out as reported in this thesis, drawing some

general conclusions and identifying further questions for future research. Section 8.1

will discuss the main research issues addressed and present an overview of the con-

tributions made to the wider research field. Some of the exciting questions that have

arisen during this research will be presented in Section 8.2, which will aim to highlight

future work for investigation. Section 8.3 will conclude this chapter and the overall

thesis.

8.1 Summary of Contributions

The study reported in this thesis represents a comprehensive analysis of the issues

relating to the acquisition and identification of iris images acquired at different viewing

angles, particularly when the user of the biometric system is not aligned with the axis of

the camera lens. Presented in this work is a robust method to acquire such off-angle iris

images, a methodical study of the acquired iris image samples and a detailed analysis

of the off-angle characteristics to enhance an iris biometric classification system.

A detailed review and discussion of the state of the art methods used to process

off-angle iris image samples was discussed in Chapter 1. Several methods were in-

vestigated which included enhanced segmentation together with advanced iris feature

extraction, normalisation and matching techniques. A significant finding, which was

highlighted from the literature review, was the particular focus on off-angle iris images

with one degree of freedom in the horizontal axis. The literature suggested that it

was very difficult to draw any firm conclusions from the studies currently available

with regard to the gaze direction occurring along the vertical or diagonal axis. The
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research reported in the literature appears to assume that these algorithms will work

with similar performance across other degrees of freedom.

An investigation into the state of the art algorithms to deal with off-angle images

thus highlighted a limitation of the off-angle iris databases with regard to the degrees

of freedom and angular resolution. It was noted that the significant off-angle database

contributions focused on the horizontal plane but omitted iris image samples from the

vertical and diagonal locations. The databases used, which included iris image samples

from the vertical plane, were significantly limited in angular resolution. A review of the

acquisition methodology for specific off-angle iris image datasets suggested limitations

and issues with repeatability of the data collection process.

The literature review identified techniques which compensated for off-angle character-

istics by transforming off-angle iris images to on-angle frontal view iris image samples

using image transform algorithms. The algorithms relied on training frontal view iris

images for identification and verification tasks resulting in the iris biometric system

not being trained comprehensively and not given a representation of the off-angle iris

image samples. The review of the state of the art literature identified a limitation

in the training algorithms currently available for unconstrained iris image samples as

typified by the off-angle case.

The literature provided useful insight into the techniques and methods developed to

compensate for the problem of off-angle iris images. A review of the techniques and

various approaches provided an opportunity to investigate more carefully the devel-

opment of a more direct training strategy, using an enhanced method of training an

iris biometric system using iris image samples from multiple off-angle locations. Meth-

ods reported in the literature suggested that an investigation into an iris biometric

system which is provided directly with a clearer representation of off-angle iris image

samples, without the requirement for additional complex image transformation steps,

could make a significant contribution to the field of iris biometrics.

The literature review discussed in Chapter 1 provided a platform for the development

of a set of principal objectives to be reported as the core of this thesis. This allowed

a clear understanding of the issues which need to be addressed when dealing with off-

angle iris images and how different techniques can be implemented to address some of

the problems.

An initial analysis of a small collection of iris image samples was described in Chapter

2 to characterise the images and help to identify the challenges of dealing with off-angle

iris image data. The analysis of a small collection of off-angle iris images highlighted

the fact that the further a users gaze is offset from the camera lens the higher the
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degree of distortion present in the iris image sample and, consequently, the higher the

error rate occurring in the recognition process. This preliminary study showed that a

more rigorous study would not just be interesting, but could be considered essential to

a full understanding of the nature of off-angle iris image data and how the gaze angle

affects the recognition of individuals.

The acquisition and investigation of this initial set of iris images provided the ability

to define a set of requirements and specifications to guide the design and construction

of a significant new piece of experimental acquisition hardware. Once this had been

constructed, a significant range of iris images at different off-angle locations could be

captured easily and methodically. The collection and analysis of an initial small set of

iris image samples, however, guided the design of a highly controlled acquisition system

allowing a new set of iris data to be analysed in a methodical and systematic way. The

research reported in Chapter 2 also enabled the development of an appropriate iris

acquisition protocol for detailed data collection and highlighted the issues arising as a

result of the nature of unconstrained iris data. A review of traditional segmentation

algorithms was presented together with a discussion on the segmentation approach

used in conjunction with the work forming the focus of this thesis.

A review of off-angle iris databases was presented as part of Chapter 2 in order to

provide clarity about the type and specific properties of each dataset. Evident from

the research was the current lack of iris databases containing iris image samples across

the vertical and diagonal planes. A significant finding was that the datasets containing

vertical iris image samples lacked significant angular resolution. The angular accuracy

of particular databases, for example the Q-FIRE dataset was limited, with users asked

to position their gaze roughly at specific angular points. Not all iris databases reported

in the literature are generally available for further research and the specific details

regarding the acquisition hardware and capture protocol in some cases are not clearly

defined making it difficult to draw clear comparisons with other research.

A review of the off-angle iris databases available in Chapter 2 provided a useful and

critical analysis of the additional benefits and enhanced characteristics of the new data

acquisition exercise. The value of acquiring a more comprehensive dataset of off-angle

iris images was important, as the preliminary investigations described in Chapter 2

had shown that with the adoption of a robust set of acquisition conditions, a rich set

of iris image data could be obtained. A new database was therefore deemed to provide

opportunities for further investigation of a more flexible and powerful iris biometric

system.

The discussion in Chapter 2 thus provided the necessary information for the design

and construction of the iris image acquisition system discussed in Chapter 3. A review
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of the requirements was ascertained in order to characterise the types of iris images to

be acquired at specific off-angle positions and varying illumination conditions. It was

decided that iris image samples would be acquired at off-angle locations between 0 and

20 degrees evenly spaced at 5 degree increments. The requirements also presented the

three near-infrared illumination conditions to be considered and discussed the use of

visible illumination to reduce pupil size to increase available iris surface area.

The research reported in Chapter 3 investigated the illumination infrastructure, pro-

viding a detailed account of the development cycle and testing required to construct

the custom illumination equipment. This process had to take into account many fac-

tors regarding the types, placement and impact of the different illumination sources

implemented. A discussion of the acquisition hardware including lens and long pass

filter was presented together with details of the process used to design the power re-

quirements and illumination panel to comply with eye safety standards. A significant

aspect of the design and implementation phase of the iris acquisition hardware was to

maintain a consistent acquisition environment for all iris image acquisitions that was

safe for the end user.

The methods used to make initial assessment of iris safety and evaluate the different

illumination test setups were presented in Chapter 3. This enabled the illumination

equipment to be assessed at different stages during the design cycle to evaluate the

trade off between illumination output and eye safety criteria. A final set of optical

measurements carried out by The National Physical Laboratory was presented showing

the device to be in the exempt group which is a classification for optical sources, which

do not pose any practical photobiological hazard. The design and implementation of

the acquisition system presented in Chapter 3 was fundamental to the acquisition of

appropriate experimental iris image data and was an essential factor in contributing

to the novelty and value of the work subsequently reported in this thesis.

The data collection protocol was discussed in Chapter 4 to define the rigorous meth-

ods used to develop the strategy for the uniform collection and recording of iris image

samples. A review of the ethical procedures was presented detailing the criteria to be

adhered to for participation in the iris data collection. An overview of the software

framework was also provided to illustrate how iris images were acquired under a specific

set of capture scenarios described in the data collection protocol. This provided the

opportunity to discuss different elements of the acquisition software and the storage

allocations required. The data collection software developed for the acquisition of iris

images was described showing how different illumination and imaging requirements

were implemented in the acquisition software.
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An initial assessment of the set of off-angle iris images was presented in Chapter 5 to

support the development of new techniques to improve iris recognition performance.

An overview of the iris biometric system to evaluate the off-angle iris image samples

was presented describing the system and processes adopted to segment, remove noise,

normalise, extract features from, and classify the iris image samples.

The implementation of a conventional training scheme based on training the system

using iris image samples at zero degree gaze angles and testing the biometric system

using a wide variety of unconstrained off-angle iris images was investigated. This

process allowed the evaluation of the misclassification patterns occurring when off-

angle iris image samples are encountered. The results suggested an interesting finding,

with the percentage mean error rate increasing the further off-centre the iris image was

used for testing. In particular, the results suggested that iris image samples acquired

from the southern angles generated significantly higher classification errors than those

acquired from the northern angles.

A selection of misclassified iris images was subjected to human visual inspection in

an attempt to explain the results from the initial experimentation. Reviewing the iris

image samples revealed that, particularly in the southern-based angles, the available

iris surface area from which features are generated was increasingly reduced the further

the gaze angle deviated from zero degrees. To provide a comparison between available

iris surface area and classification errors from the initial experimentation, information

from the segmentation phase was used to calculate the iris surface area for all iris image

samples. This indicated that there was a strong correlation between reduction in avail-

able iris surface area and increase in classification error rate when using conventional

iris image samples to train the iris biometric system.

The initial experiments using a traditional training methodology indicated that the

classification process might benefit from being trained on both conventional (zero de-

grees) and the off-angle iris image samples themselves. This prompted the development

of a set of training configurations to support a better understanding of how best to

utilise training samples of iris images from different gaze positions.

An identification experiment was carried out to determine the classification perfor-

mance when adopting different possible training configurations. This technique was

implemented as a motivator to design and test different training schemes based on the

angular error rates. The training configurations developed and tested suggested a sig-

nificant reduction in error rates at 5 and 10 degrees whilst exhibiting increased errors

at 15 and 20 degrees. The results also suggest significant improvements in performance

when implementing the horizontal and vertical training configurations (Configuration
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4 & 5) together with the circular training configurations (Configurations 8 & 9) in

comparison with the conventional training methodology.

Chapter 5 concluded with an evaluation of the iris biometric system with the devel-

oped training configurations using the defined Gatekeeper Scenario. This provided a

robust mechanism to analyse the classification algorithm and demonstrated that the

implementation of different training configurations benefited system performance.

The training configurations developed in Chapter 5 implemented a static approach

to enhance the training scheme. Although the training had been broadened and had

shown positive results, each adopted training configuration was fixed for a given sys-

tem. The study carried out in Chapter 5 highlights that a reduction in classification

errors could be achieved if iris image samples are trained in close proximity to the

iris positions being tested. This is particularly noticeable when analysing the circular

training configurations (Configuration 8 & 9) results. The initial circular training con-

figuration (Configuration 8) uses iris image samples at 5 degrees with results suggesting

a reduction in error rates at 10 degrees. When the training footprint is increased and

the extended circular training configuration (Configuration 9) is implemented, train-

ing iris image samples at 5 and 10 degrees, analysis of the classification performance

suggests noticeable improvements at 15 degrees.

These experiments demonstrated that if an iris biometric system is trained on iris im-

age samples acquired within a small area around the off-angle iris image being tested,

there is an improved possibility that the iris image sample will be correctly classified.

The initial work reported in Chapter 5 provided a platform for a more advanced ap-

proach to be developed to construct improved training configurations using a system

to dynamically select training samples of iris images in response to basic information

computed prior to the matching process.

Two training methodologies were thus developed and described in Chapter 6 based on

the analysis from Chapter 5. The training configuration approach presented in Chapter

5 motivated the development of a new location-based training technique where specific

iris image samples are selected to be used in the training process depending on the

off-angle characteristics of the iris image sample being tested.

However, the development of a location-based training configuration approach re-

quired the facility to detect the gaze angle of iris image samples being tested. It was

therefore necessary to review the different techniques presented in the literature to cal-

culate and estimate the off-angle position of the eye. The investigation into gaze angle

detection algorithms highlighted that several different approaches could be exploited.

The methods included the use of Daugmans integro-differential operator, investigation
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of the specular reflection characteristics of the iris image and the use of Hamming dis-

tance to estimate the off-angle position of the eye. Although a solution to the problem

of detecting the gaze angle of an eye image was proposed, the physical implementation

of such an algorithm was not part of the work plan for this study and thus only a

theoretical model was discussed. The literature review, however, shows that detecting

gaze angle can be assumed to be a viable process in the context of the work presented

in this thesis.

The initial location-based training technique (Configuration 10) presented in Chap-

ter 6 was constructed using a dynamic set of training configurations to train the iris

biometric system depending on the angle of the iris image sample being tested. The

implementation of this new training strategy suggested very encouraging results with a

comparable AUC value to that of the extended diagonal training configuration (Config-

uration 7) presented in Chapter 5. The performance of the extended circular training

configuration (Configuration 9) presented in Chapter 5 suggested performance improve-

ment over the location-based training configuration (Configuration 10) developed in

Chapter 6. This suggested that generating the location-based training configuration

(Configuration 10) using distance between Cartesian points of off-angle locations was

not necessarily the most appropriate technique to develop the training model.

A new enhanced location-based training configuration (Configuration 11) was pre-

sented using a refined version of the initial training configuration (Configuration 10)

presented in Chapter 6. Hamming distance values between iris template samples were

analysed for each of the 33 angular locations. Training configurations for each angular

position were constructed to provide a dynamic training mechanism to train the iris

biometric system with the closest iris template samples.

Analysis of the AUC value for the newly developed enhanced location-based training

configuration (Configuration 11) suggested promising performance when compared to

other presented training schemes. The developed training technique performed as well

as that of the extended circular training configuration (Configuration 9) developed in

Chapter 5. This suggested good results but this method of implementing an extended

circular training configuration (Configuration 9) to train the biometric system would

only be practically viable when using a small iris dataset as it would be computationally

impractical to expand this method to a commercial grade platform.

Chapter 6 presented two new training techniques, which were designed and developed

based on what was learnt from the results presented in Chapter 5. The analysis of

the results from both location-based training configurations (Configurations 10 & 11)

suggested good performance and showed that when iris image samples are carefully

selected to train the biometric system, good classification rates can be achieved. This is
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particularly apparent when refining the enhanced location-based training configuration

(Configuration 11) on distances between iris template samples instead of distances

between Cartesian points.

The training techniques presented in Chapter 5 and 6 of this thesis have relied on

training the iris biometric system using off-angle iris image samples, thereby avoiding

the complex processing associated with the more traditional approaches, which rely

on geometrically transforming the iris to an equivalent frontal view. Analysis of the

results from Chapters 5 and 6 show that classification performance has improved with

the introduction of off-angle iris image samples into the training scheme of the iris

biometric system.

Chapter 7 provided a platform to discuss additional ideas and afford an opportunity to

investigate several ancillary issues associated with developing an iris biometric system.

To investigate an additional session of iris image samples acquired a year after first

acquisition, an assessment of the performance of the developed training configurations

was presented. The results from analysing an additional iris data session using the two

location-based training configurations (Configurations 10 & 11) developed in Chapter

6 suggest there is not a rapid degradation in performance as a result of a one-year

time lapse between enrolment and subsequent testing. The location-based training

configurations (Configurations 10 & 11) developed and reported in this thesis suggest

that these techniques have real-world application, and are sufficiently robust not to

degrade over such a time span.

The performance of three off-angle iris biometric systems was discussed using equal

error rate as a simple metric to permit a relative comparison. Analysis of the different

off-angle approaches suggests that with increased algorithmic sophistication, higher

performance can be achieved. This allowed a review of two off-angle iris biometric

implementations described in the literature, together with the work carried out in the

study presented in this thesis.

An initial investigation was conducted to analyse the natural human eye gaze angle

using a gait database, since this provided a large number of video sequences of indi-

viduals walking normally through a physical space, from which gaze direction could be

determined. The results suggested that a significant number of subjects were found to

be focusing their gaze in a downward-facing angle whilst a high proportion of partici-

pants maintained a forward-facing eye gaze angle. The initial analysis of this database

suggested that it would be interesting to develop location-based training configurations

to cover further off-angle positions in the southern-based angles and introduce larger

off-angle resolutions. The study also generated information to aid future research into
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iris on the move and iris at a distance biometric implementations. This will poten-

tially assist with the positioning of iris acquisition hardware and suggest alternative

procedures to manage the flow of subjects through iris acquisition points, for example

in border control scenarios.

The impact of near-infrared wavelengths on iris images was also presented in Chapter

7 to provide a visual comparison of the anatomy of the anterior portion of three iris

image samples imaged under three near-infrared illumination conditions. This led to a

discussion about the definition and clarity of each eye sample, suggesting the benefits

of using the combined 810nm and 850nm near-infrared wavelengths. The iris images

acquired as part of the research study provided a significant contribution of three sets

of on-angle and off-angle iris images to the field of iris biometrics.

Chapter 7 concluded with a discussion on the use of visible illumination during the

iris acquisition process, which highlighted the benefits of acquiring a rich set of iris

images for future analysis. Iris samples imaged at varying illumination intensities will

make possible future investigation into the robustness of iris recognition systems when

presented with eye samples with varying pupil dilation rates.

This overall study has allowed the author to investigate the problems associated

with off-angle iris image samples presented to an iris biometric system. A review of

the literature highlighted that there were unanswered questions with regard to off-angle

iris image samples across the vertical and diagonal planes. What was also evident was

the use of traditional image processing techniques to use geometric transformation

algorithms to process the off-angle iris image samples as frontal view images.

The research carried out in our reported study suggests that using careful training

methodologies to improve the classification performance can compensate effectively for

the problem of off-angle iris images. The preliminary analysis performed in Chapter 7

also suggests that the training configurations do not rapidly degrade in performance

when testing the biometric system using iris image samples acquired a year later. This

also suggests that the application of a training configuration methodology has real-

world application and is robust enough not to degrade over time.

The research suggests that during the acquisition process of acquiring an iris image,

users may not always present a conventional forward-facing iris image sample. The

research discussed suggests that introducing iris image samples at off-angle locations

during the enrolment process for an iris biometric system and the subsequent use of the

developed training configurations, an increase in classification performance is evident.

With an increase in popularity of iris biometrics, more requirements will be placed

on the usability of the acquisition system to include compensation for irregularities
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in the acquisition process. This includes iris biometric systems being more tolerant

to processing iris image samples acquired when the user is not looking directly in

a forward-facing direction. The increasing interest in iris on the move and iris at

a distance biometric technologies also places further requirements on iris biometric

systems to compensate for off-angle irregularities of the acquired iris image sample.

This thesis has afforded the author the opportunity to investigate a significant issue

in the field of iris biometrics and contribute and develop work, which will aid the

development of future biometric systems.

8.2 Future Work

The research study reported in this thesis has not only provided some new insights

into the implementation of iris recognition systems and novel solutions to some ex-

isting problems, but has also raised some issues to be addressed in future work. The

location-based training configurations presented in Chapter 6 were developed to pro-

vide a custom training scheme on an adaptive per angle basis. The training configura-

tions were developed and implemented for all subjects in the database. An interesting

area would be to investigate the use of custom location-based training configurations

on a per subject basis.

The acquisition and investigation of iris images at gaze angles greater than 20 degrees,

together with increased resolution for iris positions in the southern angles would make

possible an investigation into the use of a training configuration approach for a set of

alternative off-angle positions. Assessing the performance of the developed training

configurations (Chapter 6) on a larger iris dataset would be beneficial, together with

increased repeat sessions as initially investigated in Chapter 7.

The segmentation algorithm implemented to isolate the iris and pupil regions relied

on a manual phase to verify segmentation accuracy and provide eyelid isolation. Alter-

native segmentation algorithms discussed in the research literature in Chapter 1 could

be investigated to provide further accuracy to the iris segmentation process. Alterna-

tive normalisation and feature extraction algorithms could be employed to process the

iris image samples in order to investigate whether performance improvement could be

achieved.

A study of alternative classification processes would be an area of interest in order to

assess the performance of other, perhaps more powerful classification techniques such

as SVM or Random forests. This could also provide an improvement in performance

for the training configurations developed in Chapter 6.
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An initial investigation into the natural eye gaze angle of human participants was

established in Chapter 7. The results provided interesting findings and suggested the

need for further experimentation in order to answer questions about natural human

eye gaze. A more detailed and robust data collection and analysis could provide more

information regarding how iris acquisition devices should be positioned and how to

manage the flow of users through iris biometric acquisition scenarios.

The acquisition of iris images at three near-infrared illumination conditions provides

an iris dataset of frontal and off-angle iris image samples. A more detailed analysis

of this dataset, together with further collection of iris image samples at varying near-

infrared wavelengths, could provide information about which wavelengths most benefit

the classification of off-angle iris images.

The iris image samples acquired at varying visible illumination intensities provides a

significant resource to support research into how different pupil dilation ratios affect

classification performance. This can provide opportunities for an investigation into how

the classification performance could be improved by enrolling iris images with different

pupil dilation characteristics. The iris images acquired under varying illumination

could be used to aid research in the area of iris biometric age prediction by studying

the pupil size rate of change at varying visible illumination intensities. The pupil rate

of change could also be exploited and used to develop anti-spoofing algorithms and

predict imposter attacks.

Hence, the research reported has highlighted many intriguing questions for future

work in the further development of off-angle iris biometrics.

8.3 Chapter Conclusion

A summary of the research studies carried out and their contributions to the wider

field of biometrics has been presented in this chapter. Areas of future work have been

discussed in order to highlight some additional interesting questions, which require

further investigation.

The author hopes that the research presented in this thesis will have a positive

influence on the area of off-angle iris biometrics with an aim to make the acquisition

of iris images more convenient to the end user, and more effective in practice.



APPENDIX A

Developed Iris Acquisition Hardware

This section includes some images of the iris acquisition hardware and software devel-

oped as part of the study in this thesis.
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Figure A.2: Developed Iris Acquisition Hardware
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APPENDIX B

Supporting Documentation for the Ethics Approval

Procedure

B.1 Ethics Advertisement
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B.2 Participant Information Sheet

 

PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET 

 
 

 
Enhanced iris data collection  

Purpose 

You are being invited to take part in a research study to help us to understand the effect of 
different illumination techniques and gaze angles during the capture of images of the human 
iris.  The aim of this project is to build up a database of iris samples which will be used in the 
research, development and evaluation of iris recognition and identification technologies.  
Before you decide to participate it is important for you to understand what the data collection 
will involve.  Please take the time to read the following information carefully and discuss it 
with others if you wish.  Feel free to ask the researcher if there is anything which is not clear 
or if you would like more information.  Take time to decide whether or not you wish to 
participate.  Thank you for reading this. 

Purpose of the study 

The overall aim of this project is to establish a database of iris samples enhanced with the 
use of different techniques such as visible and near-infrared illumination together with iris 
samples at different gaze angles.  The database will be used by researchers at the 
University of Kent to develop and improve an understanding of the use of such data in 
biometric identification and recognition tasks. 

There are three parts to this study: 

PART A: 

Images of your iris will be captured under varying visible illumination intensities utilising an 
illumination rig and a camera connected to a computer.  You will be asked to look directly at 
the camera lens whilst a low level of blue illumination will gradually decrease in intensity over 
a period of approximately one minute. 

PART B: 

Images of your iris will be captured using fixed visible illumination with three different 
wavelengths of near-infrared illumination.  This section again requires you to look directly at 
the camera lens whilst the illumination is varied.  Near-infrared illumination is close to the 
limit of what your eye can perceive, and hence you will only notice a general red glow. 

PART C: 

We will ask you to provide iris images captured at 32 individual gaze angles, which will be 
indicated for you on the capture device utilising green dots.  Samples will be obtained 
utilising three different wavelengths of near-infrared illumination together with fixed visible 
illumination.  This will allow us to image your iris at different gaze angles in order to 
understand the effect this has on iris recognition tasks. 

You may be asked to repeat some experiments during this data collection session if any 
samples are of poor quality.  You may also be asked to return and repeat some or all of the 
data collection process, although of course there is no obligation for you to do so.  If you do 
return we will make a further payment to you as if you were attending for the first time. 
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PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET 

 
 

 
What will happen to the samples I provide? 

The data that you donate will form part of a database, which will be owned and maintained 
by the University of Kent.  The data will be used by the University’s research team for 
research purposes but we will also share the anonymised data with the organisation 
sponsoring the research. 

When you participate your samples will be stored on a secure Departmental server and 
linked to a reference number rather than your name.  In fact, we will retain your name for 
only one week in order to give us time to contact you if we have any queries about the data 
collected, after which we will destroy the link to a name.  Thus, only the research team 
collecting the data will be able to link your samples with you personally and then for only one 
week.  After that there will be no way of linking you personally to the samples you have 
provided. 

Samples will be stored securely for an indefinite period and used in future research. 

 

Withdrawal 

Participation in any part of the collection process is voluntary and you are permitted to 
withdraw at any time, without giving any reason and without any penalty.  For example, 
withdrawal will have no impact on your studies if you are a student.  

If you wish to withdraw your sample, you will need to provide the participant identification 
number located on your copy of the consent form. 

 

What will happen to the results of the evaluations using the database? 

The results of the evaluation will be documented and are likely to be published in the 
scientific literature to help others benefit in the future from the knowledge we have gained.  
However, no participant will be identified individually (indeed, it is not possible for us to do so 
from the anonymised data).  Copies of any publications will be available via the contact 
points noted below. 

 

Information about this Research 

The organisation funding this research study is the Engineering and Physical Sciences 
Research Council (a public body which funds much of the scientific research carried out in 
Universities in the UK) and a small company which produces iris recognition equipment, 
Smart Sensors Ltd.  This research has been ethically approved by the University of Kent 
Faculty of Sciences Research Ethics Committee. 

This study should take no longer than around thirty minutes in total to collect all iris images.  
You will be given the opportunity to stop for breaks any time during the data collection if 
requested.  You will receive a one off payment of £20 for taking part in this research study. 

If you have any further questions or would like clarification on this data collection study, 
please contact Richard Bonner, whose contact details are given below, in the first instance 
for further information. 

Thank you for reading through this participant information sheet. 
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PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET 

 
 

 
 

Contacts for further information: 

 

Richard Bonner 

School of Engineering and Digital Arts 

University of Kent 

Canterbury  

Kent, CT2 7NT 

Email: rkb28@kent.ac.uk 

Telephone: 01227 823715 

 

Professor Michael Fairhurst 

School of Engineering and Digital Arts 

University of Kent 

Canterbury  

Kent, CT2 7NT 

Email: M.C.Fairhurst@kent.ac.uk 

Telephone: 01227 823389 
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CONSENT FORM  

  
 
Title of project:  Enhanced Iris Database Collection 

Name of investigator:  Richard Bonner 

Participant Identification Number for this project:  

 

Please initial box 

 
1. I confirm I have read and understood the information for the above 

study.  I have had the opportunity to consider the information, ask 
questions and have had these answered satisfactorily. 

 

 

 
2. I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to 

withdraw at any time without giving any reason.  (Contact Richard 
Bonner in the first instance or alternatively Professor Michael 
Fairhurst – contact details on Participant Information Sheet). 

 

 

 
3. I understand that the information collected will be anonymised before 

analysis.  I give permission for members of the research team / 
Smart Sensors Ltd to have access to my anonymised responses.  I 
consent to images from this study being securely stored and used in 
future research. 

 

 

 
4. I agree to take part in the above research project. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Name of participant 
 

 
 
Date 

 
 
Signature 

 
Name of person taking consent 
(if different from lead researcher) 

 
Date 

 
Signature 

To be signed and dated in presence of the participant 
 
 
Lead researcher 
 

 
Date 

 
Signature 
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B.4 Participant Details Sheet

 

PARTICIPANT DETAILS 
 

 

Participant Information 

First Name:  

 

Surname:  

 

Email:  

  

Contact telephone number:  

  

Researcher to fill in 

  

Participant Identification Number for 
this project:  

 

  

Date of Capture:  

 

Please note:   This sheet will be destroyed within 7 days of the date of image capture. 
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PARTICIPANT DETAILS 
 

 

 

Participant Information -  

Gender:  

 Male  

 Female  

 

Indicate age range:  

 < 25  

 25 ≥ age < 40  

 40 ≥ age < 60  

 ≥ 60  

 

Ethnic Origin:  

 White British  

 White (Other)  

 Indian  

 Pakistani  

 White Irish  

 Mixed  

 Black Caribbean  

 Black African  

 Bangladeshi  

 Chinese  

 Other Asian 
(non-Chinese) 

 

 Black (Others)  

 Other  Please state ………………………………………. 

  

Researcher to fill in 

 

Date of Capture:  

 

Are you wearing contact lenses 
today? 

 

 

Are glasses normally worn?  

 

Participant Identification Number for 
this project:  
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B.5 Ethics Review Checklist

 

ETHICS REVIEW CHECKLIST FOR RESEARCH WITH 

HUMAN PARTICIPANTS – FACULTY OF SCIENCES 

A checklist should be completed for every research project in order to identify whether a full application 
for ethics approval needs to be submitted.  

The principal investigator or, where the principal investigator is a student, the supervisor, is responsible 
for exercising appropriate professional judgement in this review. 

This checklist must be completed before potential participants are approached to take part in any 
research. 

All forms must be signed by the School’s Research Ethics Advisory Group representative.  

Section I: Project details 

Project title: 
Enhanced Iris Data Collection 
 

Planned start date: 8th  July, 2013 Planned end date: 20th  December, 2013 

Funder: 
Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council/Smart Sensors 
Ltd 

 

Section II: Applicant details 

Applicant name: Richard Bonner 

Department: School of Engineering and Digital Arts 

Email: rkb28@kent.ac.uk Telephone number:  01227 823715 

Contact address: 
Richard Bonner, School of Engineering and Digital Arts, Jennison 
Building, University of Kent, Canterbury, Kent, CT2 7NT 

 

Applicant signature:  Date  

 

Section III: Students only 

Supervisor:  

Undergrad. 
 

Postgrad 
 

Masters 
 

Doctorate 
 

Other (please 
specify) 

 

Supervisor signature:  Date  

 

School REAG rep signature:  Date  

 
If all questions in the checklist are answered as ‘no’, send the completed and signed form to the 
Faculties Support Office (at fso@kent.ac.uk), with any further required documents, for their 
records. 

If any question in Section IV(A) are answered ‘yes’, you will need to send the completed form to the 
Faculties Support Office (at fso@kent.ac.uk) for reference and submit your research for ethics 
approval to the appropriate body.  For advice and assistance with this process please contact the 
Research Ethics & Governance Officer.  Once ethical approval is granted, a copy should be sent to 
the Faculties Support Office for their records. 

If any questions in Section IV(B) are answered ‘yes’, you will need to complete the full application 
form and send it to the Faculties Support Office (at fso@kent.ac.uk) for review by the Sciences 
Research Ethics Advisory Group (REAG) along with a copy of the project protocol and any 
supporting documentation such as patient information sheets and consent forms.   

Please note that it is your responsibility to follow, and to ensure that all researchers involved with your 
project follow, accepted ethical practice and appropriate professional ethical guidelines in the conduct 
of your study.  You must take all reasonable steps to protect the dignity, rights, safety and well-being 
of participants. This includes providing participants with appropriate information sheets, ensuring 
informed consent and ensuring confidentiality in the storage and use of data.  Any significant change 
in the question, design or conduct over the course of the research should be notified to the 
Faculties Support Office (at fso@kent.ac.uk) and may require a new application for ethics 
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REJ/ARC/mnf/04.05.12 

ETHICS REVIEW CHECKLIST FOR RESEARCH WITH 

HUMAN PARTICIPANTS – FACULTY OF SCIENCES 

approval. Section IV: Research Checklist 

Please answer all questions by ticking the appropriate box: 

A) Research that may need to be reviewed by an NHS Research Ethics 
Committee, the Social Care Research Ethics Committee (SCREC) or 
other external ethics committee (if yes, please give brief details as an 
annex) 

YES NO 

Will the study involve recruitment of patients through the NHS or the use of NHS 
patient data or samples? 

  

Will the study involve the collection of tissue samples (including blood, saliva, urine, 
etc.) from participants or the use of existing samples? 

  

Will the study involve participants, or their data, from adult social care, including 
home care, or residents from a residential or nursing care home? 

  

Will the study involve research participants identified because of their status as 
relatives or carers of past or present users of these services?  

  

Does the study involve participants aged 16 or over who are unable to give informed 
consent (e.g. people with learning disabilities or dementia)? 

  

Is the research a social care study funded by the Department of Health?   

Is the research a health-related study involving prisoners?   
 

If the answer to any questions in Section IV A is ‘yes’, please contact the Research Ethics & 
Governance Officer for further advice and assistance. 

B) Research that may need full review by the Sciences REAG YES NO 

Does the research involve other vulnerable groups: children; those with cognitive 
impairment; or those in unequal relationships, e.g. your own students? 

  

Does the project involve the collection of material that could be considered of a 
sensitive, personal, biographical, medical, psychological, social or physiological 
nature, other than one that is covered by existing block approval? 

  

Will the study require the cooperation of a gatekeeper for initial access to the groups 
or individuals to be recruited (e.g. students at school; members of a self-help group)? 

  

Will it be necessary for participants to take part in the study without their knowledge 
and consent at the time? (e.g. covert observation of people in non-public places?) 

  

Will the study involve discussion of sensitive topics (e.g. sexual activity; drug use; 
criminal activity)? 

  

Are drugs, placebos or other substances (e.g. food substances, vitamins) to be 
administered to the study participants or will the study involve invasive, intrusive or 
potentially harmful procedures of any kind? 

  

Is pain or more than mild discomfort likely to result from the study?   

Could the study induce psychological stress or anxiety or cause harm or negative 
consequences beyond the risks encountered in normal life? 

  

Will the study involve prolonged or repetitive testing?   

Will the research involve administrative or secure data that requires permission from 
the appropriate authorities before use? 

  

Is there a possibility that the safety of the researcher may be in question (e.g. 
international research; locally employed research assistants)? 

  

Does the research involve members of the public in a research capacity (participant 
research)? 

  

Will the research take place outside the UK?   

Will the outcome of the research allow respondents to be identified either directly or 
indirectly (e.g. through aggregating separate data sources gathered from the 
internet)? 

  

Will research involve the sharing of data or confidential information beyond the initial 
consent given? 

  

Will financial inducements (other than reasonable expenses and compensation for 
time) be offered to participants? 

  

Will the proposed findings be controversial or are there any conflicts of interest?    
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B.6 Full Ethics Application

FULL ETHICS APPLICATION FOR RESEARCH  
WITH HUMAN PARTICIPANTS – FACULTY OF SCIENCES 

 

Page 1 of 6 
 

 

If any of the questions in Section IV B is answered ‘yes’, a full ethics application must be made to the 
REAG.  This also applies for studies not defined as ‘research’ in the narrow sense, i.e. evaluations/audits, 
etc.  Complete this form and send it to the Faculties Support Office along with supporting documentation: 
a copy of the full research proposal; any participant information sheets and consent forms; any surveys, 
interview schedules; any advertising material or proposed website wording.   

Overview 

Name of Applicant(s) 
 Richard Bonner     

Contact Details (Please include your UoK address, email and telephone number) 
 School of Engineering and Digital Arts 
 University of Kent 
 Canterbury, Kent 
 CT2 7NT 
 rkb28@kent.ac.uk 
 01227 823715     

Title of Project 
 Enchanced Iris Data Collection     

Lay Summary (Please provide a brief summary of the study) 
To establish an enhanced database of iris samples captured under different illumination conditions (both visible 
and near-infrared illumination).  The database will be utlised by researchers at the University of Kent and the 
sponsoring company (Smart Sensors Ltd) to develop and improve an understanding of the use of such data in 
biometric identification tasks.     

Name of Supervisor(s) (If applicable) 
 Professor Michael Fairhurst     

Application Reference Number (For office use only) 
      

 

Risks and ethical issues 

Please list the principal inclusion and exclusion criteria 
We are seeking volunteers who will be 18 and over with no upper age restriction.  All participants should give 
informed consent.     
 

How long will each research participant be in the study in total, from when they give informed consent until 
their last contact with the research team? 
The research participant will be given the participant information sheet and consent form in advance, and will be 
asked to sign the consent form on the day of data capture. The time between giving consent and last contact 
with the research team will therefore be no more than a week.     
 

What are the potential risks and burdens for research participants and how will you minimise them?  
(Describe any risks and burdens that could occur as a result of participation in the research, such as pain, 
discomfort, distress, intrusion, inconvenience or changes to lifestyle.  Describe what steps would be taken 
to minimise risks and burdens as far as possible) 
An equipment safety assessment has been carried out using radiance and irradiance measurement systems 
and absolute spectral measurements.  This enabled the equipment to be compared with the exposure limits in 
the standard BS EN 62471:2008 "Photobiological safety of lamps and lamps systems".  The measurements 
were performed by the National Physical Laboratory (NPL) for the University of Kent under instructions given in 
contract 2011110363. NPL is one of the world's leading centres for equipment testing and evaluation.    
 
Please describe what measures you have in place in the event of any unexpected outcomes or adverse effects 
to participants arising from involvement in the project 

A researcher will be present throughout the data capture, and contact information about the research team will 
be given to participants.     
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Will interviews/questionnaires or group discussions include topics that might be sensitive, embarrassing or 
upsetting, or is it possible that criminal or other disclosures requiring action could occur during the study? 
No     
 

If yes, please describe the procedures in place to deal with these issues 
N/A     
 

What is the potential benefit to research participants? 
They will receive a modest payment for their participation     
 

What are the potential risks to the researchers themselves? 
None     
 

Will there be any risks to the University?  (Consider issues such as reputational risk; research that may 
give rise to contentious or controversial findings; could the funder be considered controversial or have the 
potential to cause reputational risk to the University?) 
None     
 

Will any intervention or procedure, which would normally be considered a part of routine care, be withheld 
from the research participants?  (If yes, give details and justification).  For example, the disturbance of a 
school child’s day or access to their normal educational entitlement and curriculum). 
No     
 

 

Recruitment and informed consent 

How and by whom will potential participants, records or samples be identified? 
Volunteers will be recruited through personal contact by the researcher, and through general invitation.  All iris 
images collected will be anonymised and given a unique ID.  The unique ID will be linked to the name of the 
subject for no more than one week (In case any queries arise over data quality or other information supplied), 
after which the link will be destroyed. After one week there will be no retained record of the name or any other 
specific identifying feature of the subject.      
 

Will this involve reviewing or screening identifiable personal information of potential participants or any 
other person?  (If ‘yes’, give details) 
No     
 

Has prior consent been obtained or will it be obtained for access to identifiable personal information? 
Consent will be confirmed on the day of data capture, but participants will have received information 
approximately one week before that.     
 

Will you obtain informed consent from or on behalf of research participants?  (If ‘yes’ please give details.  If 
you are not planning to gain consent, please explain why not). 
 
Yes.  All participants will be provided with an information sheet in advance, and will be given an opportunity to 
ask questions before giving consent.     
 

Will you record informed consent in writing?  (If ‘no’, how will it be recorded?) 
Yes     
 

How long will you allow potential participants to decide whether or not to take part? 
Participants will be given the participants information sheet around one week in advance to the capture session.  
Participants will therefore be given one week (more if required) to decide if they wish to take part.     
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What arrangements have been made for persons who might not adequately understand verbal 
explanations or written information given in English, or have special communication needs?  (eg,  
translation, use of interpreters?) 
We will not collect data from anyone who is not able to understand the details of the data collection 
process     
 

If no arrangements will be made, explain the reasons (eg, resource constraints) 
N/A     
 

 

Confidentiality 

In this section personal data means any data relating to a participant who could potentially be identified.  It 
includes pseudonymised data capable of being linked to a participant through a unique code number.  

If you will be undertaking any of the following activities at any stage (including in the identification of 
potential participants) please give details and explain the safeguarding measures you will employ 

 Electronic transfer by magnetic or optical media, email or computer networks 

 Sharing of personal data outside the European Economic Area 

 Use of personal addresses, postcodes, faxes, emails or telephone numbers 

 Publication of direct quotations from respondents 

 Publication of data that might allow identification of individuals, either directly or indirectly 

 Use of audio/visual recording devices 

 Storage of personal data on any of the following: 
– Manual files 
– University computers 
– Home or other personal computers 
– Private company computers 
– Laptop computers 

All data will be stored on the EDA departmental fileserver protected by password.  All samples will be 
anonymised with a unique reference number, and the only link (hard copy, not stored) to a specific individual will 
be destroyed after 1 week (a period to allow follow-up in the case of missing or poor quality data).  
 

How will you ensure the confidentiality of personal data?  (eg, anonymisation or pseudonymisation of data) 
Please see previous answer     
 

Who will have access to participants’ personal data during the study? 
As noted above, no link with an individual will be retained.  The collected images, in anonymised form, will be 
available only to Professor Fairhurst's research team at Kent, and the sponsoring company Smart Sensors Ltd.   
The connection with a commercial organisation precludes making the data more widely available.     
 

How long will personal data be stored or accessed after the study has ended?  (If longer than 12 months, 
please justify) 
The database compiled in this study is a valuable asset for the University research group and we would like to 
continue to utilise it to improve our understanding of such data in biometric identification tasks. We would 
therefore like to retain the data on an on-going basis, especially since no link to any individual will be 
retained.     
 

Please note:  as best practice, and as a requirement of many funders, where practical, researchers must 
develop a data management and sharing plan to enable the data to be made available for re-use, eg, for 
secondary research, and so sufficient metadata must be conserved to enable this while maintaining 
confidentiality commitments and the security of data. 

 

Incentives and payments 

Will research participants receive any payments, reimbursement of expenses or any other benefits or 
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incentives for taking part in this research?  (If ‘yes’, please give details) 
Yes research participants will receive payments for taking part in this research.  They will receive a one-off 
payment of £20.     
 

Will individual researchers receive any personal payment over and above normal salary, or any other 
benefits or incentives, for taking part in this research?  (If ‘yes’, please give details) 
No     
 

Does the Chief Investigator or any other investigator/collaborator have any direct personal involvement 
(e.g. financial, share holding, personal relationship, etc) in the organisations sponsoring or funding the 
research that may give rise to a possible conflict of interest?  (If ‘yes’, please give details) 
No     
 

 

Publication and dissemination 

How do you intend to report and disseminate the results of the study?  If you do not plan to report or 
disseminate the results please give your justification 
We will provide information about our analysis of the data to the sponsoring company.  Within the bounds of 
respecting any commercial confidentiality issues we will publish results in the scientific literature in the usual 
way. Richard Bonner will also report results in his PhD thesis.    
 

Will you inform participants of the results?  (Please give details of how you will inform participants or justify 
if not doing so) 
We do not plan routinely to inform participants of any publications of results, but we will make them available on 
request, providing an appropriate contact point     
 

 

Management of the research 

Other key investigators/collaborators.  (Please include all grant co-applicants, protocol authors and other 
key members of the Chief Investigator’s team, including non-doctoral student researchers) 
Within the present team, Dr Meryem Erbilek (currently an RA in the research group) will also participate in this 
project 
 

Has this or a similar application been previously rejected by a research Ethics Committee in the UK or 
another country?  (If yes, please give details of rejected application and explain in the summary of main 
issues how the reasons for the unfavourable opinion have been addressed in this application) 
No     
 

How long do you expect the study to last? 

 Planned start date:   8
th
  July 

2013     
 Planned end date:   20

th
  

December 2013     
 Total duration:   Approx 6 

Months     

Where will the research take place? 
Jennison Building - EDA     
 

 

Insurance/indemnity 

Does UoK’s insurer need to be notified about your project before insurance cover can be provided? 
The majority of research carried out at UoK is covered automatically by existing policies, however, if your 
project entails more than usual risk or involves an overseas country in the developing world or where there 
is or has recently been conflict, please check with the Insurance Office that cover can be provided. Please 
give details below. 
No     
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Children 

Do you plan to include any participants who are children under 16?  (If no, go to next section) 
No     
 

Please specify the potential age range of children under 16 who will be included and give reasons for 
carrying out the research with this age group 
N/A     
 

Please describe the arrangements for seeking informed consent from a person with parental responsibility 
and/or from children able to give consent for themselves 
N/A     
 

If you intend to provide children under 16 with information about the research and seek their consent or 
agreement, please outline how this process will vary according to their age and level of understanding 
N/A     
 

 

Participants unable to consent for themselves 

Do you plan to include any participants who are adults unable to consent for themselves through physical 
or mental incapacity?  (If yes, the research must be reviewed by an NHS REC or SCREC) 
No     
 

Is the research related to the ‘impairing condition’ that causes the lack of capacity, or to the treatment of 
those with that condition? 

   Yes If ‘yes’ proceed to next question 

   No 
If ‘no’ the study should proceed without involving 
those who do not have the capacity to consent to 
participation 

Could the research be undertaken as effectively with people who do have the capacity to consent to 
participate? 

   Yes 
If ‘yes’ then the study should exclude those without 
the capacity to consent to participation 

   No 
If ‘no’ then the inclusion of people without capacity 
in the study can be justified 

Is it possible that the capacity of participants could fluctuate during the research?  (If yes, the research 
must be reviewed by an NHS REC or SCREC) 

 
 

Who inside or outside the research team will decide whether or not the participants have the capacity to 
give consent?  What training/experience will they have to enable them to reach this decision? 

 

What will be the criteria for withdrawal of participants? 
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Declaration 

 
To be signed by the Chief Investigator 
 

 I agree to comply, and will ensure that all researchers involved with the study comply with all relevant 
legislation, accepted ethical practice, University of Kent policies and appropriate professional ethical 
guidelines during the conduct of this research project 

 If any significant changes are made to the design of the research I will notify the Faculty of Sciences 
Research Ethics and Advisory Group (REAG) and understand that further review may be required 
before I can proceed to implement the change(s) 

 I agree that I will notify the Faculty of Sciences Research Ethics Advisory Group of any unexpected 
adverse events that may occur during my research 

 I agree to notify the Faculty of Sciences Research Ethics Advisory Group of any complaints I receive in 
connection with this research project 
 

 
Signed:        
 
Name:   

 

Date:         

 

What to do next 

 
Send your completed form, along with all supporting documentation, to the Faculties Support 
Office, at fso@kent.ac.uk.  
 

 

Checklist  

 
Please ensure you have included the following with your application (where relevant): 
 

 Full research proposal (current project) 

 Participant information sheet 

 Consent form 

 Covering letter (if relevant) 

 Any questionnaires/interview schedules/topic guides to be used 

 Any approved instruments/measures to be used 

 Any advertising material to be used to recruit participants 

 Confirmation that project is covered by UoK insurance policies (if necessary) 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
REJ/ARC/12.02.13 
S:\Committees\Research Ethics\Forms\Sciences\sciences-reag-full-app-form-feb-2013.docx 
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